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Feed

for

Producing Milk.

Trailing

it iu water, float on the back, with the
and mouth projecting.
For apoplexy, raise the head aud
hod) ;
for fainting, lay the person flat.
nose

iiuVV

TO I REVENT

llENS FROM K.\TIN(J
The Country Gentlemen sugway to prevent hens from eating
their eggs.
It is to till an egg with a solution of pepper anil put tile egg buck in the
nest.
A Danbury mail has tried this and
says it, works like a charm.
He put a pretty good dose of pepper in the egg and
placed it in the nest of the criminal. Pretty soon the hen came around and took hold.
It was a briudle animal with long
legs, and
somewhat conceited.
It dipped in its bill
and inhaled the delicacy.
Tiien it came out
doors.
It didn’t gallop out, we don’t
mean, hut
it came out to look at the scenery, and see
if it was going lw rain.
Its mouth was
wide open, and the feathers on tile
top of
its head stood straight up. Then it commenced to go around the yard like a cirrus
horse. Once in a while it would stop and
posh out one leg in a tone of astonishment*
ami then holler “tire,” and start on again.
The other hens came out to look on. Soon
the hens from the neighbors came over the
fence, and took up a position of observation.
It was quite evident the performance was
something entirely new and unique to them.
There is a good deal of human nature in
hens. When they saw this lien dancing
around and have all the fun to itself, and
heard it shout “tire," and couldn't see the
conflagration themselves, they filled up with
wrath, and of one accord sprang upon it,
and before the
Danbury man could interfere,
Hie briudle lien with’the long legs was
He says the
among the things that were.
recipe is effectual. [Danbury News.

Their Eggs.
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Remedy for Corns. Mr. Rose, a merchant of San Diego, announces that the.se
creators of so much torment in the
world,
can easily and
surely he cured by applying
a good coat of
gum arabic mucilage every
evening on going to bed.
He had them for
forty years, and tried nearly all the corn
remedies in existence, without relief until
he tried the above, which readily cured him
in a few weeks.
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>v«-r-iredii g pastures, but there is such
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thing
keeping cattle off too long, so that
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K.un.nt.
Though we want to
pa..;iires mst as good ns we can,
desire to get all the prollt from them
Ul!lt is possible. \ei after
all, it will be periff
prepare for a drought in July
aid August, >.y putting in a liberal breadth
*n, tie todder, to tie fed out
green if it
needed
l'ln sweet vaiieties are best.,
at am kind is setter than none.
Sow the
i.rst
it aearly as the ground is in good
itiditiou. and follow it with several plantog«, a' intervals of ten to fifteen days.
Not withstanding ail that lias been said and
written against corn (odder, or fodder corn,
tor cattle teed in summer, we beli ve its use
constantly increasing.
Perhaps green
mass would lie a better substitute for
pasture teed. i( we could grow
enough of it.
But few of us, a- vet, have learned how to
secure
green grass, or dried grass, in sufif wilt quantities tor our stock
through the
wide
rut
When we can do tin;!, we
Heed not trout.le ourselves about corn fodbut until then, we sin.11 be wise to
te
arrange tor a good supply of it for the
dry
weather in autumn.
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Molasses for Cattle. Successful -attle
feeders in Europe give molasses
constantly
to fatten cattle and milch cows.
A large
German farmer gives a pint a
day mixed
with oilcake to his cows, largely
increasing
their milk.
We know one very successful
American farmer who gives his cows molasses in their feed with very
good results.
i'i.
aiiucisou, ui i^umourgn,
scotiaml,
lias proved by actual analysis that the last
of
milk
gill
drawn from the udder of the
cow contains sixteen times the amount of
cream incident to the tlrst one, the
separation of the cream from the milk
taking
Place in part in the udder, particularly in
instances where the animal is suffered to
stand at rest for some time before
milking.

When a Taunton mail married lie did
know his wife had a maiden aunt,
and when lie returned trom Boston on the
theatre train badly afflicted with Cochituale flavored with
gin he was equally
ignorant of the laet that the virgin relic
of the last generation had arrived in a
late train and was reposing in his own
particular chamber, while the purveyor of
ids steaks had retired to the attic.
Tiptoenot

ing gracefully

into the

bed-room,

and

choked with thirst, he caught up the tumbler in

which

a

lower set ot masticators

their nightly hath, and threw
the contents into his parched throat. In
about three seconds the ‘startled
public
were moved from their
placid slumbers
the
shout of “Mary, Mary, I’m coming
by
apart, my teeth and jaw hone are all
afloat!” It is well to draw the veil of
secrecy over what followed. The sorrows
of the human soul cannot be touched too
tenderly, and the feelings of the human
heart, verging on three score and seven
by
the family almanac, when it sees three
molars worth live dollars apiece lying in
picturesque confusion on a bedroom floor,
ought to tie left for the imagination ot the
pitiful to portray. We eati only add that
the unfortunate drinker will
stay away
Bittek. Some dairymen are selling their trom Boston until his hair grows out, and
that the doctors think a bread and milk
butler hi uhitos! double the average price.
Now it is nut altogether owing to the qual- poultice will in time reduce the
swelling
ity, that mak-s the one lot bring so much over liis left eye.

more
than the other.
It is partly because
the tanner who sells at tile low prices, only
makes what lie can from his pastures, and
thus his butter goes on to the market just
at the time when
everybody’s cows are
When the dry weather
making butter.
comes on in the summer, his feed
gets short,
his cows dry up, and he cannot supply his
customers; and this happens when butter
is iu the best
demand.
Th tse farmers who
get the high prices
lor their butter have laid in for a
stock of
green corn to carry them through a
drought
and enable them to
keep up their supply of
iresh butter for their market
rigiit through
the season,
and it, is. in part, from this
steady supply, regardless of weather, or the
condition of pastures, that they obtain the
prices that are quoted as “fancy.”

Mangolds and Sugar Beets should go in
early in this month, as the ground can
be put in good condition.
Plenty of manure will be needed to grow these roots
hut
when
we
successfully,
get them we
have something the cows will thank us for
as

next wintei

[New England

Fanner.

Arbutus.

thought

The Practical Farmer says:
“It is wel ; When the gray air breathes chill in early Spring,
And coldly fall the cheerless sunset gleams;
settled iu the opinion of all our best dairy- :
men that bran greatly promotes the milk ! When the sere grasses rustic, whispering
Of
life that is, ot death that only seems;
secretions in cows, aud it is fed almost uniWhen the wild wind soughs in the weaving
versalis. About equally mixed with cornwood
meal is the usual proportion. This mixture
With secret summoning of bud and leaf
seems to promote quantity and
quality oi And wails along the bare and withered rood
ndlk.
As in an ecstasy ot lonely grief;
From several sources we hear that
buckwheat bran is a great milk producer, Then smiling from decaying fern and sedge—
Kirst
signal of the new awakening earth—
aud it is now being used cousiderably
On sunny slopes along the forest edge,
anion: our Chester County dairymen, in
Surprising with its loveliness their dearth,
about the same proportions as the other. The
dainty sweet arbutus half conceals
Thos. Gawthorp, near West Grove, ChesThe delicate heauty its perfume reveals.
ter County, also by repeated trials with his
own cows, lias fully satisfied himself that
Lola—-An Idyl.
they iio as well with corn and cob-meal aud
bran as with pure corn-meal and bran. The
1 he house was one ol
the nest-like
amount of nutriment in corn-cobs is so very
sort, low-roofed, thatched, with latticed
small that this result will have to lie exwindows huried in greenery, with a doveplained on the supposition of the ground
coat on the gable, and rustic porch aud
col), acting to promote digestion by distending the stomach. The presence of veranda. It stood in a forest country,
bulky material being necessary to promote and, with it garden, orchard, and scraps
distension and till up the stomach of rumin- of velvety pasturage, was surrounded-on
ating animals, before perfect digestion can many sides by trees climbing on heights,
be accomplished, Is frequently lost sight of. trees dipping and eourtesying in hollows,
Hungarian grass is also found to tic rather trees wading into the river where the redsuperior to the ordinary run of hay. The sided cattle love to drink, trees lying in
last year or two Hungarian grass lias loom- soli
heaps against the silver-grays of
ed up wonderfully in the estimation of our elondlaud with a
mysterious blue mist bedairy farmers, and a very large scope of hind their holes. The morning glitter was
land will be sowed with it the coming sea- on
every thing, as the master of the house,
son.
It matures for cutting in about sixty
going out with his dog, stopped and
days, and produces two to four tons pelover
tln> low garden wall to his
acre—tiie latter of course on good soils. spoke
wile, who, with hands In her apronThree pecks to the acre is the usual allowpockets, was standing gazing attentively
ance of seed.
Where a good hay market is
at her bee-hives.
convenient, this substitution of Hungarian
“Let Fan have the satin for this time,
grass for common hay in home feeding will
but she must try to do with less. Our
be a clear additional source of
prol.t. | Rural
New Yorker.
living is too expensive."
“I have just been thinking of where we
can economize,”
What to Do in Ca9e of Accident.
replied the wife, in an
irritated tone
“We are too many in the
Prof. Wilder, of Cornell University, gives house for
one thing.
It is time that girl
the following short rules (or action in case
Lola was earning her bread.”
of accident, which it will be found useful to
“Humph!” said the husband ; “I think
preserve and remember:
she earns it already. She saves you a
For dust iu the eyes, avoid rubbing; dash
governess."
water into them; remove cinders,
etc., with nursery
“I can teach the children myself,” was
the round point of a lead pencil.
the
Remove water from the ear by cold water;
reply ; “and their sisters must learn to
never put a hard instrument into the ear.
help. Lola gets nothing from us but food
and
If choked, get upon all fours, and cough.
shelter. It would lie only fair to let
For slight burns, slip the parts in cold her go into the world.”
it
water;
the skin is destroyed, cover with
“She’s a shy thing, ami is better where
varnish.
she is.
Besides, what would become of
Smother a tire with carpets, etc.; water Granny's children ?”
will often spread burning oil, and increasi
The husband and wife had walked slowdanger. Before passing through smoke, ly Irom the bee-hives to the house, and
take a full breath and then stoop low: but
stooil under a lattice window, which
lay
ii carbonic acid gas is
suspected, walk open.
erect.
I alking ot
said the husband,
In case of poisouing, excite
vomiting by "how long is (iranny,” to
Gray going
stay at Rosetickling the throat or by warm water and
lands?
lie’s a good deal here, isn’t he?”
mustard.
lie’s very pleasant
For acid poisons, give alkalies; for alkacompany.”
"And our girls are attractive.”
line poisons, give acids—white of an
egg is
"Xonsen.se ! How little you know ot'
good in most cases; in a case of opium
poisoning give strong coffee aud keep mov- your own children ! I have brought

ing.

were

taking

The

latest

number

of

Blackwood’s

Magazine contains a new version of "Old
Hubbard,” a burlesque entitled
No I lay ; an Arthurian
Idyl,” which very

aptly

points.

hits Tennyson in Ids
Here is a specimen :

vulnerable

The widowed dame of Hubbard’s ancient line
Turned to tier cupboard, cornered anglewise
Betwixt this wall and that, in quest ol auglit
To satisfy tiie cravings of Sir Tray,
Prick-eared companion of her solitude,
Red-spotted, dirty-white, and bare of rib,
Who followed at her high and puttering heels,
Pl ayer in his eye, prayer in his slinking gait,
Prayer in his pendulous pulsating tail.
Wide on its creaking jaws revolved the door,
Tile cupboard yawned, deep-throated, thinly set
For teeth, with ancient bottles; canisters
And plates of various patterns, blue or white;
Beep in the void she thrusts her hookpd nose,
Peering, near-sighted, for the wished-for hone,
While her short robe of samite tilted high,
The thrifty darning of her nose revealed—
The pointed feature traveled o’er the delf,
CTeasiug its tip, but bone or bread found none.
Wherefore Sir Tray abode still dinnerless,
Licking his paws beneath the spinning-wheel,
And meditating much on savory meats.
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his study was Lola’s face. Lola’s voice
grew lower, and Granny’s raps fell fast
Arthur Gray suddenly
upon the board.
got up and left the room.
He walked out on the terrace, and
paced up and down. Life at this moment
He wanted
was a tangled skein to him.
to have for his own that sweet woman indoors who was teaching the children, yet
how was he to have her without blighting
his career?
Marriage meant poverty,
struggling, uncongenial drudgery, and
Arthur had had enough ol it from childhood up. Genius was stirring within him ;
opportunity, at this moment, lay invitingly before him. He held in his hand a Idler which invited him to join a scientific
expedition to the other side ol the world.
A few mon hs ago such an offer would
have been t ailed as the realization of his
sweetest dreams.
Hut now there was
Lola. Success, power, fame, all to be
swept away by a woman’s hand. Only
this morning, as he sat scribbling at the
table, he had declared to himself that the
thing was monstrous, that it could not be ;
but Lola had walked into the room, and
he had felt at once that it would be easier
to walk hand in hand with her instantly
into the valley ol death, I ban to set out
upon any sunny path to fortune, leaving
her behind.
nowhere to be seen when Lola
ami the ehildren came out ot Granny's
house and ran otV toward the woods. The
children from the next house met them
with dinner in their hags; for this was to
be an out-door holiday, while the elders
lie

was

of both families dined with a neighboring
magnate of the land. The children were
wild with glee.
Lola less wild than was
usual on such occasions. The ehildren
tried to light a tire to roast their chestnuts, but failed, and Lola lay in the grass,
her hat tilted over her mouth and eyes,
and listened to the happy humming ot the
insects. The children cheered suddenly,
the breeze blew Lola’s hat aside, and here
was Arthur Gray
coining to join them.
This was like one of the old primeval
up
my girls to have their feelings under pru- days when the Garden of l'.den bloomed,
dent control.
There is no mistake about and before sorrow came into the world.
his footing in this family.”
Gray made a great fire, and screened it
"\\ 'll. I’m glad
you’re all so prudent, with thick boughs, so that the sun could
lor he’ll be the better of a
good wife. not put it out. The children shrieked with
He’s a good fellow, and a clever fellow,
delight, the chestnuts hissed and splutterthough poor as Job.”
ed, the thrushes sang, the quail away in
The porch swallowed the mistress of the the meadows below sent
up a satisfied
house, and the master went off whistling ; comment on the state ol things, and the
and then a face leaned forward and look- lilies
flapped their golden wings wantonly
ed out ot the lattice window,
pale, but down in the river. The purple distance
with a sort of underglow,
giving a warm that girded the forest world looked as incharm to its dimpled soilness, with darkviting as the beautiful future which young
ness and depth about the
eyes, and bright- eyes see in dreams. The sunshine redness
about the hair which the sunshine dened on the holes ot the
trees, and on
now illuminated with a
genius tor love in two faces that leaned toward each other,
curve
ot it, and a sort of
every
golden often across the heads ot the children.
light wavering across the stead}’ eyes and Dinner was oaten in the grass, with dockgrave though happy mouth.
leaves for dishes, and Arthur Gray told
Thank God, 1 am not a young lady !” stories to the children about wonderful
murmured Lola, taking her fingers out of
places and things which are to be found
her cars, where she had
placed them all on this moving globe; showed them glittoo late.
“What would they think if they
tering caves in the heart of the earth,
knew what he said to me
deserts with a fierce sun brooding over
yesterday?”
She rose up
at
the
recollectheir blighted fiats, and a flying camel
quivering
tion. nearly touching the slant roof with
carrying dark-faced men and women out
her head in her pride.
The room was of reach of a
burning death; and, again,
dark, and scarcely large enough to hold regions where the stars
glitter big above
Lola and a glass of flowers and some mountains of ice, and the
white bears
wood-cuts framed with plaited twigs on wonder from block to block of snow in the
the dimly-lighted walls
lonely seas. The children listened wit It
.ill
1
1
«•
IV
bated breath.
wilt;,
Had Mr. Gray seen these
said Lola, echoing the words that had
places? Should he ever see them ? No,
conte up to her
through the ivy, “but lie’s he thought not; he should never see them
poor as Job, and so the fine ladies leave now.
Yet that letter from the band of
him to me. I wonder what it would be
explorers burned unanswered against his
like, being a good wife to a man as poor heart.
as Job.
There would be a good deal of
1 wi light came, and the little forest
party
scrubbing and tubbing, I dare say; but went home for school-room tea. As they
I'm ready for it if I’m wanted.
Thank walked through the tunnel of leaves the
heaven I am not delicate!” feeling her children ran on before to have the kettle
firui. pliant wrists with her clasping
boiling,and Lola and Gray walked through
lingers. “I’d as soon cook the dinner as the purple hollow, alone together. They
do worsted work any
day. It’s well I have did not speak much, hut walked close tono elegant tastes;
making common things gether, hand in hand, slowly, and with
look pretty is the finest I have. I have full hearts.
Arthur thought of nothing
rather a good appetite” (ruetully), “but but that Lola’s hand was in
his; Lola
then I could live on bread and milk.
I thought of nothing but that he had taken
can wash ; and 1 can make clothes.
The that hand, and it could help him. As
they
smallest, tiniest cottage, an casy-chair turned from the shade into the open space
and a plain one; wine for him, milk for
lighted by a last glaring reflection from
me; an evening lamp, bookcase, garden, the vanished sun, a
gorgeous troop of
good humor, plenty of flowers—”
moving clouds was sailing along the horiLola’s thoughts wandered away, and zon,
purple and crimson-edged upon a
lost themselves in the delights of the sea of
gold. They had taken a shape
home she was sketching. She shook her- like the
pleasure-galley of some Eastern
self out of her dream with a low laugh Queen, and floated
as if to
of undoubting happiness. “Chicks will music not heard on solemnly,
earth. Something
be waiting—Granny will scold!” She ad- like this was
suggested to Lola’s mind as
justed her white calico dress, plucked a the lovers stood still to look, hut Arthur
crimson rose that was hanging over the saw
only the expedition, sailing awav
sash, and fixed it, with artist fingers, in without him to the shore unknown. For
her bosom, smoothed a willful
ripple out now he had made up his mind indeed. Let
of her shining hair, took a sun-burned them
go, said Arthur Gray; he would
straw hat ftoin a
peg on the wall, and have Lola for his wife.
went out of the same
Next day, when the young governess
chamber, and out of
the house.
went to Roselands to give the lessons,
Granny’s house was handsomer than Arthur was already on his way to London
that nest-like one in which Lola lived on to
explain to his exploring friends that he
sufferance. Granny was not rich, but she nould not
join their party, lie would arliked to keep up a certain old-fashioned
range some matters of business, atul renone
of
the
grandeur. Indeed,
people in turn to the forest country and ask Lola to
this forest country considered themselves he his wife. He
thought he knew well
as people who were
certainly poor. Granny what she would answer. There was only
must have trips to London, and two horses one woman in the world who could
venin her carriage, and her son, who lived in ture to share his
but she was the
poverty,
the next house, would have been
very only woman he wanted, for she was Lola.
well off only that Fan must have her When the
girl arrived at Granny’s house
satin dress, and lie his hunters. Lola was she found the old
lady walking up and
the richest of them all, with her little down the
path with a gold-headed stick
lodging for nothing under the ivy, and and a large, parasol, and a face ol much
her slender wages for teaching two small unusual
perturbation.
orphan cousins, whom Granny had taken
“I have given the children a holiday,
to herself.
Lola was the only one
among and they are making hay in the meadthem who knew how to enjoy her life.
ows,” said Granny to Lola. “1 am goLola’s way lay through a green lane,
ing to have a talk with you. 1 have got
across fields, over the river on a rustic
at last,” she continued, “what 1 have
long
and
then plunged into a wood, been
bridge,
seeking for you, a situation in Paris”
a
blue tunnel hollowed among where
through
see
a
little
of
the
you might
world,
leaves, where the path was moist and and improve yourself in French. For a
brown with dew. Then she entered Rosewho
has
to
earn
her bread such imgirl
lands, which deserved its name, and went provements are
desirable, and you can
into the house with the
of
thounot
on
perfume
go
expensive trips as you cousins
sands of roses hanging about her.
Granny can. I have a letter here from the gentlewas a willful old
who
loved lilac man who engages yon. He will wait for
lady,
ribbons in her cap, and old china in her
you till to-morrow, when you must join
cabinets, and who could scold and pet lit- him.”
tle people, and sometimes
Lola’s cheeks had be?ome white. She
big people too.
She was somewhat severe upon
grown-up reflected lor a lew moments, and then
young folks, unless they happened to get raised her eyes gravely to the old
lady’s
sick, when she became an angel. Arthur face,
saying:
“I can not go.”
Gray was an invalid when she first made
his acquaintance, and
people said this was
“No; Lola listen to me. You are only
why she took such a fancy to him. He a connection of this family. I have alwas a son of a distant connection of the
ways treated you as If you were my
family, dropped by chance into their lives grandchild, and it I could have done more
—clever, poor, and with no friends. The for you I should have been glad, hut 1 am
ladies, hearing he was scientific, had at too poor."
first stood a little in awe of him, with an
“I should not have
accepted more,” said
idea that science is uncomfortable; but Lola.
had
been
Gray
presented to Granny by the
“Don’t he pert, miss, with your should
most lainous scientific man in London. nots and can nots. I
have some questions
We do not say that Granny would not to ask of
you. Arthur Gray has gone to
have been kind to him if she had
picked London. Do you know what his business
him up in the gutter, yet the great man is?”
had his weight when he did choose to
“No,” said Lola.
step
into the scale of the
“Is it possible that he asked
young man’s chances
you to
of finding favor
among his kinsfolk.
marry him ?”
Granny was sitting in her dainty antique
“No.”
“But he has done just the same, and
drawing-room at the head of a table
drawn up in a cool confer under the shade you
expect that he will ask you when he
of green blinds, her work-basket before comes
back ?”
her, her children on either side with open
“Yes,” said Lola.
books, and Arthur Gray at the foot of the
“And you won’t go away to 'earn
your
table, pencil in hand. He was now no bread because
you are waiting to be a
an
longer
invalid, and was supposed to be millstone round a poor man’s neck 1 Yon
pluming his wings for some wonderful are resolved to wreck
completely all the
night in the regions of scientific
discovery. hopes he had before he met you.”
By the sidelong looks of awe which
A dreadful look had come into the
Granny was casting toward him over the young girl’s eyes; she
put her hand dizzily
rims of her spectacles, she
evidently to her head.
S S
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“You silly child, don’t you see that he
a poor man ; no one could be poorer

only scribbling faces in his pocket-book. except yourself. If lie were an ordinaiy
He had a broad, square brow, and troubled man this
ought to deter you, for he would
eyes, and a mouth which betrayed a char- have to toil in a way
you know little
acter resolute and tender.
He was a man about to give you bread to eat. He is not
who had a great future before him—of a common man, but with a
great career
hard toil, heartache, and fame.
before him, that is, if you, a eliitot a girl,
Lola was late. Granny pointed to the do not step in to spoil it. He is too gentimepiece, and the lessons began. Lola’s erous to tell you this, perhaps, but I have
voice was low in asking the questions, and no scruple in hurting you when it ought
the children’s tones were shrill in giving to be done.”
the answers. Granny rapped with her
“Tell me about his career,” said Lola.
“The great person who introduced me
knitting-needle on the table when things
were not going on so as to
please her. to him in London,” continued Granny,
Arthur Gray remained for the study, and “said to me, ‘This will be a distinguished

Beecher

on

trom the New Haven

Revivals.

Palladium, April 17.

The eighth of the lectures by Henry
Ward Beecher was delivered yesterday.
The subject of the revivals was entered
upon, and will be continued to-day. The
lecturer announced his hearty belief in
them, and devoted himself to an explanation of the causes which give them existence. Succeeding lectures will treat
of their management and control.
Upon the subject ol revivals there are
two extreme views, besides the many
opinions which lie between these. On the
one side they are looked
upon as the most
man in a few years hence if he only redirect proofs ot the divine presence which
gains his health, and keeps himself free ot we have in these days, and, regarded as
encumbrances. T shall keep an eye on his beyond all laws, they are thought ol with
career and push him onward if I can.’
a feeling
approaching superstition. To
Gray talked to me about it during our other persons revivals are the most emijourney down here; told me all his hopes nent exhibition of morbid emotion which
while I was petting and taking care of can be found, and if they are not due to
him. I said, ‘You must beware of a foolish Satanic influence they are still the wildest
‘The worst thing that could and most extravagant displays of the
I marriage.’
to me,’ was his answer.
‘I hope feelings. But if you look at the question
jI happen
you have nothing dangerous down in your historically you w,ill find that all nations
I country?’
I remembered only my grand- have been subjected at times to
great
daughters and that they were a great deal swells ot passionate feeling, and that thev
too sensible to take
been
have
in
him.
I
connected
interest
with
some
of
the
any
never thought ot you at all, child ; yet
most important steps made by the world
here you are doing the mischief, being in nil departments of life and
knowledge.
neither wise for your own interests, nor The revival system was incorporated into
in
Mosaic
to
his.
You
have
I
need
not refer to
generous
looking
dispensation.
ruined him so completely that he is gone the ease ot Elijah and the slaying of the
to refuse an offer which would have
given prophets of Baai, when new measures
him fame and fortune had you not been were introduced with a vengeance. It
in the way.”
was not the work of religion
pure and
“What is that offer?” asked Lola.
nndeliled, but a great effort of the people
“An expedition in sailing next week, to to throw off idolatry.
In the same list
the North l’ole, or somewhere thereabouts. belong the numerous efforts to save the
W hat they are going to do 1 am not sure temple and preserve the nation.
The
about; but they are scientific men; and visits of all the males in Israel to
they have induced Arthur Gray to be of Jerusalem three times a year were but
their party. A few short weeks ago he protracted meetings. The whole of the
would have looked upon anyone who had
Gallilean life of Christ, which was I susprevented his accepting this as an enemy. pect two-thirds of his ministry, was spent
Now lie goes to London to refuse it, in in a revival stale.
Wherever lie went
order that, lie may pin himseil to drudgery the people where thrown into great exand obscurity for life; that lie may live in citement, and left all to follow him. The
repining over what yon have selfishly church was subject to the great divine
forced upon him, he being far too gener- freshets down to the Reformation.
The
channel of the mountain streams must
ous to disappoint you.”
Lola did not answer a word, but stood overflow at times, and the water spread
with her taco turned away, looking into on all sides refreshing the land.
The
the forest; and slowly turned away, and Reformation was itself a great revival.
began walking like a sleep-walker toward The Roman Catholic Church, that old
an opening in the trees.
Granny looked primitive sect, with its usual good sense,
after her angrily, too full of Arthur’s seeing the excellent effects ot revivals in
wrongs to have any pity far the girl whom other denominations, has n uv missions of
she counted his enemy. “An obstinate live to seven days, as the case may lie.
monkey,” she said to herself, wrathfully, which are nothing but piolraeted meet- i
and muttered her way back to the house, ings. Revivals have found a place in
while Lola spent two long hours alone in every denomination, and their univerthe forest
Only the trees, and the river, sality suggests the probability that they
and the singing grass saw her struggle; are founded on a want of human nature.
The mass of men are in such a lifeless
when she came back to Granny her face
looked gray and old. “1 will join the state that they cannot rise without social
gentleman, to-night,” she said, “and go help. They are intelligent, perhaps, but j
to Paris with him.”
always silent; but let them talk with one j
or two others and they become interested. !
iii.il
vvan
sjri.imiv
muuj[m;uiL, n
new feeling of pity came into her heart.
This is also necessary in exciting the feel- !
But she knew she had done her duty, anil ings. All men are supposed to have a
j
that Lola was behaving well. Slip patted conscience, but if it is really active in one ;
the girl on the shoulder, and sent her or two in a thousand it is a large per
home to pack up her things, and made cent. Ninety-nine persons in a hundred
vague promises in her own mind that have the conscience in such a -late that it
something good must certainly be done is not affected without outside help. It
for Lola.
may be affected through the sense of;
When Gray came back from London, shame, as in the ease of the thiet, who :
there was no Lola in the forest country, does not feel that lie has committed a
and Granny explained to him how pru- crime until he is caught, and lias time for
reflection. Many persons in legal matters
dently the girl had acted.
“You could not expect of her that she steal in a creditable manner and are not
would not seize a good offer when it pre- conscious of any wrong until some one
sented itself.” she said. “It is very well robs them in the same way, when they
for men when women are found with a are touched.
So, classes in the comlittle common sense. She will have the munity are only reached through those
advantages in Paris, and will make a good about them. Put one man before a minmarriage. Lola is a wise girl, and as for ister preaching like Jonathan Edwards,
and be cannot be affected as if there were
you. you will get over it.”
“Certainly,” said Arthur; “lie would five hundred about him feeling the same
not interfere with any woman’s prospects.” influence.
We are made so, and you
And then he also went alone into the must learn to reason about men as they
forest, and complained that the world had are, and not as they ought to be. You
never seen a faithful woman.
The grass are to treat them as you wool I the plants
sighed again and a smile curled the edges in your garden. 1 don’t ge out and moan
ot the leaves of the trees, but not a
tiling because the hollyhocks an not the height
hinted to him of Lola’s sacrifice. That of the daisies, blit 1 treat them as 1 find
night he was again in London, and the them. Nothing is so likely to lead vou
next day he sailed with the expedition.
astray as that despotic “ought.” You !
As he lopked over the ship’s side, ambitimay preach over the heads ol people and
ous hopes rose in his heart, and subdued
then say they “ought” to come up to that.
the pain that would have lingered still.
But you are to be a Jew with Jews, and
The sea-foam gathered over the past cf a as a Gentile among Gentiles and it yon
few months.
The sun of the old world do it as well as St. Paul—and he failed
set brilliantly upon what lay behind him;
often—you will do better than by adopting
a
summer dream, blue mists,
dancing a cast-iron method and trying to bring up !
trees, sunny idleness, children's voices, people to it.
But it is said, is it not a better
and a woman’s face framed in the purple
way to
shadaw among leaves. [All the Year go along steadily with the regular services ol the church, and follow up preach- !
Round.
ing by visiting, than to have these starts !
incident to revivals? The church can in
The New York correspondent of the St.
no community reach all cases.
It has
Louis Globe writes:
not wings broad enough to brood over
of
bankers, [ am reminded, all. Two-thirds of
Speaking
the people on this
as the great and good Abraham Lincoln
continent never go within a church or its
was so fond of saying, of a little
story. direct influences. Is
to take
August Belmont, reported to be some- its form from the statedeverything
institutions, with
what irascible at times, had, not long
no elasticity ?
They are rather to be supago, a private secretary to whom he
need revivals as much
sometimes showed his unamiability. One plemented. They
as the people.
The constant tendency is
in
his
Wall
street
the
morning,
otlice,
to fall into routine, and to go on in ruts.
eminent banker picked up a letter his
There is a constant demand tor spontaneity.
had
and
not finding In
written,
secretary
war it is necessary to have solid forts,
it satisfactory, exclaimed witli
much but
you need also cavalry and light troops.
“This
is
I)- Revivals
temper:
wrong again.
may bo needed most inOld, wellit. I have often told you exactly how these
established, and highly-organized churches
letters should be written.”
but the special demand for them is among
“Mr. Belmont,” remarked the scribe,
the masses. I am not speaking of the
rising from his seat, "I do not wish you
ot society, the detritus, the mml of
to swear at me.
I do my duty faithfully, dregs
in
regard to which the problem
and my salary is not large enough to society,
is different and difficult, but to go above
enable me to afford to do mv work and
this to the working men, the common
lie sworn at besides.”
folks. Their higher feelings are often j
“IIow much do you get?’ quoth Belvery weak, and if they are to be aroused I
mont
and enthused, it is by some such influence
“Fifteen hundred dollars,” was the as
revivals.
1

answer.

1>..4

“Draw $3,000, G-d-- it, and do
the work as I want it.”
Since then the salary has been regularly
paid, and Belmont swears at his secretary
as much as he likes.
The report that the
banker wishes to withhold $750 for not
indulging in the luxury of profanity during a six months absense in Europe is, I
am authorized to
say, wholly without
foundation.

.:ii

to fanaticism.
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Sometimes. But I do not
think you would hesitate to break colts
for farm and other service because horses
run away,
ll is a sign that they have
not been well trained.
Revivals are untamable according as they are rare, but
mild when they come often. When the
fountains of moral feeling arc broken up
tor the first time in tittv years, there must
be a Hood. It is not too much life, but
an awakening from death.
Revivals are
River Whirlpools. Among the many mild and easily controlled when they
phenomena of the Colorado River are are prepared for, recognized and fairly
“swirls.” so called. They occur every- dealt with. A man brought into the
where, but only at high stages of water. kingdom through the regular work of the
A bubble rises from the bottom, and church is not likely to be any better than
breaks with a slight sound on the surface. one brought in through a revival. ReThe water at the point begins a rotary vivals do root out men and give them an
motion, so small that an inverted teacup- elevation they never had before. There
might cover it. Larger and larger grows may be some failures, some miscarriages
the circle, till a surface of forty feet in in a revival but not every head in the
diameter is in motion, spinning round a wheat field fills out, not all the fruit which
funnel-shaped hole in the centre, two or sets is finally tit for the cellar. l)o all
three feet across at the top, and coming people brought up m regular church conto a point in the depths below.
Often a nection turn out well? Arc there not as
large tree floating down the stream is many failures in the regulars as in the
caught, and its foremost end thrust up ii^ militia? But you say, is not a flood of
the air twenty or thirty feet, while the raw men pouted out on the community ?
other passes underneath—the exposed The men were in the community before,
end to be slowly drawn down again, and and do you object because they have been
to
disappear. Three soldiers—deserters made better and have attained higher
from Camp Mohave—passing in a skiff feelings? What if, when Lazarus was
through the ravine immediately below the raised with the grave-clothes and shroud
fork, suffered their craft to run into a about him, lie had stumbled a little at
swirl. One of the crew, at the lirst inti- first, and the principles had said, “This
mation of danger, threw himself over
raising of the dead isn’t so much, after
board beyond the charmed circle; and as all ?” Anything which puts life into men
he swam away, lie turned his head and is better than this long propriety of damsaw the boat
spin round and round until nation.
one end
Nobody is afraid of excitement in
being drawn into the vortex and
the other up-heaved in the air, it
politics or in Wall street or in the ordinary
slowly rounds
ot lestivities.
It is only when men
sank, as it revolved, into the turbid bosom
of the river, its human
freight to be seen begin to wake up in region ot religion
that we hear people croaking about modno more for, the Colorado River does not
give up the dead—no corpses lodge on its eration. Then they are afraid that men
will become holy suddenly and fall trom
shores.
the precipice into the kingdom of heaven.
There is no danger from excitement in
“Mike, will you come in and take a
drink? Mike looked at him for the spjice religion. Anything for life ! There is no
on earth like
There is
of half a minute, and then
rolling his heresy so damnable lethargy.
as having all the
eyes upward, very softly said : “I tho’t nothing
fountains of the feelings trozen. Men
it was am angel spakin to me.”
that try to get into heaven head first are
no more likely to get there than those
The Alta California remarks that “eter- who go heart first. A
revival is like
nal shopping is the price of a decent summer. The
of the
ordinary
working
wardrobe in these days of delicate, un- church is like the
greenhouse. What it
matchable shades.” If it was only that! the old
gardener mourns that the sum...-

■

■

mer will bring snakes and toads, from
which he has been free in bis glass house.
If summer has its mosquitoes, it is yet
better than the greenhouses. There may
be spurious conversions, but they can be
guarded against with even ordinary care.
The judgment of men is not so far lost
in times of excitement as you think. When
you wish to weld together two pieces of
oppugnant iron, if you try them cold, you
will become worm yourself before you
But heat them and the
accomplish it
thing is easily done.
But it is asked if some persons are not
made crazy by revivals. Yes, in the
cases of a few peculiarly constituted individuals. But none ever went crazy in
my church from this cause, and 1 have
talked with thousands i.i the highest state
of religious feeling. Twenty persons in
my own neighborhood have gone crazy
for other reasons, and men in business
arc constantly becoming insane
by softening of the brain or h ’dening of the heart,
and yon never say anything about them.
But will not the masses become unmanageable in the church ? In some circumstances; but not when the feeling is
genuine and the church is alive. The
membership is raised, not lowered. When’
an iceberg breaks off in the tar north,
|
and floats southward, it cools the air ami
j
water all around.
But when the Gulf
Stream sends northward its southern
waters, they carry to the shores of Norway, Sweden ami England something ot
the tropic summer.
Those who come
into the church in a revival are nrt icebergs, but the\ kindle a warjn and kindle
feeling. Revivals aid individual-, raise
the church, and help outlying tin- oeoplc.
Men engrossed in business would never i
come into the kingdom up stream, never
unless the community was arouse 1. and
were aided by others.
Dr. Bacon enquired what Mr. Beecher’s
observation of revivals had led him to in
fer in reference to their promotion >f religious knowledge and intellectua progress in the community ?
The reply was that tin- result was pretty
much what the minister chose.
The revival leaves the furrows open, and you
eau sow in them what seed v-m wish.
Nothing so due to causes as revivals. I
always found those who came in hungry,
an 1 they have had a good effect on the
old stock.
The old trees ave begun to
bear.
1

T

On

Niagara.

any public disquisition upon his
American observations for the present,
but the eagerness of his friends overcame
hesitation, and the blank that has for some
time followed his name in the programme
as the lecturer tor last
night, was tilled
up two weeks ago with the subject,
“Niagara.” There is always a crowd
when he is to lecture; but last night the
rush was tremendous, and when the Professor took his stand at D o’clock, it was
to be heartily cheered by the largest audience ever assembled in that room, which
comprised many ot the most eminent persons in the literary and scientific Circles of
London. He plunged at once, figuratively
speaking, into Niagara; and tno most
interesting part of his lecture was perhaps
on account of how he plunged into it
serve
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ad'.int ,ges of the late spring
ii w
«,haI not be obliged to ref athere had been more
nia’:..:
n April: and the seeds that
:•
ii. now will come up quick and
g. and very
ikelv produce better plants
they had lain in the ground, hall
and liall sleeping, a couple of
ks

jjfc
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Tyndall

Correspondence of the Cincinnati Commercial.
London, April 5.
Professor Tyndall had intended to re-

literally.

He .elated how he came to fraternal
terms with the man who haunts Goat
Island and plays Enins to the Cave of the
Winds
Having persuaded this individual that he must advance beneath the
Horseshoe Kail, as far as foot of mortal
had ever trod, his guide instructed him to
put on for the adventure three pairs of
woolen pantaloons, two pairs of woolen
socks, &e., causing him to admire how,
man had discovcertain remote laws ot moisture,
namely, that though with thick woolens,
one gets wet, it remains the same wet and
keeps out sudden changes of temperature,
when entering other water.

by experience, this old

ered

Having proceeded as

far

as

adventurers

they came to a heavy and deep
itrean
dashing down between rocky
sides The guide hesitated, looked doubtful, then entered. 11 e struggled hard with
usually

go,

;he torrent even when up to Ins knees,
md iL became really 'brmidable when it
rose over his hips.
However, he got on
he other side, and then turned upon
Tyndall a look which said, “Now come
>nTyndall saw there was danger, and
ool: time to plan what he would do in
•ase of each possible eventuality. Having
>o “wound
himself up” ilia! he might
lot have to plan when in the stream he
altered. When lie had readied the centre,
md the water was over his hips, the
iventnality occurred; the bottom was
nore treacherous than he had expected,
md the dash of the stream was

that he
lalanee.

was

so

strong

wheeled around and lost his

Whereupon

lie

thing

himselt

stream, ami was whirled and
floated into shallow \vate>-, but on the
same side from which he started.
He then
made another ell'ort with more caution -is
o
his foothold, and arrived on the other
From that point he penetrated
diore.
turther, as the guide said, than man had
'ver gone before, until nearly at the apex
if the Horseshoe lie looked up ami saw
he great green half dome of the cataract
ihove his head.
into

tin?
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if you bring them in by purgatorial preach- S Touched from (he American side, he was
i• >!
disappointed, but not very niueii exmg, i>y horrible preaching, you will h.«>v
a relapse and deserve it.
It will be like ilted. His moo I was not the very best
the kick of one of Sharps’ rifles, which are perhaps, but in any n..1 with such sights
time is a great element. The mind and
more dangerous at the but11 hati the muzzle.
AfterIn reference to the way of approaching
■ye must grow to the occasion.
ward he sat perched in the top of the
educated men, [ would say that a man is
ower on float Island for hours at a time,
not educated until he is a Christian ; not
md at all hours of the duv and night,
until all his faculties are developed. Many
He oh
intellectually wise are proper subjects of gazing upon the tremendous fall
revivals
! have seen men vastly my I served that the waters had a rhythmic fall,
superior in all intellectual matters, who wave after wave splashing down with a
■ertain periodicity, the effect of which
became as little children in revivals. 1
was rather musical than noisy. The great
had such men in my churches in Indiana
who had come from New England, and if i oar ot Niagara lie described as existing
1
a man
has attended church in New Eng- ■hiefly in the imagination of travelers;
land forty years and is not converted, he
nvim: to the flatness of the surrounding
able land, there is little sounding hoard
must be as tough as a side of sole leather
for the full, and its roar is slight compared
in a tan vat.
with that of similar falls, such as that at
In reply to a question as to why reAs the
vivals are more effective among Anglo- Devil's Bridge in Switzerland.
water falls rhythmically, sc, the spray
Saxons than Germans, Mr. Beecher said,
because the Anglo-Saxon race is more rises in successive gauzy veils, giving a
than the German everyway. The Anglo- periodicity to the outflashings of the marAnd with these eburSaxon is like a bombshell—very safe until | vellous rainbow.
leteristics the lich and various emerald
he goes ofl'.
f the fall, threaded with -freaks of
nies
In college revivals mijlit b- expected
diver foam are ..1, "It may he
it the idea ol their awfulin ..ltd be got
Tceived that beauty is not absent, though
rid of.
They are only religious feeling
in its intense social form and e mtagious.
Majesty is its ehii f attribute."
11
illliltMy experience as a college professor is
-ll-J'CUso recent that 1 am unable to state
why don bridge and tin* whirlpool to In* almost
revivals arc less frequent at V ile. \m- I is wonderful as the tall, and on the
day
hers! and Williams than formerly.
It is ; when he was guided to it by the photoprobably on account id the doubts now grapher—but tor whom he might leave
excited, and on the transitional state of; nissed it—the surface seemed covered
In such eiivmn-taneevitii broken rainbows.
public opinion
Of the vast wave
thero can be. no revival, for men have got
“rests at this point, as wad. :i- other views,
to believe like thunder.
lie professor showed a number of udmiMost revivalists have big bellies, big
■able photographic view- i taken -m,:i!via srbig iinderbead, great magnetism,
incously) with hi- magi lantern, and he
and that seiistia! mague'ism.
They often
eid besides two paintings and two maps,
.vhieh give a full view of the whole eoiniemploy lud! ire and damnation, and it
may be necessary in addressing Arkansas
ry Irom Lake Kri< to (hitario.
boatmen, gamblers, the riif-raif. those
I have omitted reporting from mv
who live in the cellar ot their heads. Tlicv
lotos 'he scientific passages of tin* Propreach with all the imagery ot the
essor’s lecture
The view he took was
medheval ages. I have heard Dr. Firmey
uibsantialiv that of Sir Cl arles Lyell. He
make st itemeuts in my pulpit which, if I
md a small cataract made in trout « I the
believed them, would make me abandon
ceture desk, which l found rather eomimy profession, decent society, and would
*al with memories of Nbigara in m v mind,
almost make me forswear my race. I
>.v which lie illustrated the wearing awav
was with him afterward, and he showed
*1 the solt shale beneath tlie npp* r rock
no
lie
was
compunction.
preaching md the consequent breaking down of this
about the development of all the faculties
He tracked the tall cutting
crust.
all
He
said
that men strong
through
eternity.
ts mighty furrrow
ill the wa\. step i»v
before him were sure to go to heil, and
from tin* esearpnient throng! the
there their capacity for sutVering would >tep,
able-land at Lewiston up
it< mvsent
go on increasing until in one moment josition ; said that it wathat
probaL
they would suffer more than can be con- nany falls such as the Ameri-*an Fall had
ceived.
And God would look over into
)een tound in that progress, oibv to be
this mass of misery and really enjoy if. 1
Irained oil’by the gre-it central
incut,
have great respect for I’rolessor Finney,
md predicted that in b.ooo \ irs tin*
and am only speaking of one of his faults
lorseshoe Fall mu-i
\e
(Lett
Such preaching will reach the children,
l»e drv
Island, and the American -ho
and reach them hideously.
I can re- 1
land.
member a tnan coming to my house when ;
A very interesting episode d the lee
I was a child, and exciting my brother
ure, to his Lngiish iiearers, ua> sonre
(diaries and tnvsidf by tiding us stories
j “vperiments with tin* sand blast, with
about the devil,
it is a w inder that I
vhieh he tilu.strafed it" uuei menu id
did not go into convulsions. If he bad
•rosion
.»( t
i:i Anu*i i

put

Nothing

scien-

minutes. I
ilie kind
e
ems to
h r, -• in
i:it*u
that, but this soul *1 Pr.d.
than the Poston Mud
Tyndall
broiling! Why, the man was a heathen, Past Works, through which ho was led
omy ue ind u ( hi'istam coat on.
v Josiali (Quincy.
\fterwml in* met in
An evangelist should never take charge
(Jen. ,l’i'*dman, the inventoi
of a revival in my church; but what Philadelphia
)f it, who gave him many specimens ol
would you do if the man were stronger
he curious effects on glass and other mi
than you ? Go out and look at the white
dials produced bv tin* blast
Of course
and
will
find the leaves on
oaks,
you
t would not have been Tyndall if he had
them as tin y have been all winter, but as
tot already in tin* institution a small sand
soon as it becomes warm and the sap
dast.
In working it la.-t week he got his
moves they will fall oil'.
.So when a
lose and mouth so full of -and that In*
church begins to lie alive the minister -vas
annoyed by if lor two lav-: so, preoften lias to go. A revival or a new
vious to his experiments last night he tilled
church otten firings a change in ministers.
lis nostrils with cotton and asked the
Speculation deadens faith. It is a kind ludience to excuse any peculiarity in his
of mephitic gas. If yon speculate don’t
voice, and proceeded to cover pieces oi
gel into a little eddy and go around and glass with varieties of lace and othei
it
be
will
around, for,
so, you
hardly
patterns greatly to their delight. He then
worth burying.
Keep close to the people showed how this curving ol tin* world by
to avoid these evil effects.
1 am as subsand was ever going on. and exhibited
ject to scepticism as any man can be, but tome stones which were almost as artisti
I avoid ft b” keeping up my faith by con'ally carved as Indian arrows, but which
tact with the people.
Acting on your lad been touched only be abradi g sand
people is a better way of keeping your le said that Prof. Huxley was of
opinion
heart warm than was the plan ot David
hat the neck of the Sphvnx had been
taking a virgin to his bosom to gain larved tuff by tin* wind-driven sands ol
warmth. Take a living heart into your
he surrounding desert.
With these prebosom.
iininaries Dr. Tyr.dall showed what
1
rear nt itselt never wrought love.
grand phenomena of erosion had gone on
remember when there was a revival in j it
Niagara, and so ended the scientific
the old Hanover church, Boston, in un
>art of his lecture.
father’s tone, that he had some Amlovcr
students down to help him who held
ll is said that foil! Corwin, a- he is
Ilopkinsoniun views. In the course ol a
aniiliarly called, was once trving a case
prayer meeting one of these students
n
which he was opposed to the late Mr.
asked a penitent young woman if she
would be willing to be damned for the IV'irt, when the latter tried a somewhat
glory of God. My father heard him, and lovel mode of discrediting the evidence
d Mr. Corwin chief witness, on whose
turned quickly to him and said ;
“Would
and discrimination everything
iccuraev
you be willing to bit damned for the glory
timed, by showing that he was a person
of God?”
'1 hope 1 would, sir.” leplicil
the student.
“Then you ought to be if astonishing credulity.
Wirt. “Have you read •Koldnson Cru
damned,” was the rejoinder.
me

on

a

gridiron

could have got

lor ten

over

ioe

As

lady

visitors were going
penitentiary under the escort of

some

through a
a superintendent,
they
which three

came

to

a

room

in

sewing. “Dear
me!” one of the visitors whispered, “what
vicious looking creatures!
l’ray. what
are they here for?”
“Because they have
no home; this is our sitting-room, and
they are my wife and daughters,” Idondly
women were

answeted the

superintendent.

A
Methodist minister near “Little
Heaven” was invited to take tea by a
member of the church. The lood consisted of cake made of Indian meal. When
the elder opened his slice he noted some
feathers in it. “It seems to me, sister,”
said he, “that your Johnny cake is leathering out.” “There,” the hostess replied,
“I told my husband the other day that he
must either get a cover for the meal-barrel or remove the hen-roost!”

j

j

?’

Witness. “Yes.”
Wirt. “l)o you believe it all ?”
Witness. “Well, ves, squire. 1 don’t
enow but what I do.”
The same answer was returned as to
‘(lulliver’s Travels,” and several other
vorks ot fiction, Corwin all the while
idgeting and getting hot. Presently Mr.
iVirt considering the man entirely llat
ened out, resigned him with a bland
unite.
Mr. Corwin said lie had only one quesion to ask, and put it :
Mr. Corwin. “Have you read ‘Wirt’s
die ot Patrick Henry?’
Witness. “Why, no, squire, 1 can’t
juite go that.”
What is the difference between a crushed
and the intoxicated son of wealthy
parents? One is a cylinder stove and the
ither is a heir tight.
lat
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to the westward, in hopes Of
abrador coast, and getting
temporary relief. The men picked up by
the steamer Tygress, Capt. Bartlett, on
the f-Oth of April, in Lat. 33, 26, north
Long, oil, west or near Wolf Island, and
ab.mt 40 miles from land.
The Polaris is now without boats, having lost two in trying to get north, in the
spring of 1*72. The Tigress fell in with
the party in a dense log,and providentially
struck t!u very floe on which they were,
otherwise they must have perished. They
all seemed tolerably well. Capt. Tyson
complained of swelled legs and feet, but
nothing serious is the matter with him.
When they left the Polaris, all on board
were in good health.
In relcrence to the way in which the
Polaris got away from the party which
was rescued from off the iceberg, Capt.
Tyson stated that lie felt, little anxiety at
first, thinking she would soon come to
their rebel. I set my colors as she steamed
down along the shore, but the vessel was
soon lost to sight, in the bend of land, and
behind which 1 took to be Northumberland Island.

Expedition.
PO-

l'ROM

DEATH

APOPEEX1

The steamer Wales
\e.w York, Id.
lived Irom the port of St. John. Saturday morning bringing news that the
steami r I’igress had come into Roberts
Ray. 1' miles from St. John, having on
board lb survivors ol Hall’s Arctic Expedition.
Tin following are the names of
the rescued :
11. 0. l’ison, assistant Navi■d

gator; Frederick Mover. Meterologist;
John Heron. So ward; Win. Witid. rman,
W C. Krugar. Frederick Janika, Freder-

Ant ing. Hu slave l.ingnest, Peter John
>n. Seamen: Win. Jackson. Hook ; Esquimaux .1 .I, Interpreter. Hannah and child.
Esquimaux: Hans Christian, ol Kane’s
Expedition, his wife and children, the

ing

—

j

youngest only eight months old
This party which had been landed from
the Polaris were driven from her bv a
gale, which burst her moorings on the
17th ot Oct., 1872. in Latitude 72. 85.
When they last saw the Polaris she was
under steam and canvas making for the
harbor on the east side of Northumberland. She had no more boats left, of the
six which she brought with her from the
port ot New York. Two were lost in a
northern expedition, two were landed on
the ice with Capt. Tvson’s party, one was
burnt for firewood to make water for the
ere a,
and the other i- oil mat'd the

Tigress.
•ri.

u

•.

1

/N

...

The

Death

10 11if

who had thirteen of the crew
him, and a plentiful stock of provisions. Her l)o 'V was some what damaged,
and it is the opinion of the survivor,- (list
they will not be able to get clear till July,
md veil then if the ship i~ nnseaworthv.
they should have to ill.re' mov boats to
effect an escape. On the,8th of October
1871, in iat. '1 deg :?8 min Ion. 7..’ deg.
44 min Captain Hall died ot apoplexy
and was buried on shore, where they erectwith

ed a wood.-n cross to mark iiis grave.
11.
had recently returned from a northern
sledge expedition, in which he had attained tile lat. 82 deg. 16 mill.
He seemed in Ids usual health, and had
ailed the crew into the cabin to encourage them with hopes ot future reward,
and stimulate them to renewed exertion,
wln u he u a-suddenly struck down, and
\piled, lu the great grief ot those around
him, to whom he had endeared himself
by his kindness and devotion. Til September, 187;'. the Poiatis entered winter
•piarters, and left Aug. 12. 1872. The
lee was verv heavy, and set in a southern
direction. She was forced south, and s..

continued drilling til! Cap!. Tyson ami
party were driven from her.
The sledge party crossed the Polar sea.
which they pronounced to be a strait.
• bout
12 miles wide.
There was an apThe
pearance of open water to the north.
rescued party suffered very much during
their dreary drift from hunger and cold.
In the last two months they ate raw seal
and Polar In-ar. as they could get it.
When met hv the Tigress they showed
•vident signs of their great sufferings, but
during the nim days they have been on
board, they have improved vastly, and
are now in fair health.
The party is in
charge ot the ! S. consul, and will arrive in St John’s on Monday next.
The following statement was furnished
by Capt. T\s,,n: On the 21 th ot August
we lett Tessensaek
and went through
Smith’- Sound.
We succeeded in getting
as far north as Lat. .82 deg 16 min. when
we returned and wintered at Polaris hay,
Lat. 81 deg. :is min. Lon. 61 deg. II see.
We were frozen up till the nth of Sept.
On the lrtth. of Oct. ('apt. Hall started on
a sledge
journey north, and returned on
the 24th, when lie was taken -iek and died
on the 1 ltli of Nov.
The attack wiiii h carried him oil’ was
said to tie apoplexy.
We passed the winat Polaris bay.
On the 8th of June, 1872.
we attempted to reach the north with two
lioats. We hauled mir other boat on shore,
and returned overland on tic Nil of July.
We started for home on the 12th of Aug.,
and on the lf»lh were beset with ice in lat.
sO. Ion. 2.
■

*

11

«

'■
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11
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when we encountered a heavy
south west gale the ship being under
< t
<le night ol the 17th.
heavy pressm•
we commenced landing provisions. A von the iee, the vessel being reported leakWe continued
ing very Inidh a' times
landing provisions hv two or three* hours
when the pressure ceased.
1 went on board tin* vessel and asked
the sailing master it tin* vessel was making any more water that! usual, and he
reported that sin* was not. I then wen!
to ihe pumps, and ascertained that she
was not making any more than she was
during all summer. 1 went on lie* iee
again, shorih after, and it began to crack,
and in a lew minutes after, broke in many
pieces. The vessel broke from her fastenings, and was soon lost to sight, in the
darkness ami storm.
On the broken iee were most ol our provisions to sustain (lie party through lie
winter, and seeing nothing of the vessel,
we attempted lo reach tin* shore in hopes
of living through the winter,
fretting
about hall-wav to the shore with our
heavily laden boats, our progress became
hard In the drifting iee. mil 1 was compelled to haul upon the ice again.
At this time I succeeded in saving fourteen cans of pemmican eleven and a half
(lavs’ bread, to dozen one and two pound
cans oi meat and soup, fourteen hams,
one
small bag o! chocolate, weight do
sec.

pounds,

some

musk
r ol

blankets, a numb
ammunition.
l..

■

i.

..

ox

skins,

a

lew

illes and abundant
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men
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the summons came

tiie country

mourns

of the na-

another of

great men fallen. A Washington despatch gives the following account of the
la<t hours of Judge Chase—
Judge Chase spent Sunday quietly, riding in the afternoon at Central Park.
Monday morning some of his friends who
h id learned of his arrival in the city came
my their respects, and with one of the
;t-

intimate and trusted of them. Hiram
In walked down Fifth avenue and
discussed -a a pleasant and familiar way
the topics of the hour, and among them
Charles Francis Adams’ oration on Mr.
Seward In parting Mr. Chase urged Mr.
Batuev to come and see him often, and
exacted a promise that he should come on
Wednesday morning. He did so, and
came just in time to see him die. Monday
evening there was not discernable any
shadow of the disaster so fast approaching. Hi seemed in his usual health and
in very good spirits, although complaining ol a little fatigue, and entered into an
animated conversation with those friends
To one of them lie
who ivi'i'i present.
detailed his plans for the coming summer.
Tr.N morning he was to have gone to Boston. remaining there with relatives two
or three weeks.
Returning, his intention
was to stop in this city a few days on his
way to Washington, and after completing
matters of business and domestic interest,
tin'll to make the journey to Colorado
Springs by easy stages, visiting his friends
in Cincinnati and at other points along
the route.
These plans he gave with the
repeated and emphasized condition “If i
live." About l<i o’clock, the usual hour
lor retiring, he said, “Good-night,’’ and
left the room.
These were the last words
that lie spoke, except, perhaps, that the
ti' \! morning his servant understood him
to say “fire,” in motioning toward the fire
place. Tuesday morning at about halfpast six o’clock his servant entering the.
room found him sleeping quietly with his
hands under his face, as iie habitually lay.
Ou approaching the lied a few minuses
later flic servant saw the Chief-Justice
was seized with a spasm, the features he:ng convulsed and a slight foam appearing on the lips. Drs. John G. Perry,
Metcalf and Clarke were at once summoned. and it was pronounced an apoplectic attack with paralysis of the left
Tie' paralysis of the attack ot June,
1*70. was of the right side and had virtually disappeared, there being still very
slight traces of it on the lips and right
hand.
in

(

with

i.ast week

highest judicial officer

tion. and
!

busy

is

stations,

st

Barney,

This attack was the more unexpected
from the Ian that Mr. Chase was assured
by hi- physician last summer that there
was no
longer any danger ol a recurrence
of a paralytic, attack.
From the time of
the attack on Tuesday morning he remained entirely unconscious. His head
w as motionless, while the right
arm was
i'i'st’i"(s!v active.
The convulsive spasms
’• .•:i• a
il frequently during the day, and
the do .if finally placed their patient under tic iidlnence of chloroform, which
was applied on a handkerchief to the face

whenever
Its i.fl'.'.q,,

a

spa-an

was

seen
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approaching.

immediate. All the unremitling attention and care that affection
could sugge-i found no response.
At a
11 v minutes uftei nine o’clock Wednesday
liemiing ii became evident that he was
His breathing became more
sinking Iasi
and more labored, until, finally, at 10
wei

fell ok

precisely, it ceased altogether. A
spasmodic twitching, beginning with the
lower portion ot the body, billowed, which
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James A. Garfield, who represented in
Congress the nineteenth Ohio district, is a
man of discrimination and iearlessness,
even if he did take a portion of the stock

POST OF-

Tide

of Corruption.

The Credit Mobilier scandal was bad,
because it entangled in the net of dishonorable

speculation

should

who

men

chairman of the
good.
and that fact,
committee,
appropriation
together with his vote in favor of the salary steal, identified him with the plunder-

ing

with

no

attempt

not even the

moral

sense

where, on the streets, on the cars, in public meetings, and in the newspapers. His
serenity and peace of mind were greatly
disturbed by these occurrence. Life lost
its bright hues, and he failed to enjoy his
dinner. James had his private opinion
that all the blame did not fairly rest upon
his shoulders, and he determined to give
voice to his grievances. So when, at the
republican convention of Warren county,
the fact was again rubbed under his nose
that he was a salary steal man, and ought
to resign, Garfield arose and freed his
mind. He reviewed the whole business,
from incipiency to fruition, confessed his
part in it, and concluded with this staggering blow at his critics—

This is the cleverest

at

flimsy

represented

in

Advices

at once fair, honorable and in a

spirit

ceives

the

of the

of

The great German Empire thither
invites the world, with a lavish hospitality
and generosity that knows no bounds, to
tion.

The following are the officers
•ii ! he Gram! Ma oiiic bodies of this State,
•■el "i! at the annual
meetings in Portland
i.oniii:

navii!

uargill

ot

An-

gusia Oram! Master; Albert Moore of
North A'i-im. Deputy Grand Master; E.
i‘ Burnham of Saco, Senior Grand War!■ 11
William O Poor of Belfast, Junior
Grand U'arden
Moses Dodge of Portland. Grind Treasurer; In Berry of Portland. Grand Secretary; Oliver Gerrish,

very

saw no more land for
Had weather continuing all
the month ol November, we built

We

fast.

many days.

through

snow-houses and made ourselves as eomlortable as we could. We were Ten white

men,

two

Esquimaux

men.

two

women

and five children in all. We succeeded
in killing a few seals, which furnished ns
with light and fuel, with which to warm
our scanty allowance of food through the
darkness ol the Arctic winter. Tn the
latter part of February, we lived principally upon birds, and in March commenced to catch seals. Through that
month we supported ourselves on hears
and seal tlesli.
We collected enough food ill this way
to last to the middle of May, had we not
been driven to sea by a strong westerly
gale. In the latter part of March, our
Hoe piece being then reduced from live
miles in circumterenee to about 20 yards
in diameter.
We let! the piece on the first of April
and abandoned nearly all our meat, a

large
skins

of the

ammunition, clothes,
and other articles, taking a portion
amount

of

in the boat, which we were
obliged to throw overboard, on account
of the boat’s being so deeply laden. 1 regained the outer edge of the ice on the
meat

third of April, and succeeded in getting a
little farther in the pack. On the 4th a
heavy north-cast gale set in, a heavy sea
running under, which broke it in small
pieces, so that we had to live on small
pans. We could not put the boat out;
neither could we find seals for food. On
the 21st of April we sighted a polar bear.
Every person was ordered to lie down
arid imitate the seal, while two Esquimaux
secreted themselves behind apiece of ice,
enticing the bear near enough toils to kill
hiui.
A few days after we got our boat into
the water, and worked our way west and
southwest, and continued to work every

Portland, G. M. :!d V.

; Samuel W» Lane
V.; Manly G. Trask
ol
1st V.; Elijah Smith of
Saco. G. Steward: R. FT Paine of Camden, G. Steward ; Mark Rollins ol China,
G. Steward; Francis T. Faulkner of
Turner, (J. Steward; Warren Phillips of
Portland, G. Sentinel; Timothy J. Murray of Portland, G. Lecturer.
Grand Covnoil. Charles I. Collamore
of Bangor, Grand Master; Sumner H.
Boynton of Rockland', Deputy Grand Master: Fessenden I. Day of Lewiston, R. P.
G. M. ; Wm. Tucker of Skowhcgan, P.
G. M.; Charles F'ohes ot Portland, G.
Treasurer; Ira Berry of Portland. G.
Recorder; Rev. C. C. Mason of Cape
Depot, Grand Chaplain; John
Elizabeth
W. Toward of Augusta, G. M. of
C;
Charles N. Bates ot Brunswick, G. C. of
C.
G.;
Hayes of Portland. G. C.; W.
W. Washburn of China, G. Steward;
Warren Phillips of Portland, G. Sentinel.
Grand Commandkky. John W. Ballou
of Bath Grand Commander; Geo. M.
Holmes of Gardiner, Deputy Grand Commander : Lemuel Bradford of Bangor,
Grand Generalissimo; S. C. Gordon of
Portland, Grand Captain General; Rev.
Wm. FT Gibbs of Portland,Grand Prelate;
Orrin S. Fogg of Portland, Grand Senior
Warden ; Daniel C. Palmer ol Gardiner,
Grand Junior Warden; Charles Fobes of
Portland, Grand Treasurer; Ira Berry of
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Duncan of Bath. Grand Standard Bearer;
John Bird ol Rockland, Grand Sword
Bearer; Marshal Dyer of Bangor, Grand
Warden ; Warren Phillips of Portland, G.
C ot G.
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A Sunday-school teacher recently asked his
pet scholar why they took Stephen outside the
walls of the city to stone him to death. The
little fellow was silent lor a moment as though
absorbed with die problem, when brightening
up suddenly, he replied, “So they could get a
better crack at him.’’

that

a

bridge

across

especial horror,

our

a

dozen

With elegantly appointed
years ago.
coaches and a smooth road—traveling by
railroad is truly a luxury—especially so
when travellers are too far from their
native heath” to know, or even

“own

the

dangerous

places

thing

another it

he for its numerous and
abundant tires!—one of which we had
must

dissatisfaction of

the

witnessing.

The

Erie Canal also passes thro' this town.
panned by the pretty iron bridges, which
I orm a relief to the eye unaccustomed to
;aze upon the long stretches of muddy
rater that form this great highway o’

v

ers

are

set of scamps, who engage in
out to their countrymen the privi-

a

peddling

equipped

exhibitor

that wanted

a

choice

become

as well known as the stock transactions on the exchange. When it reached
the ears of the United States minister,

official, acting upon his general authority suspended from office the commisthat

difference,

charge

The State de-

of blindness and in-

at least.

The manner in which the

managed

to

get places

were

government yard

trading scamps

in a commission

that of all others should be composed of
honorable men, has been explained since
the scandal forced itself upon public attention.
Immediately upon (fen. Van
Bnren’s appointment, be made out a list
of the gentlemen whom lie desired as as-

sistants, and

sent it to the State departThe politicians who control the
administration, however, had influence
enough to cause the rejection of the list,
and to get their personal friends appointed. When this was done, Gefl. Van Buren
ment.

a

Capt.

communication. In accordance with

unvarying rule

our i

in .such cases,

we
give
Certainly our
own desire was to publish an impartial
sketch, embodying the interesting points
of the trial, and we cannot think that our
correspondent had any different motive.
A careful reading of each statement will
show, we think, that very little in the

him space in our columns.

nature of an issue can now be made up
between the parties or their friends. Some
feeling naturally exists as to which party
claim the

victory—hut that is of small
account, since the result attained was desired by both parties.
It may be claimed
that the alimony decreed to plaintiff is a
can

since 1849, in Boston, and since 1852 in
New York, they have conducted a large
business in the most upright and honorable manner, giving, as we have the best

immense fortunes for the house. With
wealth came to Mr. Ames a wider sphere
of action.
He became inteiested in west-

railroads, and made profitable

guests at many households, and spring
suits are hanging with the other pretty
chicken fixings like “tin* Harp ot Tara's
arc

invest-

reason

politics

to know, entire satisfaction

j

alike

II is alleged that
press ion has been practiced upon the poor of that city by an unfair valuation «»f property for taxation, and that Monroe

Young, who

:>

Mayor, reformed the

now

as-

rolls and relieved the poor from the

sessment

oppression burden. This is literally true; but
subsequently tin* control of Young ceased, ami
abatements were allowed to the rich, even after
the time allowed by law in which to appeal had
expired, and the poor were again oppressed by
unjust taxation. His reforming hand is again
at work and his past experience and present
position are guarantees that the reform will
be effectual and permanent: the work begun upon true principles will be as truly
now

filled, each afternoon and evening. Something new and attractive is presented all
the time, which does much credit to the
committee that plan the complicated proA greater portion of the rare
gramme.
specimens of foreign lands has been dis-

city

instrument

or means of bribery ami
Uemoeratic rurnsellers have not
been molested provided they would vote the republican ticket. Has not tins been the case all
over the State?
Phe republican party lias
'educed all temperance organizations and these
organizations have tammy submitted to the vioI ition,
What horrid m scegenation ! The offspring is the black republican ramrod- ill for
an

corruption

ian-

Bangor insurant oftlccs lose $.'iO,ono by thfoundering at sea of the ship Tennyson of New
buryport.
■

The Danbury man -ays that ’Many women
anxious to take the place of man, but th»*\
don’t care to have the man move.’

are

The Cony House at Augusta, i- being en
larged by tin* additiou of the second ami third
stories of the block north of the hotel.
A ‘*lady” caused a duel recentIv in Richmond, Va., between John B. Mord* eai and
Page McCarthy, ami Montreal will die.
A Florida man ha* killed 000 alligator- *imv
the middle of Dccemher, and he didn’t d- ign to
look nf anything less than eight feet long.

Major General Chamberlain has appointed
A. \Vr. Bradbury .of Portland. iide-dc

Co|.

upon hi* start’ with the rank <»t M tjor.

camp

Tin President will make no appointment to
til! the vacancy occasioned by the death of Chief
Justice Chase until the meeting of Congres*
"A barrel of the tin- -t old B" ifbon whiskey,
made in lsrtn,"’ -av* tin* II- ii l-« -«»s* N-\m
\ ; n:i
Kx’hibim tic
represent. Rentiition.”

to

Pennsylvania

A

n-cd nitr* -g!v-' -rinc

man

»•••

blow out a ledge. A* he ha*n" b-cu leone
since hi* wife hasn't nt ic any definite o range
ment* about a spring
M av s
Fred I
Providence. R. I
Waftof the -chooucr I can-ler. of Sr. (i -or
Me., is mis-ing. having probubh taken i-wt
board while paying out anchor chain.
mate

Th>* tnnouucem»Mit that \. T. Mew art
like!v to die doesn’t infnv-t the | Ubb half
much
yi-* query— What will lie do wi» q hi
m-whei.
money?” L11'f tin;- amoral h-i

Secretary Fish

ha-

r.•

k not

•»rH•

s

ratification of tin ti-lu-rv tiParliament ot Great Britain, dr* R
Canada, and tin* i.egi-latin »• of i*
Island.
the

ilv

.-r

tie*

i-\
mio

-n

IMw

*

o

■

v

o

e

■

by Prol Turkish lines. Even behind the gates of citizens, republican?* and democrats and temladlcy, discovered the following sub- Jerusalem, the Heathen Chinee steals a perance iiii*ii. have united with Young ami
Spoflbrd and Peters and Wyman to rescue the
Carbonate of soda; carbonate kiss from the Syrian lasses, and then looks
stances:
victim from the harpy grasp of those who deif lime; carbonate of magnesia; chloride as solemnly over the walls of the sacred file the earth and
pollute fin1 atmosplmre with
if sodium ; chloride of calcium ; chloride city, at the donkey travelling about, as their pfv-ence.
ies.

An

analysis of the

if magnesia

;

waters

bromide of sodium ; bromide

magnesia: bromide ot calcium; iodide
if sodium; iodide of calcium; iodide ot
if

Mark Twain did when lie stood beside the
grave of his relative Adam.
Perhaps
these exposures
good work, but

unite kind to the
people open their
guests, they must expect them
are

not

when

magnesia; sulphate of soda, lime, and
houses to
nagnesia—a trace; free carbonic acid ;
to find the skeleton.
■arbonic acid holding lime and magnesia
n

solution.

The Prof, also adds: “Out of quite a
number of mineral waters whose analyses
are before me, I find none which this
resembles
if

so
nearly as the Congress Spring
Saratoga.” This spring was discovered

sinking

a

depth of 323 feet a
rein ot mineral water was struck, which
rose with a violent rushing sound, throwing off large quantities of burning gas,
which immediately took lire, presenting a
At

a

weird and lurid appearance.

cations for oil

We don’t mean
port of Belfast.
present dumb retailer of molasses
calico at Stockton, but the rampant
garrulous official that threw down

the
ami
and
the

lor an investigation into the
affairs of the Custom House. It is he that
we want.
Who can tell where he abides?

challenge

The streets of Boston
provoking a condition

imagine.

It

requires

are
as

in about

as

could

one

the extreme limit of

the female tongue, to find out where to
go, and how to get there. Dispositions
are thoroughly tested when we run out all
the wind we, have, chasing a depot ear
which has coursed down Court Street, and
connected with the Cambridge line, and
finally find ourselves with numerous

bundles, landed -it the Ha-tern depot, and
the car headed up Portland street.
The
lumbering old coaches, which zigzag Irom
Charlestown to the South Kn 1. can be
any day on Clarendon street hill; a
place never sacrificed before to their un-

earthly bobbing. Streets are being paved ;
burnt debris being cleared away: old

buildings torn down ; and tracks torn up;
general upsetting making a healthy

the

subject for some profane words.
The completion and oei upatiev of the
first building on tiie burnt ground, wueelebrated a few days since. V banner do.it

the street

widening,

is

to erect it

new

building on the spot commemorated as tin
flirtb-idaoe of Benjamin Franklin
Mrs. Scott Siddons is drawing crowded
houses by her marvelous beauty and lint
elocution.
Another set ol colored

Hampton, Virginia,

are

singers from

causing almost
Jubilee Singers,

much sensation as the
which suggests that Boston will have t<
curtail a little of its admiration lor the

Liebig have died, and the Pope lingers on
the coniines of the grave, reported dead
one day and convalescent the next.
The

colored individual, or it will have mon
plums in its pudding than it bargained
for

as

United States has lost since the first ot

January,

question.

—The scamps that go round pretending
in need of spirit, to get
evidence for a United States license prose-

to lie sick and

These

men

whose

names

I have given may

individually prefer a license law to the present
prohibitory law, and as legislators they would
labor lor the change, but ihey propose to do
their duty and honestly enforce the laws as
they are. They say to their fellow citizens “if
you do not like the law, elect representatives
who will change it.”
Honest republicans and temperance men and
democrats have faith in the people. They have
joined hands with Mayor Young in thi-- honest
programme. The people are tired of fraud and
corruption. They cali for a change. Tf is the*
V"ic** of the t»"d <»f nature within them; iioojr
jtnpit'i '••<#• I)- i." It is even now heard beyond
the limits of the
ity of Ellsworth from the
great river to the ocean. Other cities and towns
and Slates will take up the harmony, and the

diapason will

extend from ocean to ocean,
and from the great lakes to the gulf
Liberal Rkim llu an.
soon

Death

of

Oakes

Ames.

seen

The year is yet voting, but its record ot
illustrious dead is already long. Abroad,
the ex-Emperor Napoleon, Bulwer, and

cution, are operating in the western part
to advertisers and publishers.
was easy, and Mr. Ames went to Congress.
Having of the State. The Portland Press very
Of his connection with the Pacific railroad dealt with them for nearly the whole of justly remarks—
If Col. Wliiteley Inis in Maine ally such low
and the disreputable Credit Mobilier the that period, we teel authorized to make
down pimps as those fellows that prevailed oil
country is familiar. No apology of partial our "endorsement full and unreserved. the kind hearted Mr. Hill, to let them have a
friends, nor any broad mantle of charity Men who have business to bring before little liquor for urgent sickness, and then comof him for a violation of the
can make those transactions other than
the public, can trust to their tried eagaeity plainedlie had better recall them and revenue
laws,
consign
nearest penitentiary.
the
to
them
in
Mr.
Ames had many excelselecting advertising mediums, and
disgraceful.
lent and admirable traits of character, know that their facilities for executing
—The republican nomination for Govand in the affairs of life was a man of contracts are excelled by those of none ernor lies between Dingley of Lewiston,
We are glad to and Farwell of Rockland, with the chances
achievement. With them let his memory others in that line.
be associated, while oblivion draws a know that they are to establish a branch largely in favor of the former, as they
house in Philadelphia.
veil over the rest.
appear to-day.
ments. From that the transition to

fond and lasting embrace; and the cold
hearted east wind whistles a dismal acSore
companiment to their caresses.
throats, cramps, and the new spinal diseas e,

Mr. Editor: In your paper of the 1st inst.
you publish from the Bangor Commercial a
communication signed by Reformer and entitled “The Revolution in Ellsworth.”

The Pope ts much improved. The pli v-i.
pronounce him in a fair way to recover.

a

Chief-Justice Chase, Governor
Minister Orr, Bishop Mcllvaine,
Geary,
decision by the court that site is the inCommodore Maury. Joshua Leavitt, Genjured party; but it will bo remembered
eral Canliy, James Brooks, Oakes Ames,
in the settlement of the Alabama claims that, long before proceedings were comMrs. Harrison Gray Otis, and other promiDr.
Call
menced,
tendered
and the San Juan boundary; but they are
her
voluntarily
nent nu n and women.
We confess to a
but poor offsets tor the shocking examples a separate support.
in
belief
that
the
of personal dishonesty and political corNehemiah Abbott publishes in the Age
great majority of divorce
ruption which we now flaunt in the taee cases, the wife is the aggrieved party, and a letter denunciatory ol the salary steal.
that the instances are comparatively few He comes into the case at rather a late
of the old world.
in which a woman desires a legal separa- day, and his letter lacks the incisive
vigor
unties Aiues is ueau.
seizeu wun apotion except for good and sufficient cause. of Jewett’s. Besides he rather excuses
at
his
home in North Easton, Mass.,
plexy
But, whichever may be in lault, they are Grant, who gave jhe finishing touch to
he expired on the evening of the 8th.
In
always unhappy eases to the parties them- the fraud, which, without his signature,
many respects Mr. Ames was a remark- selves, and
frequently perplexing to the would never have existed.
able man. Like most men who achieve
newspaper editor, who in striving to give
—A law should be enacted in Ibis State maksuccess in conducting a business on a large
a fair report, is extremely liable to touch
ing it a penal offence lor any person to point fire
scale, he early acquired a practical knowl- a sore
at another even if the same be unloaded.
arms
spot on one side or the other.
Like his father,
[Kennebec Journal.
edge ol his specialty.
Yes, its a dangerous practice, especially
he was a practical blacksmith, and a man
S. M. Pettenoili. & Co.
We agree
the fire arms are unloaded in the perif
of large and vigorous frame. The excel- entirely with the letter and spirit ot the
“another.”
lence of the shovels made by Oliver Ames generous endorsement which the Boston son of
—A man in Portland was convicted the
& Son soon increased the demand for Journal of the 8th gives to this well
them to such an extent that the little known and highly respected firm. Estab- other day of stealing a cradle. He might
smithy grew to a huge factory, and made lished in the advertising agency business have filled it in an illegal way without a

ern

run-

being unfavorable the work
was abandoned, and the mineral
water
was perhaps more thoroughly pervaded
by enthusiasm in the cause than any one flowed regularly from the oriflee ot the ed from the front, handsomely trimmed,
After the lirst flooding, in I860, it
that ever set his face resolutely toward the well
and bearing the inscription, ‘-This is the
north pole.
As an assistant and officer was not expected that any more floods
first building occupied in the burned diwent William Morton, a member ot the would occur; but to the surprise of all, at
triet.” The roof, as well as the roofs ot
Kane expedition of 1853, and one of the the end of three months after the first
several months, was well wet with chamand
only two white men who ever looked up- overflow,
quarter-yearly ever since,
and speeches from prominen!
the water of this spring, which flows quite pagne,
on the great polar sea, and heard the bilcitizens made quite an imposing occasion.
lows of that boundless and mysterious uniformly at all other times, with its
A promise, made not long since, about
ocean break upon its-icy shores
gases bubbling constantly on its surface,
an eye to masculine
fashions, Imhaving
Though in some measure a failure, it suddenly rise with the sound of many not been
and an item of intense
forgotten,
waters and boil out with great rapidity,
can yet be claimed for the Polaris that she
has recently developed. The moustache
sailed to a higher degree of latitude than discharging great quantities ot gas and
which has been waxed and trained to
any vessel ever before reached. And thus exhibiting the same phenomena as at first,
such a severe stand-oul-a-tive-uess, is now
terminates the last ot the voyages towards and establishing its character as an interbraided, commencing as neat
the north pole, which began with John mittent pool, like the ancient one ot gracefully
the centre of gravitation as possible, and
and Sebastian Cabot, nearly 400 years Bethesda by the sheep market of Jerusatapering towards the epd. Several h tvi
ago. They have demonstrated that those lem, referred to in the 6th chapter of the
before the pi\bl;c uni were w e!
forbidding regions afford nothing worth gospel of St John. The ancient pool is appeared
those possessing an abundant
received
by
the great effort and suffering required to now extinct, and this new one is the only
reach them, and the conclusion should be known periodical intermitting medicinal crop; but were laughed to scorn by him
-I a eon
that they had best be left to the walrus spring in the world. This spring (s en- with the sickly spears, which nc
stant
to. keep up their
introduction
and seal, and to the adventurous men who tirely new in the catalogue of healing
hunt them.
Life has worthier fields of waters, and its properties are beneficial in quaintance.
Lent’s circus, with its golden chariot-,
enterprise, while fame and fortune beckon a great number ot diseases.
The
for
the
“flood”
will
be
and
next
bearded women i- having grea' -intime
in directions less beset by horrors.
in June, so we probably shall not have cess at the fair
grounds, and Barnum In!
the satisfaction of witnessing this strange
A friend of Mrs. Call, the plaintiff in
lowing so close behind with his hobgobnatural phenomenon.
r. a. t>.
lins and examples ol Mature’s carelessthe late divorce suit at Wiscasset, thinks
that injustice was done to the lady in the
Reward Ovkered.
\Yc will pay a ness, gives virtuous Boston rather a -even
report of the case which wo last week handsome reward tor proof of the present dose ot that class ot entertainment
The Bostou Post, obliged to move by
published, and appears in her defence in location of B. M. Roberts, Collector of the

place or special privileges, could get them
only for money. This miserable bargain
and sale was carried on so openly as to

sioner and his assistants.

Nothing

Hall had peculiar fitness for the place, and

leges which the German government accords without money and without price.
Restaurant privileges were let to Americans for a -hare of the
profits. Each particular

it at a

and

Ellsworth, May 9.

Generalities.

«

in 1866, while a company were

omitted.
The
government cheerfully lent a vessel, and

discovered that the assistant commission-

past has been a grand
Nothing out- the everyday

Prosecu-.

posed of, showing the Yankee thirst for
The N. V. Graphic think* that the la. t tin
l»;
late James Brook- had
pile of I n
things “far fetched and dear bought.” political power and nothing for temperance. the
Pacifie securities does not takv with hi- del
the
different
They wore loviug in victory, and in defeat tin y
<
, rade and traffic.
>q,.
After a brief sojourn ill Travelling slowly among
again-1 charge- «•? -imp
Mobilier swim!!**.
Piie^e ramrods are now
houses, merely having to step from one arc mil divid’d.
( lanastota, we took the express train for
A satchel, which
I>i nut ba_".
parading lb** streets ot tHis city arm in arm
vnun vvahis place, which is reached by going into plank to another, to be transferred from
with former rurnsellers, ami asking “where are tossing to a companion, ihe otter morning, t
inChina
to
curious
little
Venice,
many
on the platform, and
pistol, which th- »vvn.•
lufl’alo on tlie Central, and tiaek on the
your friends now?”
had packed away, expi.-ded
.ndim
hut;
cidents fell to mj’ notice, which were not
h ie railroad.
There was something startling and incongru- dashing against tin* wall.
so foreign in their nature as the uninous in flic union of the puritan and the black
Cowlesville is pieturesquishly (pardon
Peoria brags of
the -mart, -t bm
ki yi.and parlez vous. It seemed lea, as pointed out by John Randolph, but the till' I’. S. I b* ~**thaving
to Ilf- fit In
til
he’word. but it just expresses rnv mean- telligible
old
burnt tic
knock'
d
down
the
man.
rather ludicrous, to see a bedecked and intend'd victim, the United States Treasury,
ng.) situateiI, between high bluffs oyer*l"lPhis more ludicrous union of ram- oVtn, broke i;i- mother** chain atld
escaped.
turbaned
Turk,
over
Franco
reaching
It- old."
horse before lie ua- 12
ninging the Cayuga Creek, and twentyand rurnsellers is deprived of its novelty
rods
to embrace a pretty little French maid,
ivo miles east of Buffalo.
News of the d it li "ft
I. W i.by time, an illicit “breeding in and in” has of the original
tu
Main
pubUM.
The mineral springs ot this place are whose jaunty cap revealed her share of made if
really an element of society. Phe vic- ard. lias been receiv. 1 »i A
jp p,
the
the
into
by
being wholly
enjoyment.
tim s.night is law. mater, temperance. All good
laid to contain wonderful curative properSacramento, <'al.. Vpi ii loth. v,

the strange phenomenon, which continued
for a few hours, when the floods and
flames subsided, and the workmen proceeded with their labors, until they
reached the depth of 70b feet.
The indi-

voyage

few

a

In Liquor
tions.

Departure

wrought.
Not only this, but all the other recommendations nt Mayor Young in his inaugural message, with one exception have been adopted.
Hall.”
After a ten nours rule from Mew York
This exception was liis recommendation to reStill “The Bazaar of tin' Nations” is the
we stepped oft' at Canastota to mait friends
scind the order consolidating the schools, and
ofle
the
of
great attraction;
good people
of “the olden time.” Canastota is a small
this has not vet been fully tested in both
town on the Central Railroad, quite low Boston showing their appreciation of the branches of the city government.
But the crowning glorv of Mayor Young is
and level, with that “old-,arid-new” look, opportunity ottered them, to take a trip to
the old world for the diminutive sum of his rigid ami impartial enforcement offhe liquor
peculiar to most New York villages. If
fifty cents; and Music Hall has been well law. This law has heretofore been used in this
C-a is noted for one
more than

“guess” where
are!

that experience or foresight could suggest
towards overcoming the known difficulties of the

[tick

can

! the

them weekly, upon which they must throw
the workings of the weary brain.
Fog and mud have met with us, in one

the Hudson, in

of the old fashioned steam ferries,
were

correspondent
items, but alas

conven-

The flames
rose to a great height, illuminating the
hills and valley to a great distance. The
villagers looked with consternation upon

advancements, we have thus far shown
only choice samples of rascality, it is

hungry
interesting
a

who have the immaculate -column left for

our

itching palms anti insatiate greed that to the long list ot those who have gone
take at once their appointments and their into that
region of eternal ice, never to
example from official life at Washington ? return. This expedition was fitted out
To our shame be it confessed that, invited with
care, and at great

provisions enough and other articles, Freeman Bradford. Wm. P. Preble, Comclothing, etc., mi the abatement ol the mittee on Finance; Stephen .1. Young, F.
gale, i endeavored to shoot as m»n\ seals Faring Talbot. Trustees of Charity Fund
as
possible, tor food light and fuel, but for three years.
could get onlv three, owing to bud weather
Grand Chapter.
Horace H. Burbank
having set in. I suppose,] the wind to be "I Limerick, Grand High Priest; Henry L. openly declared he would not be responabout southwest.
Paine of Portland, Deputy Grand High sible tor them. Even under these circumOn its clearing up, i tound myself with- Priest
A. 1'. Marston of Bangor, Grand
he is not altogether
in about eight miles ot what 1 supposed to King: Henry R. Taylor ot Machias, Grand stances, however,
When the administration
be the east coast, and about 30 or 40 miles Scribe; A. M. Burton of Portland, Grand without blame.
The ire being weak I Treasurer; Ira Berry of Portland. Grand appointed politicians on his staff', it was
below the ship.
could not Iransporl the boats and pro- Secretary; .1 H. Drummond, Oliver Gerto a formal notification to him
While risli, Nathan Woodbury, Committee on equivalent
vision to land till it grew -irongei
that stealing would commence as soon as
Finance.
here 1 discovered my other boat, bread,
District Deputy Grand High
&c., and saved all. The ice grew firm, Priests, Joseph M. Haves of Bath, fifth they arrived on the ground, and, in conand I made another attempt to reach the district; John Bird of Rockland, sixth dis- nection with the American minister, lie
shore, carrying everything in the boats, trict: Grand Chaplains, Rev. Charles C. should have been on the
alert to check it
and dragging them on their keels, the. ice Mason of (tape Elizabeth depot. Rev.
at
the
and
thus
have saved
outset,
very
<’.
Charles
Vina! of Kennebunk, Rev.
being exceeding rough.
We sure.led on the 1st of November Wm. F. Gibbs of Portland, Rev. Charles the country from the disgrace that lias
in getting about hall-way to the shore, G. Porter f Bangor; Joseph A. Locke of been fastened
upon it.
when night came on us, and very stormy Portland. G. C. of II. ; Charles W. Hanev
This country undoubtedly gained largeweather. In the morning the ice was ot Belfast, G. P. S' : .James M. Nevens of
broken, and we were drilling southward Bueksport, G. li. A. C.; W. H. Smith of ly in the field of diplomacy by the victory
1

ience of

place

The return of a portion of the crew of
the arlic discovery ship Polaris, with the
sad news of the death ot the zealous and
adventuious commander, adds one more

to Vienna to exhibit our excellences and

from which

news,

than

following day we retraced
Albany, where we more

appreciated the comfort and

ever

Polaris.

expense.

bit ot

aways of Goth man and beast, lias been
offered to feed reporters and poor sinners

to

steps

Next in dishonesty to
who takes the back pay

Baffled

Boston, May 12.
Generally each week produces at least
one

New

Journal.

murders, suicides, infanticides,

The

A

Boston

of the

exception.

well for oil.

the peaceful jubilee that
celebrates the advancement of man.
Who would imagine that at such a time
and in such a place would he found the

—

i.kand

Congressman

The

in

shake off the

M y.s'ivfe

$100,000.

Correspondence

again.

ture, and who by virtue of its provisions
takes $25,000 a year out of the treasury
for his own pocket.

greatest advancement in arts,

partment sanctioned the act,and appointed
lasted
few seconds and then all was still.
a temporary hoard.
The chief commisThere were present it the room at. the
time. Senatoi Sprague and Mrs. K. (’. sioner. Gen. Van Buren, may not be imSin agin ihe Chiet-Jnstiee's eldest daugh- plicated, but he should have known what
ter
W. S Hovt and Mrs Jared R. C. his subordinates were
doing, and cannot
il'Vt. Mi. Fldwiti Iliya and Mr. Hiram
Barnev.

yet made

Profit

Letter

State.

lyn,—forever, probably—for if it shares
the fate of his previous efforts, it will have
been “burnt up” before we have occasion
to visit the Metropolis of the Empire State

tifies the President who made the law by
his advocacy, his approval, and his signa-

sciences, and the achievements of civiliza-

participate

answer

the Empire

Cowlesvii.lk, May, 1873.
“Wind and weather” did prevent our
attending Barnum’s new show, in Brook-

—and it is but just to Mr. Garfield to say
that he does not take it, but has ordered
It I rack into the treasury—is the man who
condemns him and at the same time jus-

generous emulation with all other nations.
All peoples are there contending for the

prize

V

Through

greater than that of the Senator or Representative who receives the back pay; for
while the latter gets but $5,000 he re-

manner

a

*:tlJII

pay ; as a matter of fact it is known that he
favored it and lobbied for it, and that if
he had not desired it the section would
not have been placed in the appropriation
His profit by the job is twenty times
bill.

desirable that the United

States should be

icuw-iiiim:

fault-finding Republicans by a Republican Representative who voted for the
Back Pay plunder. It is an extinguisher
upon every supporter ot the Administration who condemns Back Pay ill
any form.
President Grant, more than all the Senators and Representatives in Congress
together, is responsible for the increase of

nothing which is not speedily pervaded by the offensiveness ot official
eormption. The new scandal concerns
the Great Exposition or World’s Fair, just
opened at Vienna. It is a field in which

specially

me

to

tion can touch

was

unuoc

mrs

clause is so infamous that f mnrlit to resign for
voting for the appropriation hill to which it was
attached, will they follow ovt their logic ami
insist that the President ought to resign for
signing it. My vote did not make it a law.
His signature dil>.

from abroad indicate that tile administra-

it

debates will also
of the most ultra of

home to meet a storm of indignation from
his constituents.
He caught it every-

abroad because its executive head accepts
a bribe of a hundred thousand dollars and
gives his official sanction.
tor affairs at home.

Congressional

Read-

in him one
the Grant radicals. Well, Garfield went

But chiefly does it shock the
of the nation and disgrace it

So much

of

was

fully and irrevocably.

recognize

veil of forwarding a great enterprise,
which so slightly hid the Credit Mobilier
transaction.

Garfield

measure

ers

have been above suspicion, gave public
confidence a fearful shock, and tarnished
The salary steal was
the national honor.
worse, inasmuch that it was an open and

unblushing robbery,
concealment—having

where it would do the

placed

most

1.1

The

Don’t Turn the Other Cheek.

Garfield

that was

—BY—

Is

Buddinglon.

if)

THURSDAY,

attention.

Dead.

Chief Justice

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL

—The Maine Central has built
the extension towards Winslow.

a

mile

o

—Bangoreans can he physicked on Sun
day only at hours prescribed by the mayor,
and apothecary shops are closed at othei
times,
—

ing

Speaking

at

ot the late Masonic

gather

Portland, the Press

says—
There were present at the meeting of tin
Grand Lodge, of Masons, every living Past
Grand Master in tlie State, an event that has no
taken plane lor many years. They are Rene
Washburn of Livermore, Timothy Chase o
Belfast,—both eighty years of :igt—Joseph ('
Stephens, Freeman Bradford. Hiram Chase, J
H. Drummond, W. P. Preble, T. .1. Murray
and John II. Lynde.

—It is worthy of remark, in these
fraudulent days, that the committee t(
build a sehoolhouse in Hampden returned
$500 of the appropriation which wasn’t
needed. It is clear that none of them

Congress.

have ever been to

—In the Supreme Court of Massachusetts, on Saturday, Hon. Charles Sum net
was divorced from his wife, on the ground
of desertion. The marriage was an unhappy one, Mrs. S. being gay, fond ol
society, and little relishing the quiet
student life ot her husband.
—Thousands and hundreds of thousands of

people have been hopelessly mined bv waiting,
waiting and yet waiting for dead men's shoes.
[Portland Press.
Undoubtedly; anu quite as many have
got into trouble by longing after live women’s stockings.
—Rev. K. H.

Mass.,

atlei

Campbell,

ol

Dedham,

protracted trial, has been
jury to be responsible
for the appearance in this vale of sighs ot
the child of a young lady of his parish.
The church did not suspect that the Campbells were coming in that way.
a

pronounced by

the

Kx < 'ingressiiian Oakes Ames died at
9
felock Thursday evening, at the
lie had been suffering from
age of 09.
diabetes for n airly three years, but by
strict attention to diet had been able to
keep that disease ill check. Oil Monday
night, April 2*th, he had an attack of indigestion, but attended to his duties in
Boston on Tuesday and Wednesday ol
last' week.

On

Thursday lie remained at
home, occasionally visiting his otliee in
North Kaston. Thursday evening lie was

for a few years pa-t, "t pmamitm!

i.

An old irishman at II m-h**, with g arm n
all tattered and torn, who lias been living fo
months on the eharit\ *»t ih-• town, ba- r**. -ot?
bought for cash a $t»000 hoii*e ami ho, md lntt
benefactors are uow talking >f pi o
tv n
for obtaining good-uml-r t I-.
v- u-iv
The quarries at Bluelii!! are q-*iu_
*.-'oi
nd !
worked the pre-ent
tracts have been secured
(’apt. '1 l\. (’hahas agreed to furnish stone to the aucuM
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each tor lour ki**es stolen from he
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baud in Inmduetor took
train, an I thithrew hi- muscular arm e-out t.-• r -I- nd
i.
-q
waist, and did the damag- a!'-r
ie
the railroad company bur th*\ !•
the $4000, though they have di*eha:g'd tl"
duetor.
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her return h ip, ; 1 ».>«"
i<
Bn"*
;*.
one of the principal shippm
-o
seized with intiaimnatiou of the dia- 1 has contracted to io ad *o -an-m-'
fifteen
day-.
ph"agin. and through the night he sillier al intense pain, obtaining no sleep.
a* e
hai
Marc-ellus Baker of B laui.
•.
Friday he obtained a little easy sleeping abducting Alice M. Bunn
..a;
I
wh.le'in a sitting posture. He passed the to a liou-e of ill fame n 1^• »-T*
*?h**1
whole of Friday night sitting in his chair.
Monday bound over in tie- -mi
trial at the next term "f tie >up; "i < '**• irt
Saturday he was more comfortable; Janies
tre-d ai.
was -nb«tmenti\
Wyman
Smi i'.v be remained about the same, slept
mi
ir.m in
n
bound over ou a -.milai
weil through the night, and Monday Imsum.
All three »f the mm. mip!.* P.- ! m
"
Wmeui.
u *
i
of
I’ariiu
the
and
Baker.
body
villainy,
pulse, temperature
rapid
spioo l*.»nd- • aeh mr n d irai
respiiation all indicated a rapid return t< in jail under
September at Auburn.
his usual health.
He remained
com-

very

fortable up to about .a.do I’. M., when In
seized with apoplexy, resulting in a
complete paralysis of the right half of tin
body. At the same time there were sligh!
indicaiions of pulse moiiia in the lowei
lobe
the left lung, which extended ovei
both lungs.
Mr. Ames remained partially conscious at intervals up to noon
Wednesday, front which time he has remained perl'eetlv unconscious up to tin
time ot his death
was

Dr

NT

Hayes Interviewed.

lb'
Hayes, tin
explorer, wlu> was
intcrviewed \ esterday, expresses ilie opin\v

well

ion that the Polaris

was unlit lor service
there was no discipline on board ol
her, but that ('apt. Hall has proved tha
Smith'- Sound is navigable and Is the trtlt
passage to the Polar Sea, which lie scene
to have n-aehed, though driven back lit
drifting ice Helds or gales ol wind. Hr
Haves cannot understand whv the ship
when so near Northumberland Island
should have been driven upon the ire am
He think?
discharged her ear:; > upon it.
that there was dissension on board, am
that it looks as though the parly, cut of
from the ship, had determined to lean
her
Hut (..'apt. Hall lias done a gloriole
lie has gone further north with a
thin-r.
ship than any human being ever did before, although otlicis have gone as far is
sledges, and the Polaris was Pin milefurther north than Kane’s ship.
Hr. Hayes says it almost. Units as if Mr
Hal! was killed by ope. oi' nis men in :
mutiny, for he had never known ot am
one dying in tia,-u- section from apoplexy
and dipt. Hal! did not look like an apoplectic man. Hr. Hayes believes that tin
j rest ol the crew are yet alive and that tin
.Polaris will loturn here by September
Prof. Baird, of the Smithsonian Institution, thinks the expedition is tar from :
failure, and has no doubt realized many
of the objects in view in sending it out.

gubernatorial kaidleiseope

ofMaim

has turned again, and vve get a new view
The Portland Press ol
of the little joker.

Tuesday publishes

the

following—

Rocki.axt>, May Pi, is;:).
To the Kditor ol tin* Press : My name lilts
been used in connection with the candidacy tin
Governor and I have not been disposed to ob
jeet until the unuoiim-einent of tile name o;
Judge Kent as a candidate, i regard it as :
loosi titling tributelothe learning,integrity am
large public service of Judge Kent to elect him
again Governor, and 1 shall not under tliesi
eii-eunistam-ps allow mv name to lie used in tin
canvass.
Sincerely yours,
"N. A. Fakwkll.

While this takes Farvvell out of the
it does not remove Tillison, win
may come up to the Convention with in-

Held,

creased strength as the sea-coast candidate.
Certainly .Judge Kent’s success is by no

assured.

The Portland Press is

doing an excellent public service by its exposure of the
miserable pimps who arc travelling the
state,

pretending

to he

sick, and working

upon people’s sympathies to get liquori
lor the
purpose of making complaints.
The scoundrels deserve to lie kicked hy
every decent man.

—Tin- chronic row down in unhappy
Louisiana still goes on. There have re-

cently

putting
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-m
up tlie Irani** of
tons.
Hill, Waterman A
Up the frame «>f a rim *m.
which they will huiid nnim !i Ui P
* reightou i- building
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A
tor.s, which i-be ii- I pm
freighting on th* < ;<•*•»•_*.• ki*.
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Story
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that

means
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York, May 11.

known

The

M-^ri
riion.t-i
At
Shipbuilding
\\ *-m i-r-‘ 1
"Walker, Dunn A < o. an* building
t\\«»
sehr. of *250 tons, and have tie* franc
"u. ini
more engaged, whieii t !»•*> e\
W nr
present season, of :t5o and lb"
«■•• u
be «>i 150 1 >n
Bros, have a fitiedookin#
"
‘mild
ready for iaunehing. Tina w
»••' •a..
> r
A <
t:
two more tills season.

marching, counter-marching

and threats ot civil war. When we lind
a man who understands all the bearings
ot the question, vve shall get him to write
it up.
-One ot the writers for the Lewiston
Journal is Susan Nipper, while the paper
favors a law prohibiting all nippers.
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Sailor.

I
Ni w Y< IKK May
Ifpiit
,1 me
t Kile.'
lishes the staHtuei
tlie only hie.
n
Frank
ol five of the *e:il fishing
oele.! ;|
lin ol New i.otllloll. wl
die xtutli
on
Window Island.
II.'I'll
Shellatlds, .situated '<Milh 'I I 4
in lat. hti.
fhe men killed looo s, Ms tle e
and went to Si. ('.cage'- 1-iand. lets in
a
l'peord ol their wherea!units 1 himI
The vessel subsequently reini ,"d froi.
another of the group laride. I
■

■

■

■

■

•■! I
covered tile record and p
n
ticopges. where petting no
m
guns, rockets mid .n leu .mi;
on net uint
unable to send a ho e ish
r :i j up ! e I
ol the breaker- and lee u
abandon the men and proc d houn
where their ho- ss i- ...i * since repot
The sealer Nile, one ot who- men is now
in New York, discovered King hit'- i tsl
year in asmall wooden hut on Si t,•
island. One of his companions I' el dii I
di
tier.-.,
several months helot'., whi
including the third male Townsend. •!'
'.
discos ered
two weeks In-fore King
witli a boat for Windsor Island, again
his remonstrance. He helped launch tinboat, hut don't know what hecatin ot
of them.
It is certain, however, that as
a
portion of the boat and a -ail...'
epat were lound oil the beach neat Oa «
Sheritf, about thirty mile- liom the am
where tbs' men pa-sed the neats sear
...

that they

dri.

were

>

I
and never reached Win I-".' l-la.:ol.
reported that the seals are r.osv dm
entirely killed oil the Sot.ta Shetland
Islands. King told this man that he am
comrades managed to live on o,; u-an, tish
and some biscuits left liehoid
oat
1
cresv, and made clothe- ouy
-Kitm
A hut svas built of in.at.I
letl there I s

another vessel,

sva
a. stove, in
svhich
svilli seal blubber.
Tie
survivor had been .without re lor severs
days and svas somewhat benumbed svln-i
found.

a

lit

e

svas

as

kept

Ti:k..»•
Thk l>Rs>WKtNii in Fm i* I!
The loss overboard ol Fiv.l 1>
Treat,
son of Capt. Henry ’Treat. "I this cits,
trout the schooner Fanny K Sltasv lias
already been announced in the-., columns.
A letter from his father win. is tiosv in
Cardenas, gives the sad particulars. On
the night oftlie fourth ot March at eleven
o’clock, the vessel being between (’ape
Klizabeth and < 'ape Cod. outward bound,
Maslei Fred svas
a violent storm arose.
endeavoring to hook the boom tackle to
In attempting to catch
the fore boom.
the hook in the bolt as the boom ssvung
towards him lie slipped on tlte icy sleek
load and fell over the rail. A man close
at hand grasped his clothes with one iiarnl
and svas carried over the rail with hint,
but clutched the rail svitli the other hand.
Young Treat’s position was such that he
could not recover himself, and before aid
could reach them, the man svas obliged u>
let go of Fred to save himself. Immediately a liue was thrown to Treat who was
swimming. He caught the line, and
called out to those on hoard to draw him
in quick or he would he drowned.
For
some unexplained reason they tailed to
draw him up, and he soon loosed his hold,
probably being chilled through, and sank
to rise no more.
[Bangor Commercial
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Lincoln villa, Mrs; Mary Stetson who recently died iu this town, left twelve children,
the oldest TO and the youngest 45
years.
Mr. Shepard Ilarvill, who recently moved into Lineolnville from
Skowhegan, has a gun
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barrel that he found several years ago on the
Kennebec river at a place called Arnold's Falls.
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barrel of an old French rifle, and is in a good
-tale of preservation, being but little corroded

graph "tti'-ehas been

under
future.

by

Mr. II. intends to keep this old relic
a memorial of “the times that tried men's
-mils." Other relics have been found as the
land lias been cleared an 1 cultivated along the
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elevation of laud the re,
"ii his passage up the Kennebec, which was in
the t ill of 1775.
He arrived at Point Levi, opposite Quebec, Nov. 9th.
The weather is cold, the spring backward,
and it begins to have a depressing influence on
the farmers. Their chief source of consolation
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Case.

The report in your last week's paper of this
trial requires some correction, for a just understanding of the result. The charges in the libel

Id Sctn-

B. Baker and Baniel

H

river. Flagstaff Plantation was
named from the fact that Gen. Arnold had a
the

ilagstart erected
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rust.
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weary soldier left his gun standing by this rock.
At the time it was found it was fifteen miles
from the nearest inhabitant. It is said to be the
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log-driving on the river, and

little below the falls. Mr.
li. -ays he went a few steps from the river to
-» :
-ome bark, when he saw something standing against a large rock near the river that looktd too straight for a stick, and went to see
what it was. and found it to be a gun barrel.
It was at what is called the Carrying Place,
where Arnold had to take his boats out of the
river and carry them and his baggage around
the falls. It is thought some poor, worn and

night encamped

cruelly and desertion. The
ll: -Hop I'd Mail; sfivrt has the
so much physical, as
ard« .1 Horn cruelty alleged was not
mental and moral. The first allegation was
;,|,ud !>!■
M.11i•» i-always n-ady to
that Dr. Call “greatly deceived the libellant as
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cuted her until her life had become miserable.
In proof of this charge evidence was introduced
that during nearly the whole of the period that
Dr. (’all lived with his wife (about tivevear>i
in wavs too numerous to be mentioned here,
he inflicted upon her the most shameful abuse
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correspondent, which states that “the harmony
ol their union was disturbed” before the second
day of their marriage. They had no word of
difference, and nothing occurred which should
disturb the harmony of any couple, or which

did disturb it, so far as the libellant knew, or
bad any reason to suppose, and there was never
b 1! < .tr*1 -1 li
'flipped <me cargo of potatoes any insinuation or charge to that effect, by the
1‘m
"ii b> I'
! Bov.
Deft., until after the separation.
Pitcher A: Son report
1 licit
There i< also another paragraph which misha*)
alloat m i their store bouses en1 ■«rely empiv.
the facts. Your correspondent says
Br"c.r I'.iia V’:*il fr m
*'ienfucgoyt j conceives
that •*<»n the next day she went to Boston, and
uba, ha- !i'i'liai’gi-d
c;ii'_-o of molasses lor
the day after, he followed, finding her after
s,,,!-v A S.m. s,.|, .Lii. Drew. FI
days from
I a- ksotn ille, Fla., bas
discharged 155,000 feet considerable search, and many inquiries at the
«>l hard pin.- lumber for Carter A: Co. Sch.
American House, where she then unwittingly,
Danit I York, from Par<boro, XT. S., lias dis- as she.says, relinquished her right of dower in
hurgcl 1 'aigo "f plaster for .Joseph Kaler at all his real estate in Maine and Massachusetts,
which is variously estimated from fifty to
bis mills.
■

i-

<

apt. < rosbv. ■»( fli, Nova Scotian sell. I Lini'd
k, has, by his foolhardiness, got a nice little
bill to par.
II.• f»n Tiic-dav attended to nuvi■ate his \C'sel <lo\i n tin*
Pa-'Vagassaw’akeag
iv'cr with" ii a pilot—he ueV( r would have atif
bad
he
known
the
tempted
name of the river
<

'i

"i

—and has

to grief.

first encountered
•difficulties at I'm 'ipper bridge, which he overlower one. Here’s
came and got |» enf.-d for *!•
<mic

lie

The draw’ was
where the grief comes in.
raised and the drawmen died loudly for him
1 » stop and run a line. Getting his eye fixed on
<

the opening beyond, he saw naught, lie heeded
naught until he struck the draw, carrying it
away with about twenty feet of the main bridge,
together with telegraph poles and wires. The
captain thinks he will remain where he is, inasmuch

tin* damaged draw lays across tlie
passage and an injunction lias been put on his
vessel by the city authorities.
as

seventy-five thousand dollars.”
The
testimony was that after spending two
days in Lowell, the Deft, having further business there, and his wife wishing to visit some
friends in Boston, went there one day in adof her husband, and that he met her the
day at the American House, which was
the place appointed by him for their meeting
before they separated in Lowell. While in Poston she signed two deeds, of two house lots in
Lowell, as she then understood, and still
vance

next

believes.

The Deft, stated upon the stand, that
deeds of all his real estate in Maine
and Massachusetts, made out to his two sons,
but that they were never delivered, and were
shortly afterwards destroyed. Whether this is
true or false, Mrs. Call does not know. She
never heard of it before the trial.

they

were

The letter which your correspondent copies
written many months after the separation,
during which time she had abstained entirely

was

Isi.ksboro. Last Sabbath, as Capt. Lorenzo
Pendleton was crossing the mill bridge, accompanied by his bov and Rev. E. H. Emery, his
horse took fright, backed off the bridge, and
threw them all in the water. Thev were all
rescued without serious damage.

from attending the sacrament of her church,
which had given her husband so much offense,
and was not suggested by any consciousness on
her part that she had given her husband just
cause of complaint; but thinking it possible she
might have said or done something, under the

Skarsport. Elder Vinal Lanpher.a Second
Advent preacher living in this town, is troubled

influence of his harsh treatment, which was not
strictly in accordance with her duty as a wife,
she determined to refbove every obstacle to
conjugal happiness for which she could be held

bv curious rnanifi stations at his house. In one
particular chamber invisible visitors play such
queer games as tumbling the clothes on the
bed, throwing the furniture about, and other

pranks, much like those of the Newburyport
ghost. This happens half a dozen times a day,
if things are set to rights as often. The Elder
is firmly persuaded that it is the work of the
devil.

and the witnesses upon both sides testified to
the excellent character of the libellant as wife,
mother, and a member of society, while the
Dr. failed to substantiate asiugle charge of misconduct against his wife. On the ninth day, it
had become so apparent that there eould be but
result, that tiie defence was abandoned.
Your correspondent labor', under a gross

one

misapprehension

supposing, ns he seems to.
decreed upon the consent of
the Deft. Mr. Strout, the Deft's, counsel, publicly abandoned the defence, it is true, and made
some remarks corresponding to those which are
that

a

divorce

in

was

published; but

these remarks the libellant’s
counsel, Mr, Gould, replied that the Defts.
eimsel had wisely abandoned the defence, as
every allegation in the libel had been proved,
and no just ideation or excuse had been made
out by tlie Deft., and that if lie imagined that
anything that lie bad produced in the trial
would lie accepted as a vindication of Defts.
conduct, the libellant was ready to have it submitted to tlie jury. Mr. Gould declined to accept a decree of divorce by the consent of the
Deft., and insisted upon a decision of the case
upon the evidence, either by the jury or by the
court, anil suggested that the proper way was,
to either take the verdict of the jury, or have a
default entered, and then let the evidence he
passed upon bv the court. Judge Cutting replied that a decree of divorce could not he entered 11v the consent of tlie Deft, and could only
to

upon the evidence in tlie case. After some
lurlher consideration the ease was withdrawn
from the jury by consent, and submitted to the
decision of the court, and the Judge being
satisfied that tlie allegation of cruelly and debe

sertion in tlie libel was proved, and that there
was no just cause tor the desertion of the Deftor justification of his treatment of the libellant,
ordered a decree of divorce, and that the libellant should have the sole care and custody of
the child: that the licit, should pay the expense- of tlie trial, and the sum of if-toO for the
support of mother and child until the next term;
and that the ease lie continued for a hearing and
decision I!}hiii tie: question of permanent alimony and the final amount of counsel fees.
How your correspondent reached the conclusion that tins termination of the suit' was unsatisfactory to the libellant, is a little difficult to
perceive. She obtained all she asked, and not
only convinced tlie court and the public that the
charges in her libel were true, but even satislied tlie Deli-, counsel of these facts. A
party
to a law suit may be
generally considered as
satisfied when he convinces tlie court of the
justice of His cause, and obtains a judgment in
all respects in conformity with his wishes. What
then ought to lie tlie feelings of a party who not
only does all this. Hut who also after a trial of
nine days, in which from day to day until the
end. the defence looked more and more desperate. inasmuch that the Defts. counsel deemed it
most

prudent

responsible, Hence the letter, which breathes a
most Christian spirit, und proved to the satisfaction o! the court that she was in no respect responsible for the separation.
The reply of the Dr., delivered to her a month
afterwards, was not a recital of his“greviances,”
but was a series of false accusations, of a gross-

The

to

Modocs Driven

Out.

NT:\v York. May. 13. A despatch from
the Lava Beds says the bodies found
by
the expiiiring expedition which went out
on tlie yth inst., were those ol Lieut.

Cranston,Sergt. Seelig, Corporal Mooney,
Bugler Moran ; privates Albion and Bloom.

Some

were
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parts

effects

not gone, its

are

has produced

It

more

cures

are

ot

ache, A:

the world began.

Ii is

animals

Since

year
than have all other pretended remedies since
a

in

counter-irritant,

rendered harmless and the wounded

healed without

as, ur.
It is no humbug.
recipe is published around each bottle.

selling

as no

article

ever

beeaues it does just
Those who

now

to

Centaur Liniment.
ot

Pungencies.

Some men, without medical
knowledge, advertise their unskillful
preparations to cure
every disease, which is impossible; nor can
ays ''tire the same disease. While Dr.
,,-ey
a, s Family
1 lerce
Medicines have their legitimate
range, and have proven the most valuable curatives ever given to the
public, yet he is fully
competent to use any necessary auxiliary treatment, that all may recover. His
private practice is enormous. Patients from
every quarter
wait on hint, while thousands are
treated by
letter, and special medicines sent by mail or
express.
Address, with stamp, Dr. R. V.
Pierce, World’s Dispensary, Nos.SQ, 82, 84 and
8(1. W. Seneca St. Buffalo, N. Y., for a
printed
list ot questions, to assist in describing vour
case.
#79

or

Iti*

whut it pretends to do.

suffer if they will not

or

.•hronic-rheumatism.goui. running tumors,
Wc will send

4fcc.,

circular

a

wrapper Centaur Liniment, is worth
and mules,

or

or

one

hun-

sweenied hoise>

for screw-worm in sheep.

Stock-

owners—this liniment is worth your attention-

B. Bosk

Co., New York.

Castori \ is more than a substitute for Castor Oil. It is the only safe article in existence
which is certain to assimilate, the food, regulate
the bowels,cure wind-colic and produce natural
sleep. It contains neither minerals, morphine
or alcohol, and is pleasant to take.
Children
need not cry and mothers may rest.

OOal.CojLamb per lb.,
SOaoOlTurkey per lb.,

Barley,

18a2o|Hides,
l4al5jCalf Skins,
J2altjSheep Skins,

it is the best thing f have ever used; and I have
I can cheerfully recomused almost everything.
mend it to any in need of such a medicine.
Yours respectfully,
MRS. A. A. DINSMORE,
19 Russell Street.

Mrs. E.
Have

old.

Brig

Molasses

Kllu Vail irom

£

B.

New Vermont

Cienfuegos.

Splendid SPRING SHADES
selling at 33c, former
price 45c.

4

JOHNSON & Miss JACKSON

two But

Laces,
FRENCH

MILLINERY,

&c.

Display in advertising is not my forte. Rut tkiiI will say—We have the styles, also the goods, and
we know how to use them,
.fust step in and wi

purchasing

IS_NEEDED.
Boston, Feb. 13,1871.

lull

sold by druggists.

Im42sp

Companj In lav. rot V\ n». 1*
on or after tin :i««tti of
April,
of $20o. ys payment ot the shiu<*
m:is h< n stopped,
Sft:d order is trie property of the
subscribers.
I»
BuiD * CO.
Kocklami, May *.», 187 i.—Jw!
foi

1".'

the

sum

sell-

Maiuil

tm<- t

it MITCHELL'S for the
wholesale trade.

u

40 DOZEN

1 *>,<>< >0 1 ,‘<

>

i .1 ,S

lii (Told, Satin, White and Brown.
Ilfng va ry ow
J. C. THOM I’M >\’s Furniture, Orockerv Ware
and Boom Caper Store, (’or. .Main and II igh Street■>.
Belt a-1, Me.

PLAIN am) RIBBED, sell-

ing

at 12

l-2e,

at

former

price 17c

r»UME

VEGETABLE

40 DOZEN

Prepared from the Recipe of

DR.

MOSES

J

to tin* citizen- «d B it .-t and vtcinitv
:hat lie has opem-'l a lietail l)i p irtniei’t in conucc
tion with his wholesale, win re he will ke.
an
assortin'at of French and Domestic Confectioner,
manufactured at tiis place from the
-t ot Uranu
luted Sugar.
announces

PLAIN, selling at 17c,
former price 25c

^TRUNKS AND3H

ASSORTED

Traveling Bags!
AliG
ami well >• '* ct- ! -tuck
the above
.;rti<*l,
•oiisMntly « n In.ml ami L-r -ale at the
\ KIM I.OWK.ST
KI : >.
\!-.» l.eatli-r Mi„,
:;nill
W. I, (oi.MFKN.
Finding*.

\1

FOR

Jaundice, Dyspepsia, Liver Complaint, Loss of Appetite, Foulness ol
the

Stomach,Costivoness, Dizziness,

Headache,
and

Indigestion,

Sinking

From 25c to 75c per pair.
These goods arc remark

ably cheap,and

WHOLESALE AGENTS

lV3'Jsp

I. f. PERKINS SCO., I p„,
Iff. F. PHILLIPS & GO.) 1 Portland.

MARRIED.
In VVInterport, May ■<, by Rev. 11. W.
lioltoa, \V
A. Dodge ol Bangor, aud Miss Deborah H. Colson
of U
Also, May in, Charles I,. Crain and Mrs. 1..
Willard, both of W.
Ill Dedham, April 23, Mr. Isaiah H. Nickerson and
Miss Lizzie A. Carr, both of D.
In Hancock, March 4, Mr.Francis N.Jellisonand
Miss Ida M. Crabtree, both of H.
In Portland. March 28, Mr. Willard C.
Collins, M.
1>., and Miss Sarah C. Hancock, both of Bucksport.
In Rockland, May 1 Mr. Edwin W.
Whitney and
Miss Ada B* in. April 30, Mr..John Gibbertson and
Miss Abby Perkins, uli of R.
May 2, Mr. Patrick
Ji0(-'kltlU(1, and Miss Addle Gipson of
Clark's Isle. May 5, Capt. C. A. Crocket and Miss
Eva H. I isk, both of R,
May 5, Capt. William
Rogers and Miss Annie E. Kennedy,both of South
llioniaston. May fltli Mr. Thomas ,1. Young of
v
inalhaven, and Miss Mary Wentworth of Camden.
lu Thoinaston, May 3, Mr. George W.
Maxey and
Miss Ellen Cunningham, both of T.

GEOKEG S. BERKY,
Sole
lw4i

specialty

SET

THE

BEST

MORRILL

BLOOD!

CHILL !

s •■•■('■MIDI Ntalllon is
eight
old,stands 1(5 hands high and weighs
lie was brought Irom Vcr
pounds,
l
“■* >1 mont
by 1). K. Lucy, aud his pedigree is as
ollows :— Morrill Chief was sired bv
Young Morrill,
1
r., he hi' Young Morrill, aud lie by Old Morrill, he
ly YVoodhury Morgan, he bv Justin Morgan. Old
ilorrill’s Oam Yvas by Harris Hambletonlan.Morriil
.hief’s Dam was by Napolean, he bv Flint
Morgan,
le by Sherman Morgan, aud he
by Justin .Morgan,
ilorrill Chiefs Grand Dam by Sherman
Morgan,
he
Sherman
[r.,
by
Morgan.

Xante and Age
paid for,.)
city, May 10th, Adelle, only daughter of
George W. and Amelia J. Cottrell, aged IS years
must be

In this

Morrill Chief Yvill stand at my Stable in North
on Mondays,
Wednesdays, Thursdays and
On Saturdays he will he at Belfast.
TFRMS :—To warrant. $10.00.
By the Season,
iS.OO. Single Service, $5.00. Colts holdeu lor ser
ice of the horse.
K. W. SEAVKY.
North Searsport, May 15, lSCd.—4wl5*

.earsport

BELFAST.

ARRIVED.

May 8. Earl, Cunningham, Ellsworth; Forest
Queen, Lewis, Boston; Drig Ella Vail, Carnage.
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MACE & HERD
M:imi!."cti;r-'r- o[ ami \V!. :
and FantM

ILX2TEXT

CONFECTIONERY,
TOBACCO

p.

c

FOREIGN

AND

ju FJhih.-

FRUITS,

CIGARS, WRAPPING

PAPER, TWINE, SUGAR & MOLAS

TOWELS I

SES

CORN

CAKES.

CORN

40 Doz Linen Towels at 12 I -2c
“
“
“
20
|
25c
“
“
“
20
33c
“
“
20
30c
“
“
“
20
37c

Bouble Linen Damask Towels

He:- Ifaw to intorm !i.• ir Irinui-and the
.Mi.
t«••••. j
Mo \v.tl u|:oti
them at hurt not in
Al.l <»|?P: IM IM 'I All
1‘KOM F I I.Y VT n :\Pl !
M >.
I
MACH.
tI U
A. A ill HP.

generally that they

STiH'h !

7

oi

r*

MILLINERY

'ridays.

:

Selling

at

50c,

former

price

75c,

FAXTC1T GOODS

THE PORTLAND

before,

SHIP NEWS.

as

shall have sample pairs on
exhibition with prices attached.

enly land,

Over the river—she has gone to rest
Where are mansions prepared for the true;
The cross of lile is now laid down,
For a bright and glorious crown.
There in robes of white, like the angels of light,
Sweet wiJ he her rest near the Saviour’s breast.
Welcoming loved ones over th river—
To the beautiful, beautiful shore.
In Rockland, April 29, Mr. Joel L. Martin, aged
52 years, f> months.
May 6, Mr. Peter Mtles, of
Massachusetts, aged 35 years.
In Thomaston, May 3, John Walsh of Boston,
Mass., aged about G5 years. May 3, Miss Maria
Everton, aged G4 years, 4 months and 24 days.
in Frankfort,
April 3d, Miss Rosalinda A. Hubbs,
aged 18 years.
In Waldoboro, April 27th, of cerebro
spinal
meningitis, Charlie Boyd, eon oi Wm. Boyd and
Sarah Ludwig, aged 10 years, 7 months and 4 days.
In Aldion, May 12th, Albert W.
Marden, aged
about 52.
In Searsmont, May 7th, Adam W.
Weed,
aged 75
years, 7 months. May 2d, Mehitabel, wife oi Benjamin Plummer, aged h9 years, 9 months.
In Liberty, May 8th, Mrs. Clara A.
Whitehouse,
aged 34 years.
In Camden, May 1st, Georgie V.,
only child of
Augustine F. and Julia C. Miller aged 10 yrs. 1
month and 20 days.
In Itockport, May I, Capt. Barnabas Ph
ilbrook,
lormerly of Montville, aged 87 years.
In Ellsworth, April 25, Eben O., son of Nahum
and Mary J. Richardson, aged 18 years.
In Waltham, May 2, Mrs. Lovina Moore of Ellsworth, aged 47 years and G months.
In franklin, April 30, Mrs. Julia
M., wife of C.
A. Cook, aged 19 years and 3 months.
In Trenton, April 2, Lonnie II., son of
Capt. Sheldon aud Hannah J. Brown, aged 11 years, 9 mos,
aud 24 days.

prices

Fill

CANDY, COCOANUTS, &C.

1100

Obituary notices, beyond t/te Date,

our

A

Carraige Woods, Trimmings,
Agricultural Implements.
&c., &c.

ex-

ME.

Tbl
•JY
lY.rrtfN Yfaru

DIED.

amine

CO.

■:

CONSTANTLY ON
IIANO
ASSOltTMKNT ->l

Hardware, Iron and Steel, Cutlery,
Paints, Oils. Varnishes, Nails.

for the next 3

Proprietor.

DAMARISCOTT A,

KKi:|-

a

weeks. Please

Sold by all Dealers in Medicine

A. J. HARRIMAN

Hosiery

not excelled by any other Medicine.

I’.'-V,°n

IR0N& STEEL!

we

intend to make

Faintness

at the

Stomach, Eruptions on the Face and Neck, and for
all
Impurities of the Blood are

is the cheapest and
and the only one
reading, luoth edition,
revised, much enlarged,illustrated, bound in beautilul Trench cloth.
Price only $1.
Sent by mail,
receipt of price. Address PEABODY
MEDICAL INSTITUTE, No. 4 Bullinch
street,
Boston, Mass., or Dr. W. H. PARKER, Assistant
I hysician, N. B.
The author may bo consulted on
the above as well as all diseases
requiting skill and

She crossed in tlie morning of meridian life,
W hen her earthly hopes were strong and
bright;
Beloved, and loving, she nobly sought
Lite’s truest mission her saviour taught.
Him she trusted lo save from the billowy wave,
Who is ever a guide o’er the surging tide.
Bearing his followers safely on
To the beautiful, beautiful shore.

--AT-

CITY BLOCK, HIGH ST.

U It EAT it E n E II1

it

and 13 days.
Oyer the river—a loved one has gone
To her home on the beautilul shore;
Beyond the waves cl death’s cold tide,
She rests in peace on the utlier side.
There an angel band welcomed her home to theheav*

50 DOZEN

CALL!

THE

Iroin the errors of
excesses of mature

Aud she’ll sing evermore with those gone
The angelic song of Redeeming love,
Oi the beautiful, beautifjl shore.

I

BOOTS & SHOES

EVER!’ MAX.

experience.

charge of the Dress making
TV\n<;t'TT the Mfllfnorv
tf20

directions

*

CEROSENE OIL COMPANY
Yould

inform the

public, that they continue to
Manufacture

Portland Kerosene Oil.
Tlie prevalence of u large quantity of inferior aud
L angeroHS oils in the market
,at a cheap price—many
t f which are little better than Naptha itself—and the
xlsteneo of false reports in regard to the Portland
cErosknk Oil, render it a matter of justice to out:
lives, as well as safety t o consumers, that some no! ice
should be taken of these facts.
Therefore, we
gain present an advertisment, and would call attenon to the high standard of our Oils, The Refined
ktkolkum, the fire t. st of which is 122; The
f ortland
Kerosene, the fire test of which is 125
egrees Fahrenheit, and often reaches considerably
I igher; also, wo would say, that we are determined
t ) maintain their long established reputation.
PORTLAND KEROSENE OIL COM I* ANY.

.Just received l:um my own selection in the Market all the leading m v;i--in Bonm f*. Hats, Ribbon*
and Flowers. <.1.0 -! Hat- !mm tj t-. up
Sfuki-r
.Shades Ac. Al.-na new stock of Ladies' l ies. Kid
Gloves. Par—d.-, llo-ien
Corsets, Hoop Skirl.-,
:
I ha\ 1
1 complete iim
Traveling Lags ,v 1*..
of all tin above goods in
the diili rert gi.tliin-.
i
My friends ami customer* will find m\ Mock 1 he
largest and cheapest -tick in the city a* 1 never
have been undersold on a single article that 1 keep
••

10 doz. Double Linen Towels
Very Large

..-

Size at 67c, former

Y

o 11

J

Trnly.

r**

price $1.00.

F. WELLS.

B

\

S 1*ISI

J

quote from chap. 311 R, S. 1871, the title of said
rnpter being “Inspection and sale of Manufactured
We

J .rticles.’’

Sect. 31.

Every

person aud

corporation engaged

i
manufacturing petroleum, coal oil or burning
fi aid, shall cause every cask or other vessel thereof
t ) be so inspected and marked, by a sworn inspector,
j, nd if any persou manufacture or sells such oil or
b arning fluid not so inspected and marked in this
g tate, or that has not been so inspected ami marked
a
unsafe for illuminating purposes, he shall pay a
fi ne not exceeding five hundred dollars or beimp risoned six months in the eouuty jail, upon indict*
n tents therefor.
Portland, Me., April 21, 1873,
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is the time to

secure

VVe have opened a department of Jewelry in Jet Goods,
Plated and French tiilt consisting
of Ear-Rings, Pins,Opera Chains,
Bracelets, etc.

Summer
Mrs.

A.

L.

Millinery!

RICHARDS
A N D

Miss A. F. SOUTHWORTH
Have just received a full stock of Spring Hat* ami
Bonnets, Ribbons, Flowers, Laces, Ruches and \ el
vets, and all the novelties of the season in the
We are gratilied in being
millinery department.
able to announce to our patrons ami friends our engagement with the verv popular and successful
Milliner Miss < LAK Y 1H)WK\.

DRESS

MAKING!

ROOMS OVER H. H. FORBES’ STORE.
Under the direction at d persona! superintend *neo of
MRS. RICHARDS who has ju-t returned lroui
Boston with all the new Spring styh s (oi
IIIlllVKEJi

MAC

KM,
A\l» C .4I*EM.

r-

«

|^-Now

Linen Goods, in Towels, Napkins,
and Table Damasks as you can
make excellent selections from a
very large assortment,

AMI

3
ra

BSSJSZf lBr*lE

jj^F-We

have

on

hand

an

un-

usually large stock

of Dry Goods
and call the attention of the trade
to the rare bargains we are olfering at this season,
-.#■».

—-

For Ladies, Misses and Children.
Grateful for the past and hopeful lor the future,
we will endeavor to please and satisfy all our ft tends
n tin* price, style and <juality of our work.
Belfast, May 1st, 187T—:tw-t:i

CARTER'S

RESTAURANT.

Sells S S

Day, McFarland, Orlaud; P M Bonnie, Burgess, Carver’s Harbor; Mollie Porter,
Megathlin, Bangor; Jas Garcelon, Fernald, Camden; Jennie G Russ, Forbes, Boston.
11. Wm Carroll, McGee, Ellsworth,

Mr. H. R. Stevens:
Dear Sir—About one year since I found myself in
SAILED.
a feeble condition from general debility. Vegetine
was strongly recommended to me by a friend who
10. Mollie Porter, Megathlin, Washington;
May
much
been
benefited
its
had
use.
1 procured the James
by
Wall, Grover, Charleston.
article and, after using several bottles, was restored
12. W G Eaddie,
Carver’s Harbor; Nathan
to health, and discontinued its use. I feel quite con- Clifford. Coombs Ryder,
Orland; S S Day, McFarland,
fident that there is no medicine superior to It for
Philadelphia;
Ferguson,
Ellsworth; Earl
Empire,
lor
which
those complaints
it is especially prepared,
Cunningham. New York; Wm Carroll, McGee, do;
and would cheerfully recommend it to those who* J
Downing, Patterson, Rockland; Cameo, Peachy,
feel that they need something to restore them to Salem.
perfect health. Respectfully yours,
U. L. PETTINGILL.
Firm of S. M. Pettingill & Co., 10 State St., Boston.
Vegetine extends its influence into every part of
the human organism, eommecing with its foundation, correcting diseased action and restoring vital
powers creating a healthy formation and purification of the blooa, driving out disease, and leaving
Nature to perform its allotted task,
Vegetine is

r.ir»‘

Simonton. payable

COTTOXTS

Cienfuegos.

WHAT

are
hereby cautioned against
negotiating an order drawn by the

<»i

LATEST FASHIONS!

published,

0.

or

(."lark'.' Islam:

will show the

best medicil work ever
on this class of ills worth

POBf OF

4 !

O

XX OSIER V !

tons, Fringes,

a

happiness,

r I

PK.KSoN.-

Goods of all kinds, Kid Gloves

T'liscretions or
'°.U
his is indeed
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THE PAINKILLER
Beware of I initatlons and Counterfeits.
X

Kilt

The Josiah Farrow house, on High Street, recent
Upieci by Mrs. Baker, Inquire ot A*a Faunce,
|.. ;it Belfast Saving.- Bank.
JOSF.ru F. HALF..
Bella-1. April i, 1>7::.—tlF.*
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a YARD
WIDE,
ing by the piece at
'll l-2c.

Maple Sugar!

ut C. II. MITCHELL’S

To Let!

just returned from tiostou with everything the
Ladies want in MILLINERY’

with one and

PLUMMER.

April •>*>, l»7i.—tf-Fi

MISS JACKSON has
Department am! MISS

5IOOI.

by the Subscriber, at \Vi:st WintErpokt

^-Ilist reeeiv-d

Sack and Dress Trimmings, Fancy

Physical Debility. Hypochondria,
impotency, Spermatorrhoea or Seminal Weakness,
•t.m a:i oilier diseases

(

40 PIECES

Over

Man. Nervous and

$1.00a2.00

X. L SUPER PHOSPHATE !

For sale

Day.

MILLIXTER*?!

un;' OK SELF-PRESv
a
Treatise on the Cause and
Cuiv of Exh austed Vitality, Premature Decline in

: i-2a0
20a00

at

date.

THE PAI.K.K1LLEH
Has the Verdict ot the People in its favor.
X
THE PAINKILLER
Gives Universal Satisfaction.
1.

A

ly3?

BRADLEY’S

GRAND OPENING

of

°K
.•ov?ai‘o-SM5NLE
Eh
A 1 ION,
Medical

55aGo!Chickon per lb.,
2.50a3.00iDuck per lb.,
Beans,
I8a2t>
Marrowfat Peas,
90a l.ooj Geese per lb.,
i.r»a00
55a()0 Hay per ton,
Gats,
$l2al5
Potatoes,
$1,40 rtO.Oo
G5a75'Lime,
Dried Apples,
45a00
GuSjWashed Wool,
05a75;Unwashed Wool,
Cooking Apples,
35a00
Butter,
I5a50
30a33jPulled Wool,

later

a

attended to..<*3

Maple Sjfrup
MITCHELL’S.

TIERCES

EMPORIUM!

TuperUanging, Graining
Glazing done in the
manner by
M. A. CULLNAN.
Tainting und Papering Front Halls, Parlors and
sitting rooms made a specialty. Orders left on my
slat, ar Albert
Burgess’Store or at mv House
promptly attended to.
:;m40sp

0.1O
25a00
17a‘20

at

goods

BURGESS, Proprietor.

G. W.

promptly

‘I'dor6

May 13, 1873.-3*45*

best

PRICE CURRENT.
Weekly for the Journal.
Belfast, Wednesday, May 14, Is? ;.
$'Round Hog,
,sa9
sOaOO.Clear Salt Pork,
$20a22
l,I0al.l5 Muttou per lb,,
s.iO

.5ok Pks\ti\k Office
N». 10 Main St, (Up Stairs,) Belfast, Sc.

R. SIBLEY & SON.

and

i'orrecteil

Rye Meal,
Bye,
Lorn,

48

Cienfuegos

Just received (.er
aud for -ale by

HOUSE PAINTING-!

BELFAST

Meal,

HHDS.,

Choice

use.

lyr’C.

Klour,

398

THE PAINKILLER
Is sold by all Druggists and Dealers in FamX
ily Medicines.
Im43sp

1‘2 Samples i>v mail, do ets, retail quick for §10
K. I.. WOLCOTT, is] Chatham Sq., N. Y.

Corn

MOLASSES—Landed This

IMn-HILLIlt
equally applicable and ertieacious to young

PAINKILLER
THEEach
bottle is wrapped with
lor

Wanted, a farmer in every town as agent
for the Collins Solid Steel Plows.
For terms,
write to Collins & Co., 212 Water streets, Ww
York.
:Jm

ADVERTISER

A. E. DURHAM
Belfast, May lath, 1873.—3m45

THE PAINKILLER
Is almost a certain cure for
X
CHOLERA, and
has, without doubt, been more succeastul in
curing
this terrible disease than any other known
remedy,
<>r even the most eminent and
skillful Physicians.
In India, Africa and China, where this dreadful disease is ever more or less
prevalent,the Pain-Killer
is considered by the
natives, as well as European
residents in those climates, a Sure Remedy.

No family should be without Centaur Liniment,
d.

of expense. He would say to the country trade that
he is receiving large quantities of Smoked Alewives
which will be sold at Boston prices, freight and
other expenses off.

THE PAINKILLER
Is good ter Scalds and Burns,
X

containing certificates, (he recipe. &c., gratis, to
anyone requesting it. One bottle ol the yellow
dred dollars for "pavined

He also keeps a choice Stock of GROCRRlEN
constantly on hand all of which will be sold as low
can be bought.
Persons desirous of of purchasing will find it to their interest to call on the Subscriber who will take pleasure iu waiting upon them.
Goods will be delivered in any part of the city free

rPHE PA1A.KKLLEH
Is the Great Family Medicine ot the
X
Age.
THE pain-killer
X
Will cure Painter’s Colic.

remarkable cures, including frozen limbs,

HKSIDENCK I
<Hvr Caldwells’ liook Corner of Miller & Con
Store, Main St.
tt
gross Sts.

when they are sold
will not be rewe
sponsible for prices on the
same

Maine.

:

as

rPHE PAINKILLER
Should be used at the tirst manifestations of
X
Cold or Cough.

use

More than 1000 certificates

have been received.

and Haddies.

THE PAINKILLER
X
Is both an Internal and External remedy.
THE PAINKILLER
Will cure Fever and Ague when other remeX
dies ha\ e failed.

before sold, and it sells

VEGETINE

Potions and

r]HIE
Is
JL

The

suffer from rhematism, pain

swelling deserve

E~D

S M 0 K
FISH!
Salmon, Halibut, Alewives, Herring

PAIN-KILLER!

are

Belfast,

OFFICE

and Sounds, Codfish and Herring.

PBItltl' HAVIN'

an

all healing pain reliever. Cripples throw
away
their crutches, the lame walk, poisonous bites
are

I ntro«luctiou

*

Guarantee to sell goods for three
weeks only at the prices
DRYilSH!
quoted in this column.
English Codfish, Pollock, Hake,
The articles menHaddock and Cusk.
tioned were
PICKLED FISH!
bought in
Mackerel, Halibut’s Fins, Tongues
J ob Lots, hence

Years 1873.

Thirty

the

in. w. mum. Physician Surgeon

FEESH FISH!

GUi&Q.

one

—

Pills,

1840. Over

ELMEil SMALL, M. D.,

Salmon, Halibut, Codfish, Haddock,
Mackerel, Shad and Lobsters.

THE MOST POPULAR MEDICINE EXTANT

upon the human frame, and of strains,
upon

Respectfully

LADIES’

neuralgia, lock-jaw, palsy, sprains, swellings,
eaked-bi asts, scalds, burns, salt-rheum, earspavin, galls, &<•.,

informs the citizens of
Belfast and the public generally that he i« at
the old stand, corner of Main and Washington
streets, where he keeps the following kinds of Fish
at WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.

marvelous

rheumatism

SalOjHard Wood,
had been taken out.
$7.00.18.00
Baldwin Apples, S5al.uO,Soft Wood,
$4.00a0.00
'The officers in command expressed sur- Veal,
41-2ao
?as|Dry Pollock,
7a8!Straw
$8.00a0.0o
prise at the great strength of the fortifica- Dry Cod,
tions erected on the top of the small sand
BRIGHTON CATTLE MARKET.
hill in front ot the large butte. 'They
say
that 3b determined men could defeat a
Wednesday, May 7,1873.
At market this week—2927 Cattle ; 0882 Sheep and
regiment, where the ill-fated troops were
Lambs; 15875 Swine; Western Cattle 2751; Northled on the 20th inst.
ern Cattle
Oxen and Milch Cows
San Francisco despatches contain in- 175; Easternand Working
Cattle, —.
Prices of Beef Cattle per hundred lbs.1 ive weight
telligence brought by .couriers last night
from the Iront. of the last engagement Extra quality, $7 25a$7 50; First.quality, $0 75a7 00;
Second quality, $5 7oa$G 50; Third quality,$4 60a5 50
with the Modoes.
Capt. Hasbrouck re- poorest grade of coarse Oxen, Bulls, &c, $3 50a4 25.
By the pound, dressed weight, from 5allc per lb.
ports that his command was attacked
Hides—Hides 9 l*2o; fallow GaG l-2c
lb;
very suddenly by 33 Modoes, headed by Country Tallow 5a5 l-2c; Country Hides 9c per
per lb;
Capt. Jack who wore the uniform of Gen. Calf Skins I0a20c per lb; Sheep Skins $1 75a
Four soldiers and one Warm 2 50.
Canby.
Working Oxen—We quote sales of 1 pr, gth 7ft
Spring Indian were killed, and six soldiers 2 in $2G0; 1 pr, 7 It 2 in $275; 1 pr 7 ft, $210; 1 pr
G ft G in, $ 180.
and one Indian wounded.
Store Cattle- Nothing doing in the Store Cattle
After the first fire of the Modoes, Capt.
trade, except for Working Oxen and Milch Cow.-.
Hasbrouck rallied his men and charged
Sheep and Lambs Western Sheep and Lon-s
delivered at Brighton, lrom 5 2-3uti l-4e per lb,
upon them in a body. The Modoes re- cost,
Wool Sheep from 7a8c per lb.
treated under the charge and were driven
Swine—Store Pigs wholesale 7a‘Je; retail SalO.
into the woods, scattering in all directions. Fat Hogs, 14,500 at market; prices i. l-4uG l-2cper jb.
Several volleys were fired upon them, but
^oflaa——bm—MBummi
it is not known whether
any were killed.
BOSTON PRODUCE MARKET.
The troops succeeded in capturing 21
horses belonging to the Modocs, and six
Monday, May r>, is72.
BUTTER—We quote line fall New York and Verboxes of carbine cartridges, which had
mont butter at 33a34e per lb; prime lots uf old at
been captured by tlie Indians a short time 20a28c; bakers’ at llalac.
CHEESE—Wo quote Vermont and New York
ago, while being sent to the front.
sit 15alG l-2c per lb; medium iaetory at 12al4c; comWhen the last courier left Gen. Davis’ cheese at Oallc.
EGGS—The market to day is hardly so lirm,and
imp the troops were between the Lava
have been made at 17a 17 1.2c, and Southern
Beds and the Modocs, and the Modocs sales
and Western sell readily at J5alG l-2c.
were out of the lava
BEANS
We quote choice mediums $7 70a2 75;
strongholds. The
pea beans at $3 25a3 50.
artillery will be moved to the side of the choice
APPLES— $3 50al 00 per bbl.
lake lo prevent ihe Modocs from returnDRIED APPLES—We quote at. 7 l-2as 1-2C per
ing to the Lava Beds, and the balance of lb for Eastern sliced; G l-2a 7e 1-2 lor Eastern quar7a8 l-2c for New York sliced, and G l-2a7c tor
ters;
the troops will immediately follow and
quarters; fancy Southern sliced sell at 7 l-2a8 1 -2c,
exterminate them.
It is the opinion ot and common Southern apple at5aG-12c per lb.
VEGETABLES—Early Rose potatoes sell at 85c;
Capt. Hasbrouck that the Modocs are al- Jackson
Whites and Davis Seedlings 90a9oe; per
most out of ammunition.
There is a bush.
GRASS SEEDS—$4 37a4 75 per bush lor Herds
strong suspicion in San Francisco that
Grass; $4 00a4 37 per sack for Red Top; 8 3-4al0 l-4c
they are receiving aid from outside parties. lor
Western and Northern Clover.
Lava Beds, May 11—9 A. M. DeHAY—We quote prime hay at $27a2S per ton;
common $ 10a22; Straw $2G per ton.
from
Lieut
spatches
.Bagliss’ Camp, state
that at sunrise yesterday the Modocs came
into camp and fired at the picket
SPECIAL NOTICES.
guard. The command of Capt. Hasbrouck after scouting all day had returned
to Sorass Lake for water and were
making “Truth is Mighty,and will Prevail.”
efforts to secure some by
digging, but
none could be found.
Capt. Jack’s band
lode within a hundred 3’ards of the camp,
when all dismounted and
charged on the PURIFIES THE BLOOD AND REcamp, firing into the herd and guard.
STORES THE HEALTH.
The first volley stampeded the herd which
left the camp and while the men were
Seventy-one Years of Age.
getting under arms the Modocs gave
Marshfield, Aug. 22, 1870.
volley after volley, killing four soldiers Mr. StevensEast
:
and one Warm Spring Indian. A rally
Dear Sir—I am seventy-one years ol age; have sufwas made and McKay and some of his
fered many years with Kidney Complaint, weakness
in my back and stomach. I was induced by friends
men united and drove the Modocs into
to try your V egetine, and 1 think it the best medithe timber, capturing 21 horses and three cine for weakness of the
Kidneys I ever used. I
have tried many remedies for this complaint, and
pack mules. One Modoc was left on the never
found so much relief as from Vegetine.
It,
field and nineteen mules packed, also six
strengthens and invigorates the whole system.
dead bodies.
Many of my acquaintances have taken it,and I believe
The Indians beat a hasty retreat towards it to be good for all the complaints for which it is
recommended.
Yours truly,
McLcod’s range of mountains. Captain
JOSIAH 11. SIIERMAN.
Hasbrouck handled his men dexterously,
lie is now furnished with five days’
EXPERIENCE OF YEARS.
supplies, but water is very scarce whch deters a long stay in the field.
Charlestown, Mass., March 19,1869.
H. li. Stevens :
General Davis is determined to keep the
This is to certify that I have used your “Blood
Preparation” (Vegetine) in my family for several
savages moving until the last Modoc is
that for Scofula or Cankerous
killed. The soldiers gain greater courage years, andor thiuk
Rheumatic affections, it cannot be exHumors,
celled; and as a blood purifier and Spring medicine,
liavjng the enemy in open ground.

Take up your line or March for Crittendon’s,
all ye toughers and wheezers, and snufflers. It
is the depot for Hale’s
Honey of Horehound
and Tar, which for all ailments of the
lungs
and their air passages is an immediate and
sovereign remedy. All Druggists keep it.
l’ike’s Toothache drops cure in 1 minute.

A. E. DURHAM

This ojilendd Hair Dye U the best it, the world.
Jan. :>. 1811.
Mr. James I. Fellows: Dear Sir: I came to The only 'truei and Perfect Dye, Harmless, Reliable
this country in Mav, 1861*. I found a country- and Instantaneous; no disappointment; no ridiculous tints or unpleasant odor. Remedies the ill efman of mine laboring under some affection of
fects of
Produces Immedithe lungs. I recommended your syrup, tried ately abad dyes and washes.
superb Black or Natural Brown, and
at the Druggists in Harbor
Grace, hut they leaves the hair clean, soft and beautiful.
thought I was inventing the name at their ex- The genuine signed W. A. Batchelor. Sold by all
pense.
However, in April. 1870. Mr. Edgar Druggists.
CHAS. BATCHELOR PropN. Y.
Iyl9sp
Joyce, rapidly wasted away witheverv symptom
ot quick consumption, so that he was unable to
walk across tlie room, having no
appetite, pains
in the left side, nervous system
unstrung, dry,
hacking cough, &e. Fortunately, 1 learned
SCHENCK’S PULMONIC SYRUP,
that your Svrup could lie obtained at Mr.
SCHENCK’S SEAWEED TONIC,
Dearin’s, in St. Johns, anti immediately proSCHENCK’S MANDRAKE PILLS,
cured some, (showed one to W. H.
Thompson Are the
only medicines that will cure Pulmonary
who ordered a supply from you at once.) This
Consumption.
was Tuesday
afternoon; at night lie took the | Sometimes medicines that will stop a
cough will
prescribed dose, and in the morning he de- often occasion the death of the
patient. It locks up
scribed the very results notified on the wrap- the liver, stops the circulation of
the blood, hemorper. His appetite soon began to return, and a
rhage follows, and, in fact, clogging the action of
voracious one it was, too: the drv, hacking the very organs that caused the cough.
Liver complaint and dyspepsia are the causes of
into
cough changed
loose lint violent attacks,
ot the cases of consumption.
Many are
finally disappearing altogether; pains left the j two-thirds
now complaining witli dull pain In the side, the
side, his hand resumed its usual steadiness, and bowels sometimes costive
and sometimes too loose,
before lie finished ten bottles his health was
tongue coated, pain in the
feeling
quite restored, and to-day not a more healthy sometimes very restless, and shoulder-blade,
at other times drowsy;
person is to be found on our streets; and it is
the food that is taken lies heavily on the stomach,
the opinion ot all, had lie not been fortunate in accompanied with acidity and belching of wind.
getting your valuable Syrup of Hypophosphites These symptoms usually originate from a disordered
condition ot the stomach or a torpid liver. Persons
he would now he in his grave.
He happened to be in \V. II. Thompson's the so affected, if they take one or two heavy colds, and
if the cough in these cases be suddenly stopped, the
first
your
day
shipment arrived, ami took at lungs,liver and stomach clog, and
remain torpid and
once four bottles to the Labrador, which lie
inactive, and before the patient is aware of his situwas very anxious to do, but had no occasion to
ation, the lungs are a mass of sores, and ulcerated,
use them himself.
No other medicine will he and death is the inevitable result.
Scbenck’s Pulmonic Syrup is an expectorant which
ever prescribe, recommend or give but
yours.
1 also recommended it to another consump- does not contain eny opium, noranything calculated
check a cough suddenly.
to
tive, hut have not heard from him since, as lie
Schenck’s Seaweed tonic dissolves the food, mixes
lives in a distant part oI the Island.
Hoping with the gastric juice of the stomach, digests easily,
this will give you some encouragement, 1 renourishes the system, and creates a healthy circulamain yours, An'..
D. H. Burr ten.
tion of the blood. When the bowels are costive,
-kin sallow and the patient is ot a bilious habit,
Schenck’s Mandrake Pills are required.
centaur Liniment.
These medicines are prepared by Dr. .1. U.
SCUENCK Sc
Northeast corner of Sixth and
There is no pain which theCentuu Liniment Arch streets, SON,
Philadelphia, Penn., and for sale by
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., 38 Hanover street,
will not relieve, no swelling it will not subdue,
Boston, and JOHN F. HENRY, H College place
New York, Wholesale Agents.
and no lameness which it will not cure. This
For sale by Druggists generally.— Iy3sp
is strong language, but it is true. Where the

badly mutilated. Lieut. Cranston was scalped, as was also one other.
Lewis Webber, buried on the 20th, had Cheese,
Lggs,
been dug lip and the tendons of his
Lard,
legs Beef,

had participated in the ordinance of the
1
11,1
Lord’s Supper, after this person was admitted
'■ m"1
t*»the church, he deserted her bed, and alt hough
ti--i
he compelled her to live for a year longer in
At"i ri]I
let per.-oneking
-pring bitter the house with him, she was treated
by him iu
i'l find I'- 11 v*- \ t*-.* ! tide iiiimuRitters iust
the most contemptuous ami insulting manner.
what th« want.
Tn the spring of1S72, Dr. Call sold his dwellM "MT
ibir I I, r«»f Masonry was
ing house, and the libellant returned to her
II »d
Timothy < ’base father’s house with her child, where she has
■
< 'I:- .a
with 1 >r. L. ever since lived, receiving no support for herA. IVndld
m:rii'r an- all voting men of self or child from the Dr. who is a very wealthy
1
o'aip
I*’ 1
md the manner in
man. except such as the court has since comA id •I' tie
'm: -1 v 1
wa irk el icited
praise pelled him to provide. Deft, admitted on cross1,1111
*
M ooi
:"
base, who brought; examination that lie did not believe in a future
i""n 1
I In* lollou ng gentlemen fiom
u 1
state of existence, and that he wa~ in this re},|i"
“f Hi
w* re elected officers
spect like the beasts of the field, although for a
■■

than that of the passions. Such stuff as this
was written in reply to her letter inviting conciliation. showing Uiat he not only considers
himself as having no higher destiny than the
brutes, hut to have been, in his intercourse with
his wite, solely under the influence of brutal
passions. Bad men are often exceedingly stupid.
Emerson says, that "The devil is an ass.”
The evidence was developed for nine days,

HAIR DYE,

BATOHELOftjS

Carbonear, Newfoundland,

“The daily Hell.” We quote another paragraph
from the book :
Words tell what you should be; deads tell
what you are. Let those around \ou see that
there is a reality in walking with God and
working for God.”
This sentence had been underscored by Mrs.
Call, and she had written in margin: “Deeds
are tlie best evidence ot
character:” under
which her husband wrote. “Yes, those around
you do see a she devil.”
He was accustomed to write insulting language

Sabbath school. In the spring of 1S71, thirty
members were admitted to the church on
one Sabbath; among them was a retired -hipmaster with whom Dr. ( ’all, for some reason,

THIIDVV,lip: 11PW ll)«ll
kin,Is l,y A. K.
I), 1
,1, !
|>v Ai,.s
111 "'ll
I,' Win. Pitrlu>r ,V
1
If- SIM..V A Sun; an,I stock
ik*1i-< <,f j-; W. Seavev's horse

person, and it appeared at the trial that it had
other foundation than the Dr.'s disordered
imagination. In another paragraph in the same
document the Dr. told hi* wife that he had had
no other intercourse with her for five years
no

Ot,a«nnt|>tian €nred b» feli»«V
Hrpoiihoiphttn.

abandon the defence in order
that further exposures of his client’s misconduct might lie prevented, and especially the ex1- use of it which he knew was sure to be made
to the court and to the expectant
public, by tile
libellant's counsel in his argument to the jury,
ii tiie trial was allowed ti proceed to a verdict:ll was well understood that the
object of tlie
Deft, in cutting the trial short was to avoid this.
k.

that he

.11

.11

no one of which Was
sustained by the evidence which he ottered in
defence. The document was so scandalous and
lebellons upon the character and conduct of the
libellant, that it was offered in evidence by her,
as a good ground for tlie
divorce, even if she
had nothing else to rely upon. The paragraph
punted from it by your correspondent is vulgar
and indecent enough to disgust any respectable

whenever it fell in his way. For one example
mis paragraph troin the hook:
“Each has an appointed work to perform.
It may be the quiet unobtrusive inner work,
tin* secret, praver.the mortified sin. the forgiven
injury, the trifling act of self sacrifice for (bid's
glory and the good of otic rs. of which no eye
but Hi- who sceth ir secret is cognizant. It
matters not how small.
Remember, with Him
motive dignifies action.
It is not what we d<>,
but how we do it. He can be glorified in little
tilings, as well as great things, and bv nothing
more than the daily walk, the
daily Ufa."
Mrs. (Jail had noted in the margin of this
sentence, “Bear this ever in mind.” under
which Dr. ('all subsequently wrote, with a
mark referring to the words, “the daily walk,
the daily life.” those coarse and in-ulting words;

in

III"

Kish

Mi

an

new

1

nii-nt

Mirliriln

—

ui'inv

...

i

1 1 h paper*.
As soon as the
Ii11ii»_• r>( our new otiire shall
m
ihiv<- wrrks. wp shall reV •'
ill then occupy
,M in!ini" we dial! dwell

—

as

Christian life. Sin* was
tlii" book a good deal, and many passages in it
were marked by her, and an
occasional reflection noted in the margin. Dr. Call was accustomed to write the most vulgar and insulting, as well as profane epithets in this book,

rejuvenation to our vener|- ainfuliy halting and

no

'k. b
Ii!<*■ a

1

this respect. As an illustration, one method
of annoyance may be refered to. Mrs. Call bad
a book entitled ‘‘The Mind of
Jesus,*’ filled with
in

auni',11' .1 iiuoii him.

ivi

brings

::iij

•«

ly insulting character,

Seed Oats!

RECEIVED, 800 BUSH. CHOICE OATS
lor seed, to be found at
JUST

WM. PITCHER & SON’S.
2W4S

FRANK

C. PITCHER,
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Selling

at the former LOW
PRICES !
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Jackson, May 12th, 1873.—lw

to welcome all.

ierved in every style and at all times. Also MEALS
\T ALL HOURS. A large stock ot Confectionery
)t every description. Cigars and Tobacco always on

ICE!

THE UNDERSIGNED hereby gives notice that
*1 ? sale of valuable property advertised to take
at Jackson Village, May 21st,
ace
P
187S, is post>ned to the 26th, day of June next, at 10 o’clock,
* M„ ou account of the tickets not
being sold
N. P. DAVIS.

•cndy

OYSTERS
G.W. BURKETT & CO..

j ^■Of
^

A. It. CA BTER respectfully Informs his numerous
riends and customers that he is still at the old

itaiul, (’ll Y SALOON, where he will always be

^arCANNKD

Hayford Block,

Church

BELFAST.

St.,

FRUITS &

prOIVE ME

JELLIES

a

specialty.

a CALL !j&

You will alway s had everything that Is usually kept
A. K, CARTER.
iu a tirst-class Saloon.

Belfast, Dec. 24.*«*ly25

The

Story

of Miriam

BY ANSON

(i.

Gray.

yards,

horse which stood fire but
buffalo, I put a shot into
his shoulder. Another which struck into
tlie thick neck ot the shoulder blade, near
the joint, brought him to the ground. He
made no cry or sound.
Several shots
loilowed, all of which struck about the
shoulder, and going to the lront I tired
into his breast for his heart.
This bullet,
1 found afterwards, exploded but was not
broken into fragments, and buried in the
outer muscles of the great heart.
At last
he toll on his side, and without a
struggle
or bellow gave up the
ghost. We cut out
the tongue, and I passed mv hand over
and admired the largo and symmetrical
limbs, so well formed to carry the enormous
weight of the head and shoulders.
The soft and clean fur of the robe, free
from dirt or burs, looks like a well
groomed horse in color and cleanliness.
The head is immense. The horns, worn
on

a

would not stand

CHESTER.

Miriam Gray was an only child.
Gentle and loving and w ondrous fair,
Never before Was such soft blue eyes.
Never before was Mich gohleu hair;
Her bps were the hp> that poet< praise,
Her smih- was the smile that painters love,
And her laugh was blithe and her voice was
sweet

As the sky-lark’s thrill in the blue above.
Her father died when the child was young.
Her mother pined for a twelve month more.
Then
crowed the stream that we all must cross
And joined the dead on the other shore.
The motherly love it is vast and deep,
The wifely low i! is deep and vast—
So the two loves '•trove in the woman’s breast.
Hut the wifely love prevailed at last.
Miriam's grandfather took her home—
She wa.- all that was left of his kin and race—
His grav-haired darling had gone to Heaven,
And the child was brought to the vacant

place.

by

Maps, Charts, Books and Pictures, to- !
§ ^^getner with Sewing Silk, Linen Thread,

Ladies’ Caskets and Golden Pens. $100 to $200
cleared per month by good, active men or women.
Apply at once (by stamp) to D. L, GUERNSEY,
•'Pub,” Concord, N. H.

Tonic

Spring

HEGE MAN’S

(Hi
/
Calisaya Bark. ml*
\ /
A pleasant Cordial which strengthens and improves

the Digestion; an excellent preventive of Fevers,
Fever and Ague, &c., and a great Renovator and
i onic tor Invalids and debilitated persons. IlEGEman Sc Co., New York. Sole Manufacturers.
Sold
by all Druggists.

12.000. 000_
Cheap
The

Piles, and
Price, $1.00,

In the Great

Her grandfather dwelt in a seaport town,
Old-fashioned and quaint as a town could be—
In his youth he followed a -jailor’s life.
And still, in his age, he loved the sea;
He would sit for hours in his easy chair
And watch the sliij as they made the land
And the fishermen's boats on the billows rocked,
And the waves as they broke on the sparkling sand.

No

a

-orrowfui lieart

a weati- ojie

bad

day dragged

Company

Platte Valley.

come

of h

A

Melancholy

of

half-past 7 o’clock this morning a
startling calamity occurred at No. 24b
South Kight.h street, which terminated the
At

-•

—

10

Furrowed and old i- Miriam Gray.
Her hloom Mas faded, her hair i- white,
Hut her hand- are hn-y and 11»*!|• I•—- -till.
Her faith t- strong ami her hope i- bright;
Her loving labor i- almost done,
A little wliile and the end must come—
God crown her days with perfect pcaee.
And send Hi- angels to bear her home.

Buffalo Hunt.

the pa
ten years he lias been engaged to
Mis- Rob seen Staley, an estimable and
■"omplished lady ol this city, living in

altluenee on one ot our principal thoroughlares.
The Staleys are one ot the first
lamilie.-ot England, she who sutlers most
by i his -inoxpee;oil calamity being a cousin
to the
English Bishop Stalev, late ol
Honolulu, l! is said that the reason lor
tlii- long engagement was a de-ire on the
pari of Mr. IVttitt and his fiancee to ae•■mnnlaii siifli'-ien: me->n« before marriage
■o ia.-ui e them a lite of ease ami comfort,
file couple did not see their way clearly
ut'ol

on

FASTEN

lishers,

driver, we
long drive if

the
a

road
was.

directly for
They were

a

of

Stoves, Tin-Ware,
consisting
cluding l ooks. Shop and Store.

both sides, and extensive
feeding on a part of the prairie unscathed
by the tires which have blackened the preparations had been going on to make
country over hundreds and thousands ot tiie ceremonies as imposing as possible.
square miles—tires set by careless hunters Bridesmaids and groomsmen were selecton

ed : dressmakers oi the most fastidious
taste were engaged to lend their aid to
tiie
just all occasion ; joyous were the hearts of
who were to participate in the feson
a ridge
within a hundred yards.
Mounting our horses we rode to the top ; tivities, and the success ot every underot the ridge, and 1 saw within two or I taking towards the consummation ot the
three hundred yards the first buffalo 1 bad long-loooked-for event assured those interever encountered or seen.
Three large ested that their hopes would he realized to
the fullest extent.
The wedding at St.
bulls were feeding on
crisp, short curled
On seeing us they Mark’s Church was the theme ot gossip
grass ol the prairie.
turned and moved off at a hard
among those who make up its audiences at
gallop, such
which surprised me by its
times, and, after breakfast this mornlightness and
a maiden as well as matron reI he beasts were
ing,
many
grace.
than
delarger
scriptions and pictures had prepared me paired to her chamber to prepare her
to see—more
majestic and agile. They toilet, not expecting so soon to receive
tiie startling intelligence that the handwere images of
power and strength.
some bridegroom had
I dismounted and took a
put an end to his
shot
at
long
own life.
The news was broken to Miss
one of them,
but the wind blew a
gale
from the North—my
lingers were chilled Staley in a delicate manner, from whom
with the cold, which brought even the there was no response, but a look ot woe
not
a description.
water into my eyes as 1 faced the
She retired at
strong oncebearing
to her chamber, where she remains
wind and I could not in the
gale hold a shut in
with her own grief. What makes
satisfactory aim. The brill fell short, and
this affair additionally sad is that the bride
i remounted alter
Major M.
reloading.
and a soldier followed two ol the bulls and groom bad laid out plans for a wedtour to Europe, and hail
which appeared nearly of a size.
engaged
Captain ding
1. and myself chose one which
passage in a vessel plying between New
appeared York
and
to lie of ari indifferent
Liverpool.
ami
who live on the rear of the buffalo
army.
At length our scout rode back to meet us
and inform us that the buffalo were

his part, yet some of his intimate
friends are of the opinion that for a
long
time lie has been demented.
He was in
a joyous mood
last evening at the teatable, and spoke pleasantly of the
which was to take place in his lifechange
on the

on

After sitting for about an hour
he went out, and returned about 12
o’clock,
retiring at once to his chamber. All of
he
lemameil
out
of the presence
yesteuiay
of Miss Staley, a fact which adds to that
lady’s sufferings. The deceased was a
sen of the late Judge Pettitt, of this
city,
and nephew of the present United States
Naval Paymaster oi' this city, Richard
Pettitt, Esq. He was a man of medium
stature, wore a trimmed beard, and was
about 3C years of age. He was at the
time of his death engaged in no business,
but living principally on his means. The
coroner was notified this
morning, and
will hold an inquest, no doubt, at the
earliest moment.
morrow.

We know shoes have soles and
tongues,
and now a
chap in Rhode Island adver-

tises:

“Shoes made hear.”

vousness, Skin Diseases, &e., &c.
1‘KKPAKKD UV
H, A ,1. HIIMVCII
Sold

prices.

Ac., Ac.

his
lor
in-

Behold

TUESDAY, JULY, 8th, 1873, the Third

Ciraiul C*ift Concert, under the management
of Ex-Governor Thos. E. Bramlette, and authorized

by special act of the Legislature, lor the benefit ol
the Public Library of Kentucky, positively and unequivocally comes off in Public Library Hall, at
Louisville, Ky., when 10,000 Gifts,all cash, amounting to $500,000, will be distributed by lot among the
ticket-holders. The money to pay all these gilts in
lull is already in bank and set aside for that purpose,
as the following certificate shows :
Office of Farmers’ and Drovers’ Bank, /
Louisville, Ky., April 7, 1873.
i
This is to certify that there is in the FARMERS’
AND DROVERS’ BANK, tfe the credit of the

Third Grand Gift Concert for the benefit ol the Public Library of Ky., FIVE HUNDRED THOUSAND
DOLLARS, which has been set apart by the Managers to pay the gifts in full, and will be held by the
Bank and paid out for this purpose, and this purpose
n. S. VEECH, Cashier.
only,
(Signed.)
Only a tew tickets remain unsold, and they will be

first applicants at the following
prices:—Whole tickets, $10: halves, $5; quarters,
$3.50; 11 wholes for $100; 5t> for $500, 113 for $1,000,
and 575 for $5,000. For tickets and lull information,
THOS. E. BRAMLETTE,
apply to
Louisville, Ky.
or THOS. H. HAYS & CO.,

GLOVES,
JOUVIN KIDS.

variety of other goods.

MISS DAGGETT, the popular Milliner, will continue in charge of this department.
In the Dress Making Department Miss JACKSON
is ready with new Spring Styles lor Dresses, Sack.-*,
and Capes.

Patterns Cut to Order.
We take this opportunity to thank our friends,
who by their generous patronage assured our suceo.-s
during the past year, and promise that no effort
shall be spared to secure their continued approv e

A**
lit1!

APPLE

25

CENTS

For further information
at

Winterport Village.

Feb. •-’Oth

j>?

—

apply

li»r«* id:

Broadway,

New York.

Per <*ay 1 Agents wanted I All
classes of working people, of
either sex, young or old, make more money at work
for us in their spare moments, or all the time, than
at anything else.
Particulars free.
Address G.
SUN SON & CO., Portland, Maine.

In <t9n
IU 4)4U

MRS. E. R. JOHNSON & CO,
No. 3 Hayforfl Block.
Cluircli St.

NO

“BOOK

OF WONDERS.”

A DOMESTIC BLESSING 1

DOMESTIC

A

A

Katalysine Water!

Is the nearest approach to a specitic ever discovered
for Dyspepsia, Neuralgia, Rheumatism, Gout.Gravel
Diabetes, Kidney and Urinary Diseases generally. It
restores muscular power to the Paralytic. It cures
Liver Complaint, Chronic Diarrhoea, Piles, Constipation, Asthma, Catarrh aud Bronchitis, Diseases
of the Skin, General Debility and Nervous Prostration from Mental and Physical Excesses.
It is the
Greatest Antidote ever discovered for Excessive
Eating or Drinking, it corrects the stomach, promotes Digestion, and Relieves the Head almost
immediately. No houshold should be without it.
For sale by all Druggists.
I®* For a history of the Springs, for medical reports of the power of the water over disease, for
marvellous cures, and for testimonials from distinguished men, send for pamphlets. WHITNEY
Agents, 227 South Front Street,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Gettysburg Spring Co.

•‘DOMESTICryTlf

No power Is so costly as that of human muscle
and tilt y percent, ot the power required to run a
be saved by using the

Sewing-Machine may

R/EDEH’S german snuff
m

MAKES

LOOK.

THE

STITCH

With the least and most simple machinery of anv
SHUTTLE Sewing-Machine. It, therefore,WEARS
LESS than any
any other, and combines, with its
remarkable simplicity and ease of
running, great
quietness of operation with a wonderful range of
work. We are also Agents for the improved
Singer
Machine. We sell on very liberal terms.
Don’t
fail to call and examine.

POTE & QUIMBY.
Belfast

Dec. 13.—tf24

HOUSE

CLEANING”

WORKING
CLASSES Sffi'V".at
week guaranteed.
Respectable
or

structions and

employment
evening; no capital required; full invaluable package o goods sent free by
with

\ OUNG &

cent return
N. Y.
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Is a positive cure tor Sciatic;*. Klu umat ?:i. \
gia, Spinal Complaint, Contracted Cords, 1 nnc
Back, Sprains, &e. It has cured ca-es given up
physicians as hopeless \m»is nil- "N!.i < !-, i: \:
I'UitK
for S('iATI* A.
m.
Try it, ii will cun
v ••recast--.
I.
n
Always procure large bottles t<n
bottles $ 1.50, small bottleei~.
Sold lie
F. W. BY i'KIi A :-0\
druggists.
llm
Send stamp t• »i
Boston, Mass.
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Case of Heart Disease,
up

by the

best

Physicians.

hesitate to say it will cure tin following -v mptoms. though mo-1 ot them have been tit*,
ck.retl imurabhIhilpilalitMi. Uniuixemem. Hpaouv. On
h*licitlion or 63ony
Foi iiiadoii of f St <BI <*ii rt. It licimiit » i-io l.encral
W ater ulMMif (lie Sl. a.l linking of Hie
I'aini in ili«>
or 4
|»u.
/io«‘ss.V|,Bggi-lk ( irttilalioii ol lie It loot!
.toil I* omciitan Nioppagc of (lt« action
of flic II «*ii rf.
'hi; age. t, -m .•1 j»; • 1 i c. 11 ion, vv ill t urn i >h voa w i t Ii
our circular, giving full
d.-eription of tlo* disease,
audalso 1 number of test imuniuis ot cures ; and
you would like further proof from t he parte
who
have given the testimonials, write them and
\\ hat t hey say.
We have so id many t housaud bottles ol the ll
VKI
litoil 1. \ n»i;, ami the .I. maud is -till
increasing. We
are confident uearr
doing the public a heuetit, and
not t r\ in.' to 1 inposc 011 t !i m a wort bless
preparation.
1 he pro .• of t he Heart Itia, 1 1,
1 a • 1; is h.m, 1101.1. a k per Hot tie,
1 ml can he obtained of our
agent,
V. Ill >\\ FS ,v Mil..
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Wareham Nail Co.'s Cut Nails,
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Robinson Iron Co.'s Cut Nails.
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MASON. C*»inn •of Pat. nts.”
“1 have u<» he-itat ion i n -.-uriiig inventors that
hev cannot employ a man ui »re competent and
! rust worthy, a ml more cap it-!. ..t
putting their ip
cure :r. m th.m an -‘iiriy
l>licatious in a tortn to
and tavorabl. consnlc rati*»»i .t th. Patent Office.
K I'M I NM (U KK L.
La!. Coiiimi»-i.iiier ol Patents.'
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succes.-fuI i*
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JOHN I A Mi AK1.'
Boston da u I, lh.
1 y v.
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foreign countries.
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Assignments, and all paper* !
an reasonable terms, with despatch.
iM-eurehe
made to determine t lie v iliill t y am: tu ii.t v t Patent
at 1 nveutioiis, and legal an-1 •; .<a
rendered
in all matters touching the same. Copies ol tin
Maims id any patent turnish- d bv remitting one dot
lar. Assigninent- recordi *l in A' sliiugton.
No Ag* ncy in the l’n.te-1 Slat* pos-- superi.aeility tor obtaining Patenta*eertalning i«.
•ati nt ability of inventions.
All necessity of a iourimv I >» W a h n g ton 10 >r
-•urea Patent, anil the usual g nair delay there nv
tele saved i uv elltors.
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HOWARD MANF. CO.
PURELY A VEGETABLE PREPARATION.
composed simply of well-known ROOTS,
HERBS, and FRUITS, combined with other
properties, which iu their nature are Cathartic,
Aperient, Nutritious, Diuretic, Alterative and AutiBilious.
Tho whole is preserved in a sufficient
quantity of spirit from the SI GAR ('A.\111 to
keep them in any climate, which makes tho
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draws customers.

Salve which

Advertising

stone ; it draws

magnetic

everybody and

his wife
You

dead

a

to
a

right up to the point.
might as well try to make
swim up stream as
people from buying of

man

keep

liberal advertiser. This is the

experience
has tried it.
for this

of every

man

who

The best medium

vicinity is

the REPUB-

F> PI d t !• I Ll,\ sh .v
that a Highway commen. tug
ii
or neui the
present residence ot
diaries Ward i a the town ot Iroy in
ml Pomitv,
thence running to certain lir trees on .1 line betw»
the said imvii ol Troy ami the town ot Ply mouth in
Penobscot Mount y ind deflecting east ot Jcrrard
Mill, so called, ihnnv from ,-j.d hr'tnes hv tin mod
practicable and convenient location to ttn Packard
10.at. SO called, thence from the aid Packard road
to the main t r.
elh d
i.lliom Roger s Chirm r, so
!«•«!, to the town ot P mouth. 1 hat said high wav
won; ! hi ot great publie convenience and X
really
o! gieat public iieces-i.v to the
tra.-citing communIV
\\ her. tore your petitioners of the -aid ountie01 Waldo and Penobscot jointly
pray that your
honors would, agreeably to the statute in such cases
made and provided, local« and approve aid
highway
with due regard to the rights and interests ot
all
concerned.and as in duty hound will ever pray.
JOSFPII FSTKS, and 11 i others.
November g:t, l'-rg.
(
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STATE

PLANTATION
Bitters

of the most desirable Tonics nm! Cathartic* in the world. They are intended strietiy as a

one

Domestic Tone,

only to bo used as a medicine, and always according
to directions.
They are the sheet-anchor of tho feeble and debilitated. They act upon a diseased liver, and
stimulate to such a degree, taat a healthy action is
at once brought about. As a remedy to which
Women are especially subject, it Usurpers,
ding

every other stimulant. Asa Sprint; a ml Summer Tonic, they have no
equal. They arc a
mild and gentle Purgativoas well as Tonic.
They
I’urify the Blood. They are a splendid Appetizer.
They make tho weak strong. They purify and invigorate. They cure Dyspepsia, Constipation, and
Headache. They act as a spedfur in all species of
disorders which undermine tho bodily
strength and
break down tho animal spirits.

Depot;
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New York.
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Savings
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NOW IS THK TIMM TO Del POSIT
‘A Penny Saved

Dl-.Pn.NlPS

made
will In*

is

a

Penny Earned.

betore the l-t oi an,
placed upon inter. »t ev.rv

on

or

mouth,
ih, i*\cept May and November and
‘omputed upon the same in .Inin i.
D r«
Deposit.- received daily at tin- Itunki

ant-

lioni
to

A
A. M.

‘J to I•*

!

1

M

and

HDlNH.gl
Belfast

.’to

lMin
l'r.
duly Id, dp
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use

P. M

as. A- \

WHEN YOU
the peri

n.i.-ia-'
nil

Ib.oin

s
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11.»in

M

NCI

|’r,
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P^INT,
tit/pure

WHITE LEAD!
maim! tetured b.

BURGESS. FOBES
■*»rtlan«1

I'uesday, the seventeenth day ot
o’clock, A, M., and thcucc pr«»-

June next, at. ten
ce d to view tin* route
set forth in the petition;
immediately alter which, at some convenient place
in the vicinity, a
ot the parties and their
hearing
witnesses will be luid, and such further measures
taken in the premises as the Commissioners may
judge proper; that notice of the lime, place and
purposes ofsaid meeting bo given to all p< rsons and
Corporations interested by causing an attested copy
ol said petition with this order thereon to he served
on the Chairman of the County Commissioners of
the County of Penobscot.also by causing a like
copy
to he published in tile Kennebec Journal, being the
State paper, and also in tin* Republican Journal, a
pap; printed in said Couffty ot Waldo, and also 111
tin* Haugor Daily Whig and Courier, a paper printed in said County of Penobscot; and hy
posting a
like copy in three public places in each of the towns
ot Troy.1 nd Plymouth, and by serving it on the Clerks
of each ol said towns; all of said publications
notices t<* he posted, served and published
thirty
days before the time ofsaid meeting.
Attest XV. C. FRYF, Clerk.
of
Petition
and
Order of Court.
Copy
Attest W. ii. FRYF, Cierk.
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Boston Pure White Lead,

n

A17 F. wish to inform the public that we have put
▼ >
in mu' of II A KKISON’S CF.LFKKATKD
COKN MILLS for Grinding and Cracking Corn,
Crinding Kyi*, Oats &c.
This Mill is on Washington St., just above .1. S.
I>avis’ IUacksinith Shop.
Wo respectfully solicit a portion of the Milling
business.
Having purchased the wood-working machinery
belonging to Messrs. Field & Mathews, we are prepared to Jo all kinds ot Irregular Houliling,
Scroll anil Straight Nuaiaig, burning.
Jkc. heretofore done by them.
tf34
«*C A1X AA1» NRR I'N'.N#

£4 «& ;<* Oliuo

.M AMI

of Belfast.

Sea hut Proposals for
collecting th< luxes for this
city lor the current muueipal year will be received
by t tie iin-ti r-icm il unt il .Monday dune g,
at
o’clock, 1*. M. All proposals must be upon
ine amount eo.llected, and the council
reserve the
right to accept or reject as they mav deem lor the
best interests ol tin city.
Per order’
I .M I II V HO A RDM \ n‘ City Clerk.
May r, is;;;, gw » 1

GRIST MILL!

Advertising

■

■

«»,

RyEDERS GERMAN SNUFF
which will

8gt*<I
lh

e

<‘|l

>MM*

ainavN U;o<*

must

you

This b< nutitu! mower is now so well known
the United States and Europe, that it
no recommendation (over in,000 sold in this
The only balanced Lawn Mower
country alone;.
with AN ADJUSTABLE HANDLE.
10-inch cut, croquet mower, a beautiful little machine lor small lawns, croquet grounds,
cemetery
lots, easily operated by a lad or miss ol le years,
price, $20; 12-inch. $22; 14-inch, standard size, $25;
2N-iucli, pony, $100; TJ-inch, horse, for public parks
and large lawns, $125.
Every machine warranted
to give perfect satisfaction.
We challenge the
world to a trial, and to produce a machine its
equal.
Try it. and you will buy no other.
Send for Illustrated Circular,

Fc

FL

>

*•'»*

throughout

O

among

re.idily to this invaluable
Quaker Bitters.

a.in--.

i,

i,Ri in it unit a
1 Intermit taut I \ \ers, so
in many parts
d our c untr\ completely
ih the '!<!' ol'tKe Quaker Bitters.

Sli
t

requires

"M

■

Krinii-hiiin
terics i-i.;
-1 much

EACH.

-.

.lost difliCUll

one
CI.O

The undersigned gives notici that he
M
,is running th. sch I*
BONN T. A
between Belfast ami OtrveC* H.urh.u
lin
carrying tr. ight and passenger-,
schooner when in port. may he louml a;.
11 araden
wharf.
t a pi. Burges- will t»o at the -to.
ot Wool).-*.
a h
t,.
.'I ATI! KAA'S N 1 'A KM;
g an.
kind of C’»
n t i;
1' <»i
: may
ml 1-iin r*aady tvtake it at fair proa-.
1 Hi-M As El Piif ss.
Belfast. Oct. -L
til*
•.

jo It.: from f h
a
few -bottle-.

i,-a-t difficulty;
mo-1 oh tina11 east.

TREES.

3mos34

LICAN JOURNAL.
South

iL* ikjM ioun 1’impb-s, Blotches a ml all impurities
tb> hi*. ! Imrst ing through the skin or otherwise,
'■ia !
j-e.:d !, f.\ following flu- directions on the
bottle.
1

to

is like the celebrated

K?,VS,,’.General

home, day

iii

iiM'i’ilM

the undersigned,
<J. Ii. MERRILL.

«

“DOMESTIC.”

sl'KAMKIi

£.<ts*icit«l«1'. Low
! cured at once.

LUXURY !

RUNNlNG,’ft-^1 ^

IT

WKKK

New Market for Produce.

o«>

'•’is**

DOMESTIC NECESSITY !

THE “LIGHT

LINK

o

Will leave litiilroad (V hurt. Portlai. i, e> «*r> Monday,
nitig at : *\*lv>.-k, com
Wednesday and Pri-iav «
m* n dug Wedm-di
r.-r Ban_<>r, touching
Apr!
i;• ii
at. Rockland,> arud<
i.m«
t S. arsport
Sandy Point, Buck-port, VV :i-.:• rj■* rr imi Hampden
evm
will
Rave
M
Bangor
Returning
lay. Wed
m
t
ri»inw‘<-k, touching
nesday and Ki1
at the above named landingarriving in Portlai.
m ■"» •» i* lock. P. M.
I -or
ui t In r part nmlars in.jun
•*.
«d Boss \ Sturdivant. !
t
( A B1 S STI UDIN AN
\. in
( YH1 S PA I I FJ>* »N
v
! 1 >r BeltHst
Portland, April ",

!•»sjM'jisia. H earl Burn. Idver Complaint, and
1 Af.pi tite cured by taking a lew bottles.
Spirits, and Sinking Sensation

I

dial

4tf (Ji<* r4-n»4‘il»

Mailed ior 25 cents.

GETTYSBURG

simti

-/ft

!

HUMBUG.

Address D. C. CUTLER, Carthage, Illinois.

t

oruam

DEALERS IN

We will pay all Agents $40 per week in cash who
will engage with us at once. Everything furnished
aud expenses paid. Address
A. COULTER & CO., Charlotte, Mich.

IS

uaial

itis

LAWN MOWER OF THE WORLD.

tto)

A RARE CHANCE!

THIS

oa»<*

‘ARCHIMEDEAN,”

HILLS

Kx tract cl Roots ami Herbs which most uivaria
ibi\ cure tin- following complaint*

niiforiii;, 4Y«»its litis la.tslr
auil foul «lisi*a-»«- look .11 tfti* aliou* jiu*
an?

AlU'.N i'.S FOK

QUIET DOMESTIC

I N S 1 1 > K

1

MANUFACTURED U\ THE

SACK TRIMMINGS,

A

■

BANOOR

!l

--

iiRESS AND

furnished to the

609

BONNETS,

TWO BUTTON

a

..

Me.

AND

and

'ml-

^

l)bKKINo.
I t < II
W ill leav Railroad W liarf. v ery Thur-da v F vening,
at 10 o'clock, commencing Fhursday March :;otl
For Rockland, '.tsuu- !>
1 < Si igcwiek. s>
Wes. Harbor, Mi. l>e«t rt
Milibridg.
toncsp w
and Mac’ w-uoit, is tin- iwill permit.
Return in:, will let.. Macliia-q.ort rv erv Munda v
o dock, touching
in tbove nano
morning at
landing'..
F'or further j»ai t i. ill irs mqiiir ..t Ru»- \ Stur
:tut, 17'.' Commercial Mr-n or
r\ Ill'S S I I K 1*1 \ AN I General Agent
F >rtland March >th
if

€ u|»(

HO

SPRING HATS
KID

u.-r.iIIv.

THE CHAMPION

Would respectfully announce to the ladies ol
Belfast and vicinity, that they have just
received a tint* assortment ol

GIFTS!

,■

.-learner

i : w i sT( >\

CITY OF RICHMOND!

Mrs.lE.lNl Ho.

Agenli ll'ante'i. Send for Circular. Address:
"DOMESTIC” SEWING MACA1NE CO.. N. Y.

r

I’he luvorlt-e

^

A

MOH1SOST, Agent,

Belfast

o.-.

ual Organs.'’ It is the onlv work published by reliable medical authority on the above (list ases, which
'•'ill 'uve from a prermifure grave thousands of our
It contains information
young men and women.
which
very mm or woman, married or single,
-houId know
fon t 1: il to scud for if. .Sent fn unv
a Id res.*, in scab d
envelopes, upon receipt of |o cents,
Which ill-! cove: e
-cot mailing. Address I’M K
M ••vSSACHI SKTTS MLMC U
I NS I LI ! I f
N
Court Street, P.oston,
aur

»l

fj

*•!_‘ i.

TIIKKF: J ill PS PKK

NO Main Street.

Is the BEST IN THE WORLD-

$500,000

by DruggCt-ahi] <;

in or

\V EE K

AH R A N G E M K N T.

I H I*, h AVuia If

*• VEAKS ol.
I), of grafted fruit.
Farmers why will you buy Western
ot
trees,
which
►jtruit
you know
£
not; ing. when you can lor halt
th< price purchase trees raised in your own State,
which necessarily must be adapted to the soil and
climate, and naturally must, ii properly transplanted, thrive and bring forth fruit.

X T s

l)f ail kinds ( L I AN1) MADJ 1<> ORDER.
I’m
licular attention paid to the making of GENTS’
SIIIR'IS AND LADIES’ UNDER GARMENTS.
STAMPING lor BRAIDING ami EMBROIDERY
Done.
Agency for BUTT ERICK \S PAPER PA 1 l’ERNS
DF GARMENTS. A large assortment ol Spiing
Styles just received.
I he
CARTER’S PERFECTED HUMMERS.
Best Dress Goods and Flannel lleaimci in tl:e market. TRY IT, PRICE $1.00.
Attention is called to LITTLE’S NEEDLE
SHARPENER, POLIS il ER uni CASE combined,
tor sharpening and polishing all kinds ot needles,
uni to the (’RESENT BUTTONHOLE CLTTl.R,
rutting any size button-hole. Examine them.
The best quality ot Cotton, Silk. Oil, Needles and
attachments for all kinds ol Sewing Machines kept
constantly on hand.

14.

Yiitrii.- Helil.

I

For Salt*!

PRICE,

RFFFLINP
1- UitiOi I I N (i,
L»L' 1 L i'l N(1 and
FP< i F. Ml I'CHINtJ.
DONE AT blldlil' MM U
by :t nice operator on
iho Florence Sewing Machine-;, at most reasonable

to

pursuers, and as we drew
near would break
away again, it seemed
to me that he could not
fully make up his I
mind whether to run or
fight mid in this
state of indecision he did neither at his
best.
I fired a shot or two at
hint; one
struck a little to the left. I was some distance off. and fired from the saddle.
One
Berdon cartridge snapped twice,—the first
time I have known one to fail. I threw it
away, and closing within forty yards, at
which distance my horse became
restive,
refusing without a fight to go near, 1 put
an explosive bullet into his
thigh in order
to stop him.
Another in the rear was received like the first, with a
slight kick,
but without slackening Ids
gait; though
the ball burst in the muscle’and’ made’a
fearful wound, it touched no bone and lie
seemed to regard it no more than the
bite of a liy.
But after a time another shot induced
him to pause, and he threw up his slender
tail and came to bay on a slight elevation
at the edge ot a prairie break.
Capt. 1.
rode to the left to induce him to give his
broad sides, and still in the saddle, at
forty

Dyspepsia, Kidney Complaints, Impure
Blood, Obstructions of the Liver, Ner-

The Subscriber otters lor sale the
Elliot Farm, so called, situated on
stage road from Frankfort Village to North
Searsport, about three miles from the former place.
This Farm contains l‘»f. acres ol land; cut last year
'-'5 ions oi buy has an excellent orchard, raised last
season -jim.) bushels of grafted fruit ol nice
quality
has ;r, acres of young hard wood growth; has excellent pasture, is well fenced, has a ia(*;ul(,\v hearing a
good quality <>t gr;:-s, and with little expense can be
much improved ; good buildings, an excellent, well
ot wat»r.
Price ifj.goO.
Possession can be given
immediately. For further particulars inquire ol the
subscriber at West Winternort.
R. PLUMMER.
W. Winterport, April k'tli, 1
tile

TITKINU,

W

ill coinpjtrist n to b.
mg sent* need to a lit*
ot misery, iml every
vouug or middle-aged
woman is -uin to receive the above sentence
who does not profit by tin* warnings contained In
■*
th>' new I' jof: entitled
Lectures on Spermatorrhaui
■t Seminal Weakness, Impotence. Onanism, Mas*
tiirbation, or S. !f Aim a- and all dist a-e* ot the Sex-

V1'"'
I'; rime

m

-■

a

*

HANGED!

the old

FFLI i Mi,
n > Rl> 1JN (
BRA 1 PI Mi,

Evening- until

SPRING

Farm for Sale.

HFMMIM..

even

OMK TH11> PKH

The -ubscriber otters for sale his
in Prospect, one mile and a halt
west from the village.
Consisting ot one hundred
and sixty acres of land, with buildings, well wooded and watered, with good orchard <d grafted fruit.
For particulars inquire on the premises.
ISAAC T. SMI 1 H
Prospect, Feb. 4, 1873.—3.tl

For Sale or LIBFRA1
•and EASY I s RMS.
Machine Stitching of all
kinds, Mich as

4«*OPE\'
o'clock.

Extract

OF

Farm for Sale

aooo

WINDOWS!

HIT. DESERT A M ACM AX

nil

Persons indebted to the subscriber are requested
to call and settle immediately. A. I*. FRENCH.

soon
spirit
By sending 35 cts., with age, height, color of eyes
the left, separating from his
and hair, you will receive a correct picture ol your
THE DECEASED
future
husband or
with name and date of marHe moved
companions.
easily, faster shot himself with a small Smith & Wesson riage. W. FOX, P.wife,
O. Drawer 24, Fultonville, N. Y.
than a horse over the many ravine! and
revolver, which he kept in a bureau
breaks of the rolling prairie; but on the
’Tift DOME, or the Necret Ou>.
drawer, inflicting a wound scarcely prefirm ground I found that my horse had
Moustache aud Whiskers in 42 days.
HOW
This
and although no positive reason GREAT SECRET and 100others.
ceptible,
the heels ot him.
Gamblers’Tricks,
lie halted occasionally can be
for this strange conduct Cardiology, Ventriloquism, all in the ORIGINAL FIFTY PER CENT. SAVED!
assigned
to look at his

broke off

a

I he above is well located and presents a good opone wishing to carry on lie stove
business in Belfast.
A. I*. FRENCH.
t!4<>
Belfast, April 10, 1873.

|

j

Fluid

..

FIRST TRIP OF THE SEASON!

v

fuel

Sewing ZS/TeLolaine

On

■

It has a direct action on the Liver, invigorating ifpowers of secretion, aiding ttie !igeMi\, .-rgau- and
I nit. o wit h Dan
acting as an alterative and tonie
delion in this compound ,-r. A ellow Dock. .var-apaWild
rilla,
Cherry Bark, Butternut, Hup- ,.nd -t
valuable remedied wlo>-:.> properties are held in iwgh
esteem in cases of

portunity lor any

THE FLORENCE & HOWE

j

10,000

j

Cain. j. i». joinMoi.
Will make two trips per week, leaving Belfast every
Monday and Tiiur. day, at ‘J o’clock. 1'. M.
Returning, v.iii leave Boston every Tuesday and
’GK<>. G. WFJ1.I.S, Agent.
fc'riday, at •>. 1*. M.
Belfast, Apr. 17, Is.

I

l$U B.St'KIBER wishing to close out
ptiE
business in Rclf.ist, otters 1.is entire stock

We the undersigned having made large contracts
with Boston Parlies for manufacturing
Clothing,
are now ready to supply our old bauds with work.
An unlimited number ol good vest makers will Inwanted after the first ot .January.
They can be
supplied with work from our sio'i-e a; Belfast or
.Monroe.
FIFTY GOOD VEST MAKERS wilt be
wanted to work in our Shop, beginning on or about
the iirst of January.
We nave a tine assortment of Dry Goods, Boots
and Shoes which wo otter at low prices.
Belfast, Dec. 13—tV'i
POTE & OL IMBY,

tlTl

time ago, when the

’>■

i

JL

$500,000 Wm'lli pf Mint Destroyed.

F

s|Ni;

TT’or Sale I

GREAT FIRE IN BOSTON.

A K M

IN A SHOP. 1 TJMK I?V

OA MBRLD GrE T

<

|

-TO-

of all kinds. PAPER \ OLLARS, 10 cents a box
or
boxe- tor lia cents, in all sizes and ill the jtlie
better glade* of Collars.
tJ4!
H.L.i.ORD.

J W4>

Cm

MADE

Compound

Up Stairs Over Carle &. Morison's Hardware Store,

I he announcement was made some
time since to the relatives and immediate

friends

IS

FURNISHING GOODS

COLLINS & 11110 HI EH, SiTI tiroadwai, h\\ lurk,

No spring to break, no cutting of sash ; cheap, durable. very easily applied; holds sash at any place desired, and a aelt-tastener when the sash is down.
Circular and six copperSend stamp lor circular.
bronzed locks sent to any address in the U. S., post
[laid, on receipt of 50 et.°. Liberal inducements to
Address REISINGER
tin-trade. Agents wanted.
Sash Look Co., No.4IS Market St., Harrisburg, Pa.

Staleys
The commanding officer met in.1 at the cab]'- iiaii a iortune ol no
j
meagre sum.
railroad station alter dark, uni told me I will
remembered tliat not a long
that there were sonm buffalo 'till within
‘•'ii*
ago Dr. Robert Caldeleugh, who
fifteen miles, laggards or rear guards and j II i i d at t: e son tli cast corner
of Fifteenth
outlaying pickets of the grand army : ami
:
Chestnut streets, died, leaving all
which was recently hound to the South ot i his
estate, real and personal, to Mrs. ReArkansas —even invading the J.iano Esta- becca
i
Staley and her daughter.-, numbereado of Texas and N< w Mexico.
I
The ing
j
three, among whom is the. ladv above
next morning, with led horses ridden bv
referred to. Dpon their arriving at the
troop i's. and a game bay drawn by six age o! til they were to become
possessed
mules, we rode in a spring wagon some each ol a handsome
property. This sudmiles
West
tve
the
old overland den
eight
<
good fortune was the means of clospony express trail. At a distance of three ing this long matrimonial engagement,
or tour miles to the North ot this trail two
;
and
to-da\ was fixed for the wedding,
specks like flies, on a rise, in the prairie, the
i
nuptials to take place at noon in St.
developed unde! a field glass into buffalo. Mark’s Church.
Turning our horses’ heads toward them,
PREPARATIONS IOR THE WEDDING.
and sending a scout to watch them and

1

Delicious, Mtreiigtliening. ItlooilCleanMinir SJeverage.

A

Also Trimmings to corn .'pond, which are being
manufactured to order by first-class woukinen at as
low pric« s as the times will all'ord.
CU 11 1NG attended to in all its branches by myself. I have also a fine assortment ot

sale,

i'TT

Home-Made Beer

Call and See
good an assortment of WOOLENJGOODS of
grades, usually found in a
as

A briel ami comprehensive view of tlit* Government
of the United States ami of the State Governments,
by .J. B. Shurtlefl. Third Revised Edition by David
N. Camp.
This volume commends itseli ou account of its
comprehensiveness while it treats each topic briefly
and dearly; the value of such instruction e m scarcely he overestimated, it gives a sketch of the history
and condition of the Colonies, the occasion of the
Declaration of Independence, ami ol the adoption
of the Constitution; examines carefully the powers,
legislative, executive and judicial, belonging to the
government; describes the various departments with
their functions, the relation of the {States to each
other and to the general government; the qualifications, duties and powers oi officers, home and foreign. In short, we have in a small, well-arranged
volume, all that is essential in order to understand
the nature and working of our republican institutions.
While important for the citizen, it i-- well
adapted for the higher classes in -cliools, and is used
the
New
York Board of Education and elsewhere.
by
Copies mailed on receipt ol 75 cent-*, by the pub-

CENTS

YOUR

V-AT'.n ».(iO T.YON’S KaTTIAIROM FOB
tii-.i market by Professor
j'l.i' cl
{Taduat** of Princeton College,
t• aii!•
-ii-riv. d from the Greek “Kathro,**
Tv ,ng t'
purify, ryui'emte, or restore.
a* lavit h;*M received. ami the poj uiarity it has
ul 1.
unprecedented and incredible. It int:-c *11*
Miami Heath y : ‘.lie 11 Ant. It is
a d i.ghtmi dres-ug.
It eradicates dandruff. It
It keeps the
]=r* vent:' th* i air from turning gray.
'•air
m t! «: bail a rich, soft,
glossy apna:
l:
.s
in Quantityaud Quality
•'
'ali'i't.ii of a Ckniury Ago. and is
>■ y
M ;
ts ami Gouutry Store* atoniy 50
x iii,*
pi tioj i.

and after Monday, April ~1, Steamer

i.

done at short notice.
Kid Gloves dyed Black, or Cleansed,every day.
Also new goods or heavy cloths dyed and finished in
the best manner, at A FRY LOW PRICE*.
Goods sent every
MONDAY.
Agency at
H. F. WEI.LM’ Millimry and F nicy Goods
Store, No. 17 Main Street, Belfast Me.—lyl*J*

Bteachery!

On

uat RatJAi'T Vo l'the HAIR.

i«.*o.

’!

BOSTON & LOWELL

hm

pairing

V^l

The Governmental instructor,

■

! must think of the li\ ing and not the dead.
I must work' w 'h a sturdier, heartier wid'miy the faiihle-- have time lor fears—
There’s a fearful r. «• e i p» meet al.ow
For God i- garnering all the year-.’'

j

(

Independent Liu!
-FOR-

the GROWTH, PRESERof,HR, and inc reases the

i«..c

Hi*

;

\

Gent’s Garments, Coats, Pant--and Vests Cleansed
Dyed, Brown, Black, Blue-Black or Indigo Blue,
pressed ready for wear. Gent’s Garments Re-

11 you want your old style HATS ac-.
;v_
BONNETS made as good as new,
please pass them right along to the
sign of the STRAW WORKS, East Side of
the River.
4®“N. B. Hats left at the Milliner’s Stores in
this city, taken from and returned without extra
3m41
S. A. BLACK.
charge.

EVERY CITIZEN.

i
v

■.

Hat and Bonnet

: as

—

ONLY

them ;

nearly all varieties

A BOOK FOR

notices
\ very valuable book, and no one
intending to
paint should tail to read it. [ N. Y. Tribune.
We did not know so much could be said on the
subject ot painting a house ntil we read this excellent book of Mr. Baird's.” [N. V. Herald.
•‘A want long lelt at last supplied."
| Scientific
Am.
"Not only a necessity to the painter, but valuable
to very occupant of a dwelling. [N. Y. World.
"Buy 45 copies of this book and distribute them
11 they will heed the advice
among your iriends.
therein, you could make no more valuable present.”
Trib.
[Chicago
"In publishing this book Mr. Baird has done a
real service to the community. [Toledo Blade.
‘W. hope the publisher will sell 100,000
copies ot
this hook during
| Boston Advertiser.
"W< have ju-t painted our house as advised by the
author, and congratulate ourselves that no dwelling
in our neighborhood excels ours iu
appearance.
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FOR SALE BY

KINDS.

50 Cents per Bottle.

Cray

DYED OR CJ.EAEKED!

Win. Pitcher & Soil.

German Accord eons, Violins and Guitars, Violoncellos,Double Basses,
Concertinas,Flutinas, Harmon
icas, Banjos, Music Boxes,
Violin & Guitar Strings,
and all Musical Merchandise, is the well
known store
of
J. C. HAYNES & CO.,
:n Court St., Boston.
<•0143
(Opposite Court House.)

CENTS

oi an excellent and much esteemed
gentleman, and struck terror to the heart
it was New Yrar's Day. and tie winds were
of one dearer to him than that life whose
tierce.
mortal spark had been so suddenly exAnd the mad wave- howled on the lomdv
tinguished. At the hour mentioned, Rich-Jl'-re.
ard I). IVttitt. in the privacy o! his bedWhen an ole man, end in a sailor'.- gar:*,
Came toiling up to the cottage door;
chamber, shot himselt in the breast, the
And Miriam knew in r fate at a gdama—
ball piercing his heart, and killing in“You came from the missing -hip.” -he cried :
The head of the house is an
laid ly.
“Poor lass!
poy. iamb! thou ha-t -aid aright. •dder v
It is mail' a day -inee thy ‘over dp {'*
gent leman, surrounded by a family
insisting ol his wife and two estimable
Their lru>t\ compa-.- had failed, he -aid,
i
daughters, while the suicide dwelt there
I hey had l-’-i t!i• ir < oiir-e in
a unknown.
■i
a
friend, and was loved for Ids ami- |
And were drifting on. wh-n a gab- nro--e
A fearful gale—ind tlie ship went d*c\ n.
ability d temper and kindness of heart. I
How be vvaIn* could
A Mr. Hall, who was within the house | Harper’s Weekly.
■•■lively tel
"In selling a sample copy for 10 cents, Mr. Baird
Whv he was saved the Lord I-new !
t—
morning at the time of the sad oc-j must feel certain an order for 45 bound in cloth wil
He almost u Dh.- t he had clung to the 'hip
follow.” : frank Leslie.
enirciioe
hoard
the
of
a
And hr:.' \ p- r. ba d along with :h rereport
pistol! “We know the town and
paints therein
which came from a room on the upper j recommended, andean vouch country
for their valueand the
And Miriam heard hi- terrible word-,
excellence ol trie Harrison” brand of white lead.”
floor.
Alarmed
at this he ran upstairs,
And it
ue-d a- i: her hear: w udd break
Pliila. Ledger.
and :.s it by intuition, proceeded at once
But the Lord i- kind to the stricken heart
I" the bedroom of Mr. IVttitt. which i* is
1- or Lije -now ing, -utiering Saviour*- -ake :
j
She cried aloud in her bittern*
loeao-il n the third floor, and attempted
“O. save nu* <Lid till the-torm i- past”—
! to push open the door. lie discovered
The storm wa- k-.n but it *•••
d
i.-ngi'p.
SEWING MACHINE
tha something way lying up against it.
rile hc:t\eiis w :>■ blu< k, !*llt they clean'd at
!■ mil a;
OfKfiATOflS.
last.
pas-age, and iiis alarm increas> .-lies tor .■iil> m.ielii lie sent
ing. !m pushed with all his force, and be"'aid Miriam Gra\, ••! ran |..\
no mar,
hold. to iiis horror, when the door was
po.-tpaid, lor sixty cents per
My heart i- buried !»»*in alii the -a.
do/.‘U.
Needh w.-.rranti 0 and
Yet whv should i give n:v day- to gri. p
opened id are lay the bo. Iv of the occupant
There i- plenty oi u-.rk a tin wr-id for m« : of tli room at luii length upon the floor,
exchanged if not satisfactory.
I here are tears to w ipe, there an nmmd- to
A.i-ire-s
.Nation ,u.
N i-. k
r:
The shock
eveiy spark ol life extinct.
hind.
Pi'-.'.H I remout >treet, Boeton,
so great
upon Mr. Hall’s nerves that
There are hearts o Hadden md -mils to
.Mass. Agt> wa7^^•d7Ttu^"\v^^Mv,.
tor th
moment lie could neither move
cheer—
liter a sound, but as soon as lie beAnd how ran we lmpr lor the ie-1 m IP :,ven. i1 :
K \'ee] it W toil ,1.»1 the Master timv'"
came
reconciled to the terrible truth ho GO
i lesl ablislicd l'b‘30.1
rushed down -lairs and at once broke the
&
WELCH
she gave her life to merciful deed-,
GRIFFITHS,
Manufacturers of Saws.
As the merciful Father giv<
or- a-ilul
the rain.
intelligence to the household
Tike a sunbeam ante t•» 111■ iiou-e m woe.
SUPERIOR TO ALL OTHERS.
that death was in tln-ir midst.
^
Tike an angel served at the Inal of pain;
Ill EKV « HV R 4IIR t!(TED.
>
\l \TKIM< iNI A I
\ I.I.I \M i:.
She prayed, and Ihe lip- of the dv ing -miled,
&c
BELTING
MACHINERY.
FILES,
•"'he pled, and the eaiv!.-s turned and wept.
'b
iMuuot realize the consternation
! I 14ER A 1. DISCOUNTS.-!**
S|j.' wrouglr. .-md the shivering poo- w :• i
liiv
tie- result ujion the breaking of
om 'Price List.- and Circulars free.
warm,
tie- hibernation, coming so suddenly and
She sang, and the fretful infant slept.
WELCH
&
GRIFFITHS,
at a time when all hearts were centered
And as oft a- the New Year morning dawned, i
Bovtoii. .flit•»•*.. t% lletroit, Mich.
Mr.
who
this
was
l’ettilf,
go
upon
very day
To freshen her sorrow, she meekly -aid,
“There are heavier lo-ses and grid* t han mine— to enter into a matrimonial alliance. For USE the Reisinger Sash Lock and Support to
j

guide

OF ALL

ALTOS, BARITONES; BASSES
CONTRABASSES, ORCHESTRA CORNETS;
of Brass or German Silver; Piston or
Rotary Valves;
Drums, Cymbals, Flutes,! piccolos, fifes,
Flageolktks, Clarionets, French and

cloth, tor $5. Sample copies,
post paid, to any address, on
by the Publisher.
MKWRY riREY B1KRD,
Bo\ 1044,
See the following valuable extracts from press-

r

BARBIER, Proprietor.

This well know’ll establishment., with its admirable
facilities, is conducted by a lirst-ela-.- KKKM i!
DYEIt. Dying and Cleansing doin’in a manner to
give PERFECT SATIS FAC 1 ION.
Ladies’ Dresses, Sacques, Velvet, Ribbons. ,>tc.
Dyed, Cleansed and Pressed without ripping or
taking otF trimmings. Lace Curtains cleansed mul
done equal to new.
Carpets Cleansed and Color
Restored.

C-O-A-L-!

etc.

CORNETS,

4;> copies, bouud in
paper cover, mailed,
receipt of lO ceuis,

Suicide.

ITHAIRON

Maine.

or

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

WATER.
BEST MARKET IN THE WEST I
The
great inin>ng regions of Wyoming, Colorado, l'tah
and Nevada being supplied by the farmers in the
Platte Valley,

|

aw-v.

-•

Illustrated

Indians,

EMILE

FRENCH,

! Sanford’s

LYON'S

tf35

ABUNDANCE OF GOOD

10

luguMta,

and Enameled Ware, Sheet Lead, Lead Pipe
and Sheet Zinc. Plumbing, Gas Fitting
and Fixtures, Pumps, &c., &c. Job
Work, Repairing, &c., &c.
Mo. *20 Church At..
6m35
Belfaift, Me

THE PLACE TO PURCHASE

—

—

new

^Gt

Awarded First Premium at Aijiine State Fair, 1S/II

COOK & CAMBOOSE STOVES!
PARLOR,
Furnaces, Ranges, Tin, Brittannia, Japanned

pre-

! Mass.—4w44

ground was honeycombed by the burrows
prairie dog.
Few sportsmen are hurt by the butt'alo,
tor the horse generally takes good care to Soldiers Entitled to a Homestead of Kill Acres!
avoid liis rush; but many horses are killed
and many riders injured by falls due to THE BEST LOCATIONS FOR COLONIES.
the traps set by these burrowing little
FREE HOMES FOR ALL! Millions of acres of
choice Government Lands
of the

bv—

lover yet;
Many a w* a a- me week bad pa-sed—
I) d the a.b-eii? mariner, then, for a t!
Mai v a wcari-oine month had gone,
A little while and the year won; 1 dost
bet never a word of the missing ship.
And tie w r a word from Ev« rard I lose
new-

for the
Book.

years of adventures among the

THE

ONLY

And bearing

Remedy
It in

cure.

Thrillingly interesting and fast selling. 00 orders
taken by one agent in two days.
For terms address
J. LATIIAM & CO.,.292 Washington St., Boston,

open for entry under tin
“varmints.”
In the chase, not in the
Homestead Law, near this Great Rai road, with
game, is the danger. The gallop is ex- good markets and all the conveniences of tin old
It requires always a fleet horse to settled country.
citing.
Free passes to purchasers of Railroad Land.
catch the buffalo, but owing to the indeSecitonal Maps, showing the Land, also new edicision of my friend, a hard gallop kept me tion of Descriptive Pamphlet with new Maps Mailed
Free everywhere.
near him. and easily closed the gap to
Address
forty yards by pressing the horse; nearer
O. F. DAVIS,
he would not go without a contest, which
Land Commissioner U. R. R. li„
Omaha, Neb.
\\ mid have unsteadied
rode
aim.
We
my
across the country to find our
party, and
hvt not with a
CIVEN AWAY. A beautiful >\JCliromo
met the Major returning.
He reported
paper which you have to wait a / ^ \yenr for, but with lho
Eureka Chromo Casket tho lut
\eat novelty of rue day,
that he was frozen, and that his buffalo
and agent* are selling it with.- .*\.
\ astonishing rapidit.%.
■•ur agents taking
One
/
\104 orders in I da\
had outrun his horse.
The soldier reand
rla-r* are d- .ing / oMr
stars glowed:
,f\A \ equally us weil.
*"
th"'
ni
I:
new
md
is
origin..!
amed after a lour mile chase with the
How the lover pled and the loved was won.
n.
It
"tnpeti.!
beautifully
sells "I j\
ol tiic bul! we had followed.
We
peeked
VSS
.ry sight. 1* novel,
longue
A month stole by—Ah! hoV brief i- bliss!
at tract
W with it U
ap
v
I sent for the wagon, the game hay, to
'^JUin.les
> Vi
K veuanOilLluvu.
Toai.y
A few day* more and Ifjp ship must sail—
/ will s.-nd lull descripparties who wish im-it
come up, and I took, with the aid of the
And Lverard said, “1 -hall live on thy love;”
Casket ,t Chr unos. AVw>
tive circular of both \
make
time
to
ot
L’askef
is
money.
your
-iVV/-be sent Samples
An I Miriam said. “It shall never Jail.”
soldier, the robe from my bull, cut off the
and also a Chivn.o will
/
p.-t paid fur gl/dti.
He whi-pert d, “One voyage more, dear heart. hams and one
for our new t’4 page \
/ catalogue. S.-iu Fr< r> post paid.
fore-leg and the hump. 1 Send
BOND, MAIDIN' & co.V' sruiNoru.i.u, Massacucskit>
And I 1 'id fa rev, ell to the ship and the sea ;”
tlie body to see the effect of my
opened
‘•I shall count :la- heavy hour-;” she sighed,
’Til! thou -halt return to my low and me.” shells, and we rode hack to Fort Wallace,
where ! had the green robe and one, ham
The hour had -omc for the -iii*» to sail—
prepared to send by express to Washington.
She we; ! ike a child, on h»*r iowr's neck;
EVERY MAN HIS OWN PAINTER;
Thev have arrived and I have eaten bufHe called he: darling, and ki-.-i d her lips,
Or, Paints—How to Select and Use Them.
a It
nan shooting, and i have sent
Tij-n spi any to hi place on the vessel's deck ;
nn
plain treatise, containing sample card with 42
And the beautiful Alice moved from the
tic robe to Xcw York to be dressed in the different
port
actually painted shades and tints, with inAnd parted the waves of the glided bav.
structions tor exterior and interior House Decorabest style.
Leaving a sorrowful h -art behind
tion.
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full of ravines and breaks which it required care to pass, and everywhere the
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Blind,
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WILD LIFE £« FAR WEST
Thirty

E.

N..toM».SL,(sr:?,sr)M»t.

pared expressly to cure
nothing else. Bold by all Druggists,

Agents Wanted

cheapest Land in market for sale by the

Union Pacific R. R.

of

case

Piles
Pile

Bing’s
tails to
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the

Farms !

any

cerated

*r

ACRES’!

For

Bleeding, Itching
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111

G.

REWARD.

non

Cordial Elixir of

battles, and by turning up the 3.000. 000 Acres in Central Nebraska
earth are ragged and blunted but of great Now for sale in tracts of forty acres and upwards on
five and ten years’ credit at G per cent.
strength. Our chase was only three or No advance interest required.
lour miles; it was over a frozen country,
Mild and healthful climate, fertile soil,
AN

She grew in grace as she grew in years,
In every womanly charm and way—
There was never a sweeter bud and flower
Than the bud that blossomed in Miriam Gray.

The queenliesf ship that came to port
Was the good ship Alice, as staunch a craft
As ever an artisan loved to .build,
As ever a sea-breeze loved to waft:
With her showy.flags and her pennons gay.
And her -ails as white as the driven snows.
No blooming bride was a fairer dght,
And the mate of the ship was Kverard Rose.
L tell but the old, old, sweet, sweet tale—
How the mate and the maiden met, one day:
How Kverard sighed wneii the ship \\ ent out,
And Miriam wept as lie sailed away:
How he came again to the quiet port
W hen the long and wearisome cruise was
done;
Mow they walked by the >ea when the dune

Great
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SAMUEL WAltD & DO., Propr’s Boston
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hereby give notice to the citizens of Belfast
hat 1 will be at the store of Oakes Augur Saturday
iftornoons, from t* until a P. Mlor the purpose o
•eceiving taxes.
DAN 1 El I PI lull KK ,CuLLK( TOk
Belfast, Sept.-.‘O. tfld

